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Abstract 

Rapid development of home improvement industry and demand of Chinese people for better 

living conditions have spawned tremendous growth of home improvement market in China. 

Aside from traditional home improvement market for new buildings or old building 

renovation dominated by home improvement companies and obscure minor contractors, a 

new type of building material retail model has been introduced from Western countries in the 

China: the do-it-yourself (DIY) home improvement advocated by DIY building material 

stores. 

The do-it-yourself (DIY) home improvement model originated and flourished in Western 

countries with well-developed construction industry. Since the 1950s and 1960s, the DIY has 

become a dominant model of home improvement in Western countries and DIY building 

material stores offering various types of building materials have become a major building 

materials market in Western countries. By the end of the 20th century, the model of DIY 

building materials stores and the concept of DIY home improvement were brought into China. 

Nevertheless, the DIY model did not spread as quickly as in the Western countries over the 

past more than two years of development. Since 2010, even western DIY supermarket retailer, 

such as Home Depot, B&Q in China, have closed down or transfer its equity out of China! 

It makes me wonder and I determined to do this exploratory study. Under the background of 

Chinese society and culture, will DIY and DIY home improvement building materials 

supermarket model on behalf of the western mainstream housing consumption become the 

mainstream of residential decoration pattern in China? Will DIY building materials 

supermarket and DIY model of home improvement bring Chinese consumers with greater and 

better value compared with the traditional model of home improvement? Investigation and 

research on the influence factors of DIY home improvement for Chinese consumers is the 

focus and subject matter of this paper. 

This paper first reveals relevant theoretical basis of DIY home improvement and the situation 

of home improvement in China and Western countries before conducting a theoretical analysis 

on the influence factors of DIY home improvement. In light of the reality of home 

improvement industry, economic environment and the social and cultural background of 

China, this paper investigates the advantages, feasibility, as well as disadvantages and 

restraints of the new DIY model of home improvement, identifies the valuable factors of the 
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mechanism that influence home improvement demand of Chinese consumers, creates a model 

of theoretical reasoning, and discusses the patterns of probabilities for consumers' choice of 

DIY home improvement caused by changes in each significant independent variable. Lastly, 

an analysis and outlook on the development of DIY home improvement model is provided as 

theoretical basis for the trending of local DIY model in China. 

 

This study is carried out mainly on the basis of the following points: 

1. Investigation on whether economic interest has been incorporated into the model for the 

research on the emergence of DIY concept and behavior as a primary driving factor. In model 

configuration, this study identifies “labor value” as a core factor of economic interest. As 

revealed by relevant studies, as a cost factor in economic interest, labor value and the ratio 

between the cost of time for workers and consumers are the key factor influencing the 

emergence of DIY consumption. 

 

2. Investigation and summary of external factors that significantly influence the consumer 

behavior of DIY home improvement. Our study identifies that the DIY model of home 

improvement is subject to the influence of the following eight factors: the cultural 

environment for the development of DIY concept, building materials suitable for DIY, 

equipment availability for DIY works, difficulty of DIY works, the scale of building material 

stores offering DIY products and the level of their operation and management, marketing 

strategies and awareness promotion for DIY culture, together with labor market effectiveness, 

i.e. the difficulty of hiring qualified skilled workers. 

 

3. Research on the intrinsic mechanism that gives rise to DIY consumption behavior. This 

paper discovers that the emergence of DIY home improvement behavior is intrinsically 

correlated with the basic DIY hobbies of consumers, free time available for DIY, the DIY 

skills of individual consumers and DIY psychology (self-entertainment, expression of 

individuality, identity and sense of achievement, show-off). 

 

4. Different consumer groups have different responses to DIY subject to various influence 

factors. First, home improvement consumers fall into different groups by gender, age, 

occupation and level of education. Second, different home improvement consumers 
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demonstrate different DIY motives and behaviors under the effect of internal and external 

influence factors; lastly, as can be discovered in our regression analysis based on total samples, 

among home improvement consumers in China, a group of DIY fans exist with insignificant 

restraint of economic and time factors; while in our sample regression of other home 

improvement consumers, the factor of labor value is highly significant. 

 

5. On the basis of regression analysis, this paper makes a general and a single variable trend 

prediction. On the basis of regression analysis, this paper used probability forecast method to 

further discuss the research conclusion and used probability prediction model to find the 

house decoration DIY probability change trend through change of each independent 

significant variable. 

Part of the above research belongs to the exploratory research, the conclusion obtained to 

some extent help enriching consumers’ DIY theory, building materials supermarket marketing 

theory and consumer behavior theory, and as a certain reference to reference and guiding 

significance for marketing planning and management practice of relevant enterprises. At the 

same time, this research also has many shortcomings, the revision and consummation remains 

in further research. 

 

Key-words: Consumers home improvement, Home improvement DIY model,  Personal DIY 

tendency, DIY building materials supermarket, Products possible for DIY 
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Chapter I Introduction 

1.1 Proposed Question: 

 

The DIY home improvement model referred to in this paper is a popular model of 

consumption in Western countries and has already developed into a sophisticated industry. 

The traditional building materials market, home improvement companies and minor 

contractors that already existed prior to the entry of DIY model in China and are still 

developing today are generally referred to in this paper as traditional model of home 

improvement. DIY home improvement means the concept of “do-it-yourself” and contains 

and represents the home improvement philosophy of “individuality” (Williams, 2008), while 

the “expression of individuality” in home improvement is increasingly recognized and 

pursued by home improvement consumers in China. Hence, the significance of DIY (Peine, 

2003) becomes ever more striking. 

 

“Do-it-yourself” home improvement is popular in most every Western country (Qing Mu, 

Global Times, April 7, 2004). In Western countries, people make major improvements of their 

homes every five years while minor renovations, changes, decorations and repairs are much 

more frequent. Every weekend, people take pleasure from shopping building materials in DIY 

stores and all their family members would roll up their sleeves to make home improvements 

on their own. DIY building material stores with a complete range of quality products and 

efficient service management system are main venues for people to purchase building 

materials. DIY home improvement is an ideal way for people to pursue their desirable living 

conditions and dream residences (Campbell, 2005). 

 

In China, DIY home improvement is an “imported concept” (Chen Zuzhan/Tang Biao, 2004). 

Traditional model of home improvement dominated by home improvement companies and 

minor contractors is being challenged as Chinese consumers increasingly call for 

“individualized and autonomous home improvement”. In this context, by the end of the 1990s, 

as the first foreign-funded DIY building materials supermarket in China, B&Q opened its 

store in Shanghai, which marks the entry of DIY home improvement model as a mainstream 
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model in Western countries into China as a platform for the supply of building materials for 

Chinese consumers to improve their homes by “do-it-yourself” (Wang Chunhui, 2007). 

 

In over 10 years after 2000, home improvement industry has been developing with 

skyrocketing speed in China with market capacity and industry scale growing much faster 

than home appliances and automobile industries, becoming a huge traditional “sunrise 

industry”. According to statistics, by 2013, the annual output value of building 

decoration industry amounted to roughly RMB 2.97 trillion yuan, of which home 

improvement industry accounted for RMB 1.67 trillion yuan; there were about 300,000 

enterprises in this industry employing some 30 million people with annual value-added 

exceeding RMB 700 billion yuan ○1 . With continuous growth of income, Chinese 

consumers are paying more attention to improving the quality of their life and requiring 

innovatively designed, intelligent and modern homes, turning home improvement and 

decoration into a major consumer market○2. 

 

However，all the DIY building material stores or home improvement retailers that provide 

individualized home improvement products, no matter those leading world players or 

homegrown building material companies, are not doing well in China. According to the 

statistics of Chain Store & Franchise Association (CCFA), the British B&Q that ranks number 

one in Europe and the third in the world saw the number of its stores reduce from 61 in 2006 

to 31 in 2013; During the year 2014 when this study was composed, B&Q China was sold to 

Wumart, with 1.4 billion yuan (200 million euros) for a 70% stake; the world's largest DIY 

building material store Home Depot of the United States closed all its stores in China in 

September 2012 and withdrew from the Chinese market; the largest Chinese local building 

material store Oriental Home Building Material Supermarket went bankrupt in January 2013. 

By the end of 2013, the number of DIY the material stores plunged from the peak of 83 to 32, 

down almost 60%. 

 

Over the past more than ten years, Chinese and Western building material retail enterprises 

and academia have been investigating the drivers and influence factors of DIY home 

improvement for Chinese consumers. Regretfully, however, in contrast to the growing 

demand for individualized home improvement of mass consumers, DIY building materials 

stores proved to be short lived and are shrinking in number. The two models of home 
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improvement mentioned earlier in this paper increasingly find themselves in sharply 

contrasted situations in China. 

 

DIY home improvement is defined by the following attributes: home design, purchase of 

building materials and construction or management of construction is carried out by 

consumers themselves. Consumer drive for “individuality” not only provides greater freedom, 

convenience, interest and a sense of satisfaction but also creates greater risk factors of DIY 

home improvement compared with traditional model of home improvement, thus 

exacerbating the risk experience brought about by DIY home improvement (Roussean, Sitkin, 

Burt & Camerer, 1998; Urban, Sultan & Qualls, 2000). 

○1Statistics of China Building Decoration Association; 

○2Analysis of Market Demand for Building Decoration Industry in China 2014, askci.com 

http://www.askci.com/news/201406/26/261515041113.shtml 

 

According to Table 1, differences of various aspects exist between DIY and traditional models 

of home improvement and such differences often lead to greater risks to consumers who opt 

for DIY home improvement. 

 

Table 1: Traditional model of home improvement versus DIY model of home improvement 

 

Item of comparison Traditional model of home 

improvement 

DIY model of home improvement 

Procedure Complex - controlled by home 

improvement companies 

Complex - organized by consumers 

themselves 

Time Fixed - controlled by home 

improvement companies 

Not fixed - arranged by consumers 

themselves 

Difficulty Complex - completed by home 

improvement/product vendor 

Complex - completed by consumers 

themselves and product vendors 

http://www.askci.com/news/201406/26/261515041113.shtml
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Cost Product cost + labor cost Product cost + one's own labor or 

partial outsourcing 

Quality Guaranteed by registered home 

improvement companies/hard to 

say for minor contractors 

Self-control 

After-sales services Provided by registered home 

improvement companies/product 

vendors 

Provided by vendor for purchased 

products - no guarantee for the rest 

 

This paper considers that investigation on the influence of DIY consumption model on the 

home improvement of Chinese consumers must be carried out in relation to the “labor value” 

(Brodersen, 2003) as the basis of social and economic interests distribution, i.e. labor cost and 

transaction of labor could be the deep-rooted factors behind overall social and economic 

interest distribution. Meanwhile, attention should also be given to other important factors 

influencing the choice and degree of DIY such as consumer culture of Chinese society, 

demand for individualized consumption, DIY skills of consumers, labor market situation, DIY 

feasibility of building materials and the management level of DIY building material stores 

(Williams, 2008). Therefore, the following questions deserve further research and 

investigation by Chinese scholars: in China's unique economic and cultural contexts, does the 

DIY model of home improvement demonstrate any uniqueness? What are the underpinning 

factors of DIY home improvement opted for by consumers? What are the effects of these 

factors on the home improvement behaviors of Chinese consumers at present and in the 

future? 

 

1.2 Objectives and Research significance 

1.2.1 Objectives of research: 

This paper serves the following three objectives of research: 

(1) Investigation on whether economic interest is an independent primary driver influencing 

the DIY behavior of consumers? If this assumption is true, what are the influence mechanisms 

and effects between them? With “labor value” at the heart (Adam Smith, 1776; David Ricardo, 

1817; Karl Heinrich Marx, 1844/1867), economic interest includes the production cost of 
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workers, the technical value of labor and the market transaction of labor, and the question is 

whether a causal relationship exists between these elements and DIY consumption behavior? 

In the existing studies on the influence factors of DIY home improvement in China, scholars 

have mainly focused on the operation model of DIY building material stores, DIY motives of 

consumers and the feasibility of DIY model’s development (Wang Chunhui, 2007; Yan Jun, 

2010; Chen Zuzhan, 2004) with different conclusions. On the basis of the research outcomes 

of numerous scholars, this paper attempts to investigate the specific influence factors of DIY 

home improvement model for Chinese consumers in order to provide theoretical and 

empirical support to the modeling of influence mechanism of DIY home improvement in 

China. 

 

(2) Investigation on objective and subjective factors that lead to DIY consumption and their 

effects on home improvement decisions of consumers. In previous studies on DIY behavior, 

scholars investigated the motives of DIY. For instance, Williams (2008) investigated the 

motives of DIY home improvement consumers in the United Kingdom and identified the 

following four motives: the effect of external environment, demand for entertainment, 

increase of product value, self-identity, motives unique to the United Kingdom, economic 

reason (to save money), as well as market failure (appropriate skilled workers cannot be 

found); while Chinese scholars Yan Jun and He Xin (2010) also identified the following seven 

motives: DIY as a leisurely and recreational activity, expression of one's good will, demand 

for unique products, demand for unique experiences, image promotion, adaptation to 

environment, as well as self-refreshing effect. However, in the area of DIY consumption 

behavior, judging by the existing literature studies, few scholars have touched upon the 

dialectic relationship of the objective and subjective variables and DIY behavior. This paper 

attempts to make some discoveries on this question. 

 

(3) Whether different types of home improvement consumers (classified by age, gender, level 

of education, income, time available for DIY) have the same motives and capabilities for DIY 

home improvement? It has been discovered in our study that DIY fans as a special DIY 

consumer group are free from significant disturbance of such factors as age, gender, income 

and the level of education, and the question is what are the drivers of DIY behavior? Judging 

by previous literature studies, there have been Chinese and international scholars dedicated to 

the research on the DIY behaviors of DIY enthusiasts yet no comparative analysis between 
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them and other types of consumers has been carried out. This paper respectively investigates 

the influence factors of DIY home improvement for general consumers and those for DIY 

enthusiasts in order to identify the differences between the two and arrive at reasonable 

explanations. 

 

1.2.2 Theoretical significance: 

(1) As represented in this paper, the theory of labor value is one of the independent original 

drivers influencing whether or not consumers use the DIY model in their home improvement, 

and further enriches the research model regarding those factors influencing whether or not 

home improvement consumers choose the DIY model. We can see from the literature that 

researchers tend to use different dimensions in their research with respect to the specific 

factors influencing home improvement consumers’ election of DIY. Based on the consumer 

utility maximization theory, Brodersen (2003) defined the DIY follower as a rational person 

choosing the DIY model on the basis of economic calculation, and explained how the DIY 

followers conduct calculation to save money through DIY. Williams（2008）established seven 

types of motivation through in-depth interviews after conducting research on the motivation 

of the DIY home improvement consumers in UK, of which the economic reason is to save 

money. Bases on the results of many scholars, this paper presented six dimensions, including 

the personal DIY tendency, and validated that as a core element of the economic interests, the 

labor value has original drive effect on the home improvement consumers’ DIY acts. 

 

(2) This paper deepened our understanding of DIY home improvement through validating and 

analyzing the relationship between the consumers’ internal factors (DIY interest tendency, 

DIY behavioral psychology such as self-enjoyment, showing off mentality and 

self-satisfaction, DIY ability and DIY allowable time frame) as well as external conditions 

(DIY publicity, market platform of DIY building materials, degree of DIY difficulty of 

products as well as workers’ skills and qualities) and the consumers’ election of DIY home 

improvement. In previous studies, researchers have recognized that various factors may have 

different degree of influence on consumers’ home improvement DIY. These findings have 

facilitated the useful experiment and exploration with respect to developing and improving 

the consumer DIY home improvement theories. 
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(3) The comparative study of factors affecting the DIY acts of different groups of home 

improvement consumers (such as gender, age, occupation and income, etc.) helps to enrich 

the theories regarding home improvement consumers’ DIY acts. This paper compared the 

difference in the influential factors for “DIY enthusiasts” and those for the general public’s 

home improvement DIY, and analyzed the reason why those two groups implement different 

level of DIY in their home improvement, which in return laid foundation for the future 

development and research of the mass consumers’ extent of love for DIY. 

 

(4) This paper analyzed and explained the business model and management level of 

supermarkets of DIY building materials, which demonstrate the DIY construction allowable 

characteristics of building materials based on the purchase behavior of customers, and 

constitute another important factor influencing home improvement consumers’ DIY acts. 

 

1.2.3 Practical significance: 

(1) This paper holds that the economic interest factor is the original driving factor influencing 

home improvement consumers’ DIY acts (Brodeson, 2003; Williams, 2008; Cheng Hong, 

2002). Among them, the labor cost has fundamental influence on the DIY acts of home 

improvement consumers, and the ratio of time value to labor value therefore becomes an 

important key point in the study hereunder. This conclusion is helpful for the whole society 

and the general public including business enterprises to fully understand and grasp the 

mentality and behavior of home improvement consumers, and helps the home improvement 

industry to adjust the focus in their marketing operations, starting with the organization of 

labor to effectively organize, manage and supervise the relatively inexpensive labor in China’s 

building materials industry, so as to improve the quality and efficiency of residential home 

improvement industry. Currently, a large number of home improvement operators stubbornly 

pursuit of design and product innovation to attract customers and emphasis on product’s brand 

popularity, price level and accumulation of abundant customer information; in the meantime, 

promotions and giveaways are used as the main source of home improvement value creation. 

This business model attends to trifles and neglects the essentials, and may result in the 

struggling survival situation of many home improvement operators (Pan, Ratchford & 

Shankar, 2002; Wang Chunhui, 2007). This study shows that home improvement operators 

should regard the effect of sound combination of “design - products - construction” as the 

focus of their business operation, emphasizing delivery of both beautiful and practical 
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solutions to the consumers (Hu Shenjian, 2006; Dong Chi, 2010), and only such “solutions” 

can really help consumers to realize their need for “home” dream. Home improvement 

industry participants should completely put aside the “home improvement only” theory for the 

profit generation and thoroughly implement the operation philosophy of comprehensive 

solutions with reasonable prices and service efficiency. They should also provide more types 

of DIY home improvement programs which not only gives consumers the freedom to choose 

their DIY programs but also provides assistance and guidance for the consumers’ DIY 

activities. This will help to reduce labor costs while meeting consumers’ self-enjoyment 

purpose, so as to highlight the benefits of DIY home improvement and thus help the home 

improvement industry participants to create higher customer lifetime value (Reinartz & 

Kumar, 2000). 

 

(2) This paper studies both internal factors (including DIY motivation, sense of tendency, 

ability, self-enjoyment and show-off mentality) and external factors (social environment of 

DIY in China, business model and management level of DIY building materials supermarket, 

product’s degree of DIY as well as workers’ technical skills and quality) affecting the DIY 

acts of home improvement consumers. These exploration and validation is helpful for DIY 

building materials supermarkets to improve their operation management level of guiding DIY 

consumption and helps home improvement consumers to better understand the DIY home 

improvement process. Meanwhile, the enterprises would be able to provide consumers with 

more DIY allowable personalized and customized products, therefore general consumers can 

demonstrate their do-it-yourself creativity through hands-on experience so as to receive sense 

of accomplishment and attention from others as well as derive pleasure and satisfaction 

therefrom. 

 

(3) This paper studied the influence of differences in consumers’ personality, occupation, age, 

education as well as DIY ability and experience on their DIY home improvement activities. 

This also helps enterprises to make more in-depth decisions with respect to consumers’ 

consumption behavior, further refine the categories of all types of building materials and 

provide more products suitable for DIY home improvement as well as DIY information 

platform, so as to enhance consumers’ confidence in DIY and convert more consumers into 

DIY doers. 
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(4) The study hereunder regarding those factors influencing consumers’ DIY home 

improvement activities would be helpful for the DIY enterprises (such as DIY building 

materials supermarkets) to refine the product categories in their operations in a scientific and 

reasonable manner, in order to seek and provide more targeted categories of products for 

consumers with different levels of demand and thus achieve outstanding operating 

performance. The DIY building materials market in China is still in its early stage, where 

neither foreign DIY building materials supermarket group nor local DIY traditional building 

materials market is able to provide fundamental solution to the issue of “what is the most 

convenient DIY home improvement model in China?”.  Conclusions of this study will help 

enterprises to understand the consumption acts and habits of Chinese home improvement 

consumers from various angles and perspectives, as well as to develop and enhance the DIY 

ability of home improvement consumers through more targeted marketing strategies. 

 

(5) The study under this paper can also help consumers to identify renovation problems or 

pitfalls during their DIY home improvement process, and thus seek truly efficient and feasible 

DIY method. Compared with traditional home improvement model, the DIY home 

improvement contains many hidden risks due to its characteristics such as self-fulfillment 

nature, lack of guidance and supervision as well as the enormous labor market (Krauter, 

2003). Therefore, the DIY model is not the mainstream practice in home improvement 

industry, it requires the adoption of various methods to reduce the unpredictability and risks 

during the DIY process. In the event of lack of DIY rules, systems and management, 

consumers will choose the traditional way of home improvement - using workers to carry out 

renovation (Guo Yan1, 2007). Conclusions of this study also provide useful assistance to the 

consumers who like or intend to carry out DIY home improvement. 

 

1.3 Research content and scope 

1.3.1 Content of research 

(1) Taking stock of the research outcomes of Chinese and international studies, this paper 

identifies six factors affecting the decision of DIY home improvement, including economic 

interest, personal DIY inclination, factor of DIY building material store, DIY feasibility for 

specific products, labor factor and personal situation of consumers. Among them, economic 

                                                        
1 Guo Yan, serving as the director of the International Department of China Building Decoration Association in 2007, the 
Analysis of Strategic Environment of Home Improvement Industry in China 
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interest includes three variables of labor cost, value and transaction; the factor of DIY 

building material store encompasses five variables including product structure, product price, 

scope of service (simplicity, convenience), marketing and promotion, as well as effective 

supervision and management; product factor contains four variables including the quality of 

manufacturing process, the degree of DIY feasibility (such as size, dimensions, weight and 

transportation), together with the level of standardization of DIY installation procedures; labor 

factor covers four variables of the skill of workers, workmanship, responsibility of after-sales 

maintenance, and availability of highly skilled workers; and personal factor comprises six 

variables of age, gender, education, DIY experience and capability, time available for DIY, 

and income. 

 

(2) Establishment of initial regression model and the verification of the effect of different 

variables on DIY home improvement of consumers using Logistic model in the form of 

classified variables. By conducting joint significance test on the six factors involved in the 

model, we discovered that consumer economic interest, personal DIY inclination, 

management of DIY building material store and DIY feasibility of specific products all have 

significant effects on the DIY home improvement of consumers while the factor of skilled 

labor does not have any significant effect; the personal situation of home improvement 

consumers such as gender, age and income does not have any significant effect but education, 

DIY experience and skill and time available for DIY have significant effects on DIY home 

improvement. 

 

(3) Investigation of whether building material product structure, service and management 

level of DIY building material stores constitute influence factors of DIY home improvement 

for consumers? This paper has discovered that in the DIY building material market, three 

critical blind points influence the DIY home improvement behavior of consumers: 1) the 

relationship between product purchase and product usage; 2) the relationship between 

products of two adjacent work processes in home improvement, given that home 

improvement is a systematic project comprising numerous work processes; 3) quality 

supervision system for products and installation in each work process. These three critical 

points jointly comprise another influence factor of whether DIY building material stores can 

provide convenience for the DIY home improvement of consumers. 
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(4) Subjective factor of consumers has the following four drivers: the DIY psychology of 

consumers, the DIY interest, the DIY capability and the time available for DIY. The DIY 

psychology includes such factors as self-identity, self-entertainment and show-off; in the area 

of DIY research, some scholars discovered that the DIY motives of consumers influence the 

DIY behaviors of consumers but very few scholars have touched upon the question as how 

these subjective and objective factors influence DIY behavior and reveal their evolutionary 

relationship. 

 

(5) Separate analysis on DIY home improvement of DIY enthusiasts, explaining the 

differences and similarities between DIY fans and other consumer groups with regard to DIY 

home improvement. 

 

(6) On the basis of final regression model, we will make a forecast on the DIY home 

improvement behaviors of consumers in order to further reveal the trend of effect of 

significant variables on the DIY home improvement of consumers. 

 

1.3.2 Scope of research: 

(1) The primary objective of this paper is to reveal the specific influence factors for the 

DIY home improvement behavior of consumers in the context of home improvement 

market in China and make reasonable explanations on the effect of each factor. 

 

First, this paper recognizes○1 the view of Cheng Hong (2001): “More importantly, surplus 

labor that exists in abundance in China will lock up labor price at a low level on a long-term 

basis. Without labor cost pressures, the economic motive of DIY concept is lost, making it 

impossible to develop and foster DIY consumption”, i.e. the low level of labor value in China 

is a deep-rooted cause of the low penetration and development level of DIY consumption for 

home improvement. 

 

Second, the explained valuable of this paper is the DIY consumption model of home 

improvement. In the early times, DIY emerged as a self-sufficient way of production and 

survival due to the shortage of products (○2Yan Jun, 2010); today, however, DIY consumption 
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behavior has re-entered people's lives and become a rising industry in the context of a 

consumer market of great abundance. Drivers behind such a “self-productive” consumption 

behavior are not sufficiently investigated in Chinese and international studies. In this situation, 

the “economic interest” identified by this paper is the primary driving force of DIY behavior 

and exerts fundamental effects on the DIY consumption model of consumers. 

 

Lastly, this paper respectively verify the DIY motives identified by Chinese and international 

scholars, consumer psychology including consumer self-identity and personal traits. On this 

basis, this paper identifies the two variables of management of DIY building material stores 

and the DIY feasibility of specific products as important complements of the influence factor 

model of DIY home improvement and verifies the effects on DIY home improvement of 

consumers. 

 

(2) This paper takes a consumer (customer) centered approach of research 

Currently, there are two categories of academic research on the DIY home improvement: the 

first approach centers on the model of DIY building material stores, believing that the 

penetration of DIY home improvement is primarily subject to the popularity of DIY building 

material stores, and thus focuses on the management and development of DIY building 

material stores (Huang Ouxiang, 2005; Wang Chunhui, 2007); another approach focuses on 

customers, i.e. the effects of DIY home improvement motives, environment and experience on 

the DIY behavior of consumers according to the perception of consumers (Trevin, 1986; 

Abelson, 1989; Peine, 2002; Sedikides, 2003). A famous theory is the uniqueness theory 

developed by Snyder & Framkin (1997), which believes that an increasing number of DIY 

home improvements are characterized by the creation of products by consumers themselves 

according to their own ideas, which essentially achieves product personal customization and 

fully reflects the uniqueness of DIY. Therefore, they have developed the view that the demand 

for unique products provide the momentum for DIY. 

 

 

 

 

This paper adopts a customer-centered approach, i.e. to investigate the influence factors of 

(1) Cheng Hong (1966-), native of Wuxiang township, Shanxi province. As PhD in economics, she had 

been the director of the Institute of Distribution Economy, Beijing Wuzi University. 

(2) Yan Jun (1968-), native of Wuhan city, Hubei province. As associate professor and postdoctoral scholar, 

he focuses his research on e-commerce, marketing ethics and corporate social responsibility. 
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DIY home improvement from customers’ perspective based on the theory of consumer 

behavior and examines the applicability of Western theories to China’s economic 

environment. 

 

(3) This paper takes mass consumers with demand for home improvement as object of 

research 

International scholars generally defined no specific object of research in their studies of DIY 

home improvement (Slater, 1997; Woodward, 2003; Campbell, 2005; Williams, 2008) for the 

two reasons below: first, DIY home improvement has a high penetration in Western countries 

and average households have already become accustomed to DIY model; second, for studies 

on consumer behaviors, the broader scope of research object is, the greater universality the 

research conclusions will have. Of course, some scholars defined specific objects of research 

in their respective studies, such as study specifically on DIY enthusiasts (Hirschman, 1980; 

Trevino, 1986; Isen, 1999; Sedikides, 2003). 

 

In order to ensure the universality of research theories and make our study more 

science-based and rigorous, as well as to compare with studies by Western scholars and 

examine their applicability to China, the research object of this paper is defined as the average 

consumers of home improvement. In addition, due to limited time and resources, our sample 

survey only covers the average consumers of home improvement in the urban areas of Beijing 

municipality. 

 

1.4 Research methods and technical routes 

1.4.1 Research methods: 

As stated by Lin Juren and Liu Yuan (2004), as one type of scientific research, comparative 

study refers to the comparison of two or more things or objects to identify similarities and 

differences between them, with the purpose of discovering variables, presenting assumptions 

and revealing the law of development. Variables need to be extracted from the elements 

related to home improvement while the assumption is mainly derived from existing literature 

and practice. The study variables and assumptions under this paper are both inferred based on 

relevant theories and review of Chinese and Western literature, and the conclusion are drawn 

through comparison of the research data and materials. Accordingly, the research methods 
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hereunder include: 

 

(1) Comparative research methods 

Comparative study is the starting point and the breakthrough point of this paper. For Chinese 

consumers, home improvement “DIY” model is an “exotic” concept (Chen Zuzhan, 2004). 

On one hand, it originated in the West countries with developed construction industry where 

the consumption business model is quite mature after more than 50 years of development 

since from the 1960s; on the other hand, China’s construction industry is at its peak period of 

development, gradually evolving from the “foreman” and “labor contractor” into the current 

traditional home improvement models such as home improvement enterprises and decorative 

building materials markets. Upon systematic review and sorting out both Chinese and Western 

literature, this paper presented clear and comprehensive understanding of the concept of the 

DIY home improvement model as well as relevant literature on various factors influencing 

home improvement consumers’ DIY activities, while it also seeks those areas for which little 

research has been done and require further study and exploration, so as to establish the 

research topic for this paper: whether labor cost is a fundamental, social and inevitable 

influence mechanism for home improvement consumers’ DIY consumption behavior? Second, 

whether interactions between consumers’ DIY internal and external factors also have 

influence on the DIY behavior? Third, whether consumers’ personality, occupation, age, 

experience and other relevant characteristics may also become influential factors of the DIY 

behavior? Finally, whether the management level and service quality of the DIY business 

model platform also have influence on Chinese consumers’ DIY activities? This paper then 

established the theoretical model for the study hereunder upon theoretical development: the 

logic thought of “value of labor – increasing of cost of economic benefits – possibility for 

consumers to choose DIY”, and presented a series of assumptions (including confirmatory 

assumption and opening assumption) for validation based on many classical theories in the 

value exchange theory, theory of consumer behavior, consumer psychology, Chinese 

sociology, cultural studies and management science, so as to construct the overall framework 

of this paper. 

 

(2) Empirical research method 

With the rapid development of statistical research methods and research software, empirical 

research has been widely used in today’s scientific research. The empirical research hereunder 
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mainly follows these steps: design of variables – formulate questionnaire – with respondents 

targeted at home improvement consumers classified by age, occupation, gender and other 

characteristics. Questionnaires are issued based on specific sampling principles and methods 

to obtain first-hand data and the Logistic regression model is used as the main analytical tool. 

Then the author proposed the following theoretical model regarding the influential factors of 

home improvement DIY, i.e. using “labor value” as the independent variable to deduce the 

influence and evolution between the mediating variable “economic interests of home 

improvement” and the dependent variable “possibility of DIY model”, and validating the 

assumptions proposed hereunder as well as making scientific prediction of the future of DIY 

home improvement, through the testing of main effects, mediating effect and moderating 

effects in regression analysis. 

 

(3) In-depth interviews 

In order to explore the dimension structure of the feasibility of home improvement DIY and 

validate the possible relationship among those variables in the model for the purpose of 

testing and modification of such model, so as to ensure the logic thereof to be clear and 

rigorous, this paper will adopt the method of “in-depth interviews and tracking” to accomplish 

such goal. Field tracking refers to the method that researchers participate in the whole process 

of actual home improvement process of the subjects to obtain factual data and information 

and help researchers to generate new research ideas or materials with vision and thinking of a 

discoverer, in order to find the new theoretical model and arguable evolutionary principles 

which are accurate to the maximum extent possible and have actual operational characteristics. 

This is the main purpose of adopting the “in-depth interview method” which will improve the 

practical guiding value and significance of the theoretical model in this paper. 
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1.4.2 Technical flow chart: 
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1.5 Innovation and Deficiencies 

1.5.1 Main Innovation: 

(1) The study hereunder found that the labor value factor is the deepest and the most 

fundamental factor determining whether the consumers choose the DIY home 

improvement. 

Upon study of the previous literature we can see that the scholars’ research mainly focused on 

the DIY business operation model (Wang Chunhui, 2007) and discussion of DIY model (Chen 

Zuzhan/ Tang Biao, 2010). The only different aspect (if any) was the study of consumers’ DIY 

motivation (Willianms, 2008; Yan Jun / He Xin, 2010), and few scholars have conducted deep 

and systematic study and exploration of the influence mechanism affecting consumers’ 

election of DIY home improvement. 

 

The labor value is specified as an independent factor influencing consumers’ DIY home 

improvement in the model design hereunder based on the Labor Cost Theory, the Value 

Exchange Theory and the Consumer Behavior Theory. In this paper, such factor is regarded as 

“dynamic factor”, and as the independent variable factor in assumptions. We designed three 

relevant variables based on actual situations in home improvement process, including the 

workers’ time and labor costs, consumers’ time costs and labor costs, as well as the ratio of 

works’ time/labor costs to the consumers’ time/labor costs, which in return established the 

concept of labor value. Research shows that the concept of labor value varies due to different 

social structure, region, era and other factors. Through comparative study of all types of 

values, the lower coefficient value of the labor cost ratio means the lower home improvement 

DIY popularity, while the higher coefficient value of the labor cost ratio means the higher 

degree of DIY. As shown in the results of simulation calculation via mathematical formula, as 

an original independent influential factor, the labor cost ratio indeed has fundamental 

influence on the degree and popularity of consumers’ home improvement DIY. 

 

This finding has never been mentioned or studied in any literature in the past. 

 

(2) The internal and external factors of DIY home improvement as well as the 

interactions between them constitute another factor influencing whether consumers 

choose DIY home improvement 
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This study thoroughly analyzed the causes of home improvement DIY and systematically 

classified such causes into two categories, specifically internal factors - consumers’ DIY 

motivation and external factors - external environmental factors. Internal factors include five 

variable elements, i.e. sense of tendency, abilities, enjoyment and showing-off mentality, 

controllable time as well as economic strength; external factors include three variable 

elements, i.e. DIY social environment, DIY hypermarket factor and product’s degree of DIY. 

Such internal and external factors affect and enhance the evolution of each other, thus 

affecting the degree and the popularity of home improvement DIY. 

 

Compared with the previous literature, such finding presented the internal and external factors 

causing the emergence of DIY as well as the influence of their interaction on the DIY, and 

therefore the emergence of DIY is analyzed and studied in a more systematic manner. 

 

(3) This study shows that consumers’ own characteristics and capabilities also have 

influence on their election of DIY home improvement 

Upon comprehensive study, it can be seen that consumers have the following characteristics 

including age, gender, occupation, experience and the level of practical ability. For each 

consumer, those aforesaid five variable factors affect and interact with each other, which in 

return affect the consumer’s decision on his/her election of DIY home improvement. 

 

This finding shows that consumers are also subject to limitations of their own characteristics, 

thus affecting their determination and election of DIY home improvement. 

 

(4) This study shows that operation level of the DIY building materials supermarket also 

has influence on consumers’ election of DIY home improvement 

The emergence of DIY building materials supermarket is accompanied by the DIY home 

improvement activities, including product quality, service quality, management level and 

other relevant factors, which together developed such a place to provide DIY home 

improvement consumers with various solutions during the home improvement process. 

However, due to the professional relevance necessary for the supermarket products, there are 

many detailed and microscopic “invisible barriers” between among categories and products, 

which directly reflects the extent of influence of the management level of DIY building 
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materials supermarket on the home improvement consumers’ selectivity of DIY. Therefore, it 

has become another factor influencing the DIY consumers. 

 

(5) DIY product factor 

With regard to installation or construction, it is comparatively easy to conduct DIY 

construction for the building material products in the DIY building materials supermarket of 

Western countries because there is coherence and consistency in the products and accessories; 

for the products in the building materials market in China, due to lack of uniform standards 

for products and accessories, the construction becomes quite complicated, adding to the 

difficulty of DIY construction. By comparison of Chinese and Western product factors, the 

author believes that as an independent influential factor, the product factors indeed has 

influence on the home improvement consumers’ DIY activities. 

 

 

(6) DIY building materials supermarket service system 

In the building materials supermarket of western countries, they made service of must into 

service system and mechanism, such as: 

-They set professional cutting center for products which need to be tailored; 

-They set toning center for products which need to be toned; 

-They set professional DIY class for consumers who is will and need to learn DIY; 

-They provide indoor installation services for products which need to be maintained; 

-They provide delivery, moving buildings, demolition and other services. 

 

1.5.2  Deficiencies 

The conception of this study and writing were mostly finished by using the spare time, time is 

limited and hurry; In addition, regional source of interview customers is constrained by real 

conditions, the breadth and depth of this study can be further discussed in the future, and give 

a more concrete methods and suggestions. 
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Chapter II Literature Review 

The research involves the theories of labor value, theory of the deal between labor cost and 

labor value in housing decoration field, consumers’ mode theory of DIY housing decoration 

and theory of consumers’ conduct of the decoration. In this chapter, based on the analysis of 

the related literature domestic and overseas, the author aims at knowing about the current 

conditions of the consumer mode in the DIY decorating field and summarizing the 

achievements and shortcomings of the current research and furthermore analyzing its 

developing trend and its practical significance. 

 

2.1 DIY and Home Improvement DIY 

2.1.1 Definition and Dimensionality of DIY 

 

(1)  Definition of DIY 

The definition of DIY is comparatively simple with the meaning of ‘do it yourself’. However, 

the connotation of the definition is quite complicated, which can be seen from the reality that 

no unified connotation can completely explain all the aspects of its meaning. The reason can 

be divided into two aspects. Firstly, DIY is a complex concept including many fields of study 

such as life, work and many other fields. Besides, it has already mixed with other concepts 

such as DIY design, DIY decoration and computer DIY, etc. So it is a great challenge for 

researchers to differentiate the conduct of DIY in the related field and its current traditional 

conduct. Secondly, DIY is a multidimensional mental concept involving motive of DIY, 

cognitive awareness, operation ability and emotional preference and so on. 

 

In the field of sociology, scholars usually focus on the human being’s history of conducting 

DIY and the development of DIY under the influence of different cultures. Besides, scholars 

define DIY as a way of production and the origin of self-sufficiency mode of production at the 

beginning of civilization and what’s more the trend of pursuing personality and 

self-production in modern civilization (Zhang Shixian, 2014). In the field of psychology, DIY 

is defined as a creative conduct of self-enhancement and an inner driving force in the wake of 
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recognition from himself and others. 

In the field of economics, DIY is often regarded as the deal of value between cost expense and 

result obtainment and treated as a creative conduct of saving labor cost and achieving 

individual value as well (Hirschman, 1980). In the field of management science, DIY is 

considered as a combination of advantages and disadvantages, opportunities and threats with 

DIY building materials supermarket as its operational business mode. DIY building materials 

supermarket is defined as ‘Home Improvement Retailer’ or ‘Building Material DIY Store’ 

(Wang Chunhui, 2007). The concept of DIY in building material supermarket is to facilitate 

consumers with more standard material market so that consumers can easily get materials for 

housing decoration, repairing and refining of houses. Different definitions of DIY in different 

fields care listed in Table 2. 

 

(2)  Dimensionality of DIY 

 

The research of dimensionality of DIY present from one-dimension to multi-dimensions. 

Chen Zuzhan (2004) adopted three categories to analyze DIY and systemized the related 

study results achieved by other scholars. 

 

a. DIY participants’ vision 

 

Some scholars classify DIY from dimensions of DIY participants. Yan Jun(2004) deems that 

people choosing DIY for decoration can be divided into three parts, that’s is people in pursuit 

of unique decoration, people of amusement-oriented type and people of emotional type. (1) 

The classification is mainly based on divisions of motives and the market profile including 

seven measuring factors on motives and comparisons among eight diversified DIY 

consumers. 

 

b. DIY category vision 

 

Some scholars divide the DIY dimensions from the point of category which is shown in 

various dimensions such as DIY industry dimension, technology dimension and market 
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dimension and so on. However, there are still some disparities on its naming and connotation 

even in the same settled dimension. For example, the industry dimension includes 

construction DIY, decoration DIY, fitment DIY, design DIY, computer DIY, handcraft DIY 

and many other DIY industry. Based on the technology dimension, it can be divided into 

products of various trade shape structure and different kinds from common to specialized, 

from simple to complex and from monomial to multiple one. From the point of DIY market 

dimension, it can be classified into traditional building material market, DIY building material 

supermarket, specialized store, exclusive factory sales agent, E-business and many other 

market forms. 

 

c. Mutual relations vision 

 

Some other scholars study the DIY dimensions from the aspect of interrelations. DIY 

dimension is separated into three types, that is Process-based DIY, Experience-based DIY and 

Economic-based DIY. DARDEN R, BABIN B J(1994)，PINE II B J. GILMORE J H.，2001，

CHARLA MATHWICK（2001）and MOMIS HOLBROOK (2006) divided DIY type into 

Passion-based DIY, Technology-based DIY and Institutional-based DIY. 

 

Though opinions on DIY dimension among scholars are divided, Yan Jun (2004) states that all 

dimensions can be concluded into emotional dimension and institution dimension. Emotional 

dimension involves Process-based DIY (1995), Experience-based DIY and Passion-based 

DIY (1994) whereas institution dimension includes Technology-based DIY, Economic-based 

DIY and Cost-based DIY. 

 

2.1.2 Home Improvement & Decoration DIY 

(1) Fields of home improvement DIY research extends from common to special 

DIY participants and DIY categories can be in DIY profession, DIY technic and DIY market 

(PINE II B J. GILMORE J H, Xia Yeliang，Lu Wei，2002). The development of DIY research 

comes mostly from scholars from fields of sociology, socio-psychology and economics (Like 

Sedikides C, GAERTNER L. Pancultural Self-Enhancement [J], 2003). The study in these 

academic fields contains one common characteristic that the definition that DIY group and 
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target adopters including the social masses and organizations is concluded from a macro point 

of view but rarely from the study of a certain target object. 

 

Since it is inevitable to involve DIY target consumers and the varied categories of DIY 

housing decoration and the degree of DIY process alters according to different categories 

when it is under research, the study of housing decoration DIY must be targeted with certain 

specificity. Since 1990s, scholars have already began to extend the target research object from 

DIY motives to DIY market and DIY mode, such as consumers’ DIY intention (Williams C, 

2008), consumers’ behavioral intention ( Dwane Hal Dean（2010）), DIY consumption 

patterns’ functions for home repair(Maggie DAVIDSO, Philip LEATHER, 2000). What’s 

more, many domestic scholars have carried out many beneficial research such as Zhuzhan, 

CHEN (2004), Chunhui, WANG(2007), Yuanyuan, SUN(2007). Most of these studies focus 

on consumers’ preference for DIY housing decoration on purpose of satisfying their 

individual needs. The emphasis of the study centers on DIY consumer behavior only if it 

happens under the social condition of DIY consumption awareness and customs. 

 

(2) Dimensionality of DIY home improvement mode 

 

a. DIY category based on product scope 

 

There are not many scholars research on DIY product category. According to a priori category 

theory of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), the author did with great concentration find the 

product category of DIY concept can be divided into two aspects, DIY interoperability and 

DIY likability. Some scholars think that the DIY product category is based on whether the 

product has DIY operation characteristics itself, and the interaction between products has DIY 

link characteristics, thus it deserves DIY. 

 

b. DIY based on consumers 

 

Based on products’ two qualities, Bitner, M., Ostrom, A., & Meuter, M. (2002), Janis Noble 

( 2005 ) put forward that the concept of DIY is objectively technical, it is the rational basis of 
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whether the product can be DIY; Bateson, J. (1985) argues that DIY concept is subjectively 

consciousness, it is a subjective intention of the concept of positive effect of DIY on humans. 

Brogan, D., &; Cort, s. (1997) defined DIY as consumers’ product worthiness DIY, so that 

consumers are willing to bear the troublesome of DIY. This concept includes DIY 

implementers’ ability, passion and time. On this basis, Maute, M., & Dube, L. (1999) divided 

DIY perpetrators into three dimensions, respectively, are defined as follows: 

1) Concept: has necessary skills to DIY; 

2) Love concept: attitude to DIY with heartfelt wishes, and implement action; 

3) Time concept: has relatively enough time and space to do DIY activity; 

 

Aside from Maute, M., & Dube, L. (1999) proposed the concept of three kinds of DIY crowd, 

there are many scholars in the field of economic management believe that there are other traits 

influencing DIY. For example, Hornik, J., & Feldman, L. (1982) argue that DIY level is a 

comprehensive embodiment of the entire social group’ control of time and operation. 

Davidson, M., & Leather, p. (2000) put forward that DIY is a product category which can rely 

on one or more person to produce confidence, whether a product worth DIY or not is based on 

the ability of perform, intentionality and feasibility of DIY implementers. 

 

c. DIY based on market system 

 

The so-called DIY based on market system means that the desire for DIY and the action 

comes from the combined influence of certain system, business rules and other non-artificial 

mode structure. In a word, the reason why consumers adapt this DIY mode is not only 

because of its properties that are worth conducting in the DIY product scope but also because 

of consumers’ belief in a sound market system for them to conduct DIY process easily. 

McKnight et al., (1986) divided the DIY based on the system into situation normality and 

structural assurance. Situation normality defines whether the situation identify with normality 

or customs (Baier, 1986). In other words, situation normality ensures that everything 

functions normally and that performers can put what’s happening under control (Mcknight 

etal, 1986). Only if the stores or DIY building material supermarkets satisfy consumers’ 

expectations, can they promote the implement of DIY among consumers. Or it will lighten 

consumers’ willingness to conduct DIY because consumers will deem that the situation of 
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DIY mode is not regular and then give the choice up (Mcknight et al, 1986). Structural 

guarantee, also called structural safeguard, means the evaluation of market and security policy 

of market DIY (for example, legal resources, legal safeguard and legal rules). 

 

(3) The classification of housing decoration DIY and it’s generating Periodicity 

 

In the researches of Jacob HORNIK & L.P. FELDMAN (1982), ZHANG, Fengchao, YOU, 

Shuyang (2009), Dwane Hal Dean (2010), consumers DIY is divided into DIY based on 

interests, DIY based on experience, DIY based knowledge and DIY based on economy. 

 

a. DIY based on interests: it is based on individual preference and is also called DIY 

propensity. This kind of DIY depends on individual subjective will of its possibility 

(Possibility, 1xx9) and is based on the emotional condition without any experience. The 

interests of DIY play an important role in early phases of development but turns to be less 

important with the more mature and standard labor market. 

 

b. DIY based on experience: this kind of DIY is based on experience of predecessors and of 

themselves including Sense Experiences and Perceptual Experience. This kind of DIY 

consumers tend to conduct DIY with strong belief in experience even lack of statistic support. 

 

c. DIY based knowledge: DIY based knowledge is just a prediction. DIY performers can 

predict the behavioral principles in DIY process with the knowledge of product scope.  The 

research of xxx reveals that the familiarity with DIY product scope will help add their 

interests in DIY process. DIY based knowledge relies on the accumulation of knowledge of 

the technology thus acquiring a long process of development to build a DIY database. 

 

d. DIY based on economy: it is believed that DIY based on economy is formed on the basis 

of economy principle and it adopts a significant element of economic benefits-------labor cost, 

to evaluate the worth of DIY deed. If the labor cost exceeds the value DIY deed produces, 

DIY performers will treat it as a favorable choice. DIY based on economy is actually a 

competition between labor cost and DIY value, in which consumers will choose to abandon 
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DIY behavior on account of failing to know DIY value. 

 

In fact, we can deduce from the above-mentioned DIY classification that consumers’ DIY 

behaviors develop periodically. According to Jonathan Reynolds (2000) and the DIY building 

mode TBM, we can know that DIY based on interests and experience has the greatest impact 

on consumers’ willingness for DIY in early phases of development of DIY mode. The reason 

for this phenomenon is that without original related information consumers can only decide 

whether to adopt DIY or not depending on their own interests and experience. But with the 

increasing accumulated experience of DIY, consumers tend to master the related knowledge 

of DIY scope gradually and as a result can take advantage of the accumulated information and 

experience. Besides, with the growing cost of labor, consumers have to measure the worth of 

DIY behavior rationally, during which DIY based on economy and knowledge gradually come 

into play. 

 

2.2 Comparison between home improvement & decoration DIY mode and Chinese 

traditional decoration mode 

2.2.1 Comparison between DIY decoration mode and Chinese traditional decoration 

mode 

In fact, for Chinese consumers, no matter what model is adopted, Occident DIY decoration 

model or Chinese traditional & extant decoration model, the main purpose of consumers is to 

decorate the house and to move in conveniently and easily. Compared to the Chinese 

traditional decoration model, one of the advantages of DIY decoration model is that 

consumers can realize personalized decoration with the satisfaction of ideal housing. HU, 

Shenjian (2006) pointed out: after comparing Chinese traditional & extant decoration model 

with Occident DIY decoration model, that the two models are in general familiar in terms of 

its designing styles and its products for consumers, but differ mostly in its purchased products, 

the ways of delivery and the installment service. 

 

2.2.2 Differences between DIY decoration model and Chinese traditional decoration 

model 

DIY derives from rational calculation of balancing inner factors of timing and interests with 

the outer factor of measuring the costs and benefits (Gefen, 2003). From a historical point of 
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view, DIY serves as the origin of mode of production of human society, when the handmade 

workshops with DIY covering a large percent dominant mode of production (Shixian Zhang, 

2014). However, with the development steam power and pipeline, the production has been 

greatly enhanced and the labor cost has been tremendously lowered. As a result, machinery 

production eventually takes the place of DIY handmade workshops. 

 

In the 1950-1960s, populations in occidental countries have been growing slowing thus 

resulting in the labor costs rocketing up. What’s more, the legal working rule of 35 hours a 

week (like in France) facilitates people with more time and space. Gradually, DIY housing 

decoration model becomes the main pattern of consumption in improving the housing 

environment. This kind of DIY decoration model, developed and flourished in the western, 

with the Chinese reform and opening up, penetrated into Chinese market in the 1990s and 

began influencing the Chinese consumers’ way of decorating. 

 

However, Chinese traditional housing decoration model underwent a different evolutionary 

process. Chinese population rocketed up with rapid economic development, whereas the 

increase of labor costs is far less than the increase of average incomes of urban and rural 

inhabitants. What’s more, the rule of 40 working hours a week and the infest timing 

regulatory system offer countrymen less free time. As a result, the models of package workers 

or free kit materials became overall acknowledged and accepted by the countrymen and 

turned into the main consumption mode for people to improve housing environment. This 

mode, on one hand, helps consumers resolve the restriction of time and space, but on the other 

hand it brings about invisibility, a synchronization and difficulty in supervision, thus resulting 

in the great divergence between DIY decoration and traditional decoration. 

 

Based on the related literature, the author teases the comparative studies of former scholars on 

the DIY decoration and traditional decoration and relates and analyzes the aspects of 

decoration mode(construction side), content of decoration (design and products ), decoration 

service(delivery and construction), cost of decoration(cost of product and labor) and 

experience of consumers(feeling of fatigue and happiness). The results are listed on table 2. 
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Table 2: Differences between DIY decoration model and Chinese traditional decoration model 

 

Point of view of 

research theory scholar 

decoration 

mode(purpose and 

means) 

DIY decoration model advocates consumers to decorate 

the house with their own hands, whereas the traditional 

decoration model depends on package workers or free kit 

materials. That means the construction side is responsible 

for offering all labor and materials altogether or partly. Xiao, Qi 

content of 

decoration (design 

and products ) 

 

 

1. DIY means that consumers can freely decorate their 

houses, in which the range of choices for designing and 

products are larger than the traditional decoration model. 

2. As for the evaluation of the designing and the products, 

consumers are easily affected by the referential objects or 

the information provided by the third party except for 

their own opinions. 

3. The time to get the goods prolongs and the asymmetry 

between the product and its information increases, which 

adds misunderstanding for consumers. For that reason, it 

is required that consumers possess strong ability of 

discerning the products and choose the most suitable one. 

Otherwise, it will be difficult for them to choose the 

product on account of lacking the experience of actual 

decorating. DAI, Chang (2013) 

decoration 

service(delivery 

and construction) 

1. Since the decoration materials are mostly bulk goods, 

DIY decoration materials are largely delivered by the 

material market. However, the traditional decoration 

materials are transported by themselves or the suppliers. 

2. The constructions of DIY model depend on consumers 

themselves or the appointed workers. However, 

traditional model is based on free kit materials and the 

WANG, Xiaoyan 

(2011) 
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delivery and construction are commissioned to decoration 

companies. 

cost of 

decoration(cost of 

product and labor) 

3. The costs of the DIY model are far less than the 

traditional model and the gap tends to become larger and 

larger with the labor cost increasing until the incomes and 

costs barely meet. 

YAN, Jun & HE, 

Xin (2010) 

experience of 

consumers(feeling 

of fatigue and 

happiness) 

4. Because of the high technical requirements in the 

decoration industry, DIY model helps consumers acquire 

personalized needs, but at the same time adds the 

difficulty and sense of fatigue for consumers. On the 

contrary, the traditional model is more procedural and 

comfortable but lack the pleasure of visibility and 

participation. 

XIA, Yeliang & 

LU, Yi (2002) 

 

2.3 The impact on the consumer housing decoration DIY by the features of Chinese 

building material supermarket 

 

Although scholars uphold different opinions on DIY model, there is one thing almost 

everyone recognize. They commonly believe that DIY derives from the situation that with 

labor cost increasing greatly and profits decreasing consumers tend to depend on themselves 

with the driving force of interests as well as time, space and ability permitted. The previous 

records did not dilate the exact reason how DIY emerged but generally stated that it emerged 

aimed at improving the housing conditions in the last century (for example, Csikszentmihalyi, 

Mihaly, and Eugene Rochberg-Halton , 1981). Another statement is that DIY group have 

passion for DIY process (such as Maute, M., & Dube, L. 1999). William (2003) started 

researches into the motives that DIY generates from. The later researches continued to stress 

on the importance of DIY motives based on WIlliam’s research. For example, Snyder C, 

Fromkin H. (1977) believes that DIY group must be in possession of time and ability to 

conduct DIY behavior. Other scholars such as Isena M. (1999) deem DIY mode as the pursuit 

of individuation, interests and ability. 

In the housing decoration DIY research fields, scholars such Browning, J., & Zabriskie, N. 

(1985) point that features of DIY building materials supermarket in In the housing decoration 
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DIY fields will affect the consumers’ DIY behavior. At the same time, consumers’ DIY 

behavior will have impact on the development of DIY and interaction between DIY group and 

building materials supermarket. In these researches, the focus is mainly placed on defining the 

features of DIY industry’s impact on DIY and thus illuminating that different DIY industry 

(such as catering industry, fashion industry and design industry) emphasizes on different 

features. When DIY group face different DIY target, the factors affecting DIY generation vary 

on account of the differences of targets. Bonifeld, C., & Cole, C. (2007) noticed that DIY 

behavior in the housing decoration DIY process is affected by factors such as the reputation, 

scale and products of the building materials supermarket. For consumers in need of buying 

DIY building materials will be influenced by the degree of specialization and sales efforts of 

the salesmen. 

 

In the researches of housing decoration DIY, features of building materials supermarket is 

regularly defined as ‘features of DIY market’. REN, Yongguang (2006) believes that features 

of DIY market consist of eight aspects including product range, merchandising, stock 

management, order fulfillment, customer needs, and product DIY pedagogic, brand and Store 

MKT communication. Based on the survey among 2000 customers in building material 

market, WU, Baihua (2007) concludes that credible building material market should contain 

features such as product power, best buy, and professional expertise, ease of use, 

trustworthiness and tailoring. The relations between features of DIY supermarket and 

consumers’ housing decoration DIY process are listed in the following analysis by the author 

through systemizing the related literature. 

 

2.3.1 Operation mode of the building material supermarket 

Consumers come to building material supermarket with three needs found by the study. They 

come there on the purpose of (1) overall housing decoration, (2) refurbishing the old houses 

and (3) monomial maintenance installment (also called ‘parts renovation’ in foreign countries). 

Consumers generally expect that building material market provides products of good quality, 

reasonable price and sound service (XIE, Xiaojuan, 2007). The various operating standards of 

the supermarket should meet the need of consumers, for example, daily article should be of 

various kinds and reasonable prices and principle materials for housing decoration should be 

function-targeted and of high performance and price ratio(XU, Jianying, 2006). 

According to the studies of YAO, Lei (2005), WANG, Chunhui (2007) & YOU, Shuxiang 
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(2009), the specialization of operating mode of the building material market will affect 

consumers’ experience of participation, thus influencing the degree of consumers’ sense of 

trust and dependence for the supermarket. It is also the foundation of market’s sustained and 

healthy development. The following is the operating mode of building material market: 

 

(1) The platform of demand and supply: Consumers come to the building material market 

seeking for the satisfying building materials and products, whereas the building material 

market offers products of varied kinds, prices and sizes displayed in decoration logic order. 

 

(2) The platform of demand and supply: Consumers come to the building material market 

seeking for the satisfying building materials and products, whereas the building material 

market offers products of varied kinds, prices and sizes displayed in decoration logic order. 

 

(3) The platform of security and assurance: The security and quality of all the goods for 

sale in the market are guaranteed and are ready for the monitor from Industry and Commerce 

Bureau and Tax Bureau no matter the products’ high or low price, thus safeguarding 

customers’ rights. 

 

(4) The platform of process and trade: A series of trade process are conducted in the market, 

including purchasing, delivery, installment and sales return. Customers feel relaxed, 

convenient and reassuring during a series of process. 

 

(5) The platform of service and consultation: After the purchasing process, the market 

should offer the necessary and follow-up services of delivery and installment so as to 

facilitate consumers. What’s more, market should offer specialized consultation and solution 

for customers in case of any problems occurred during the process of using. 

 

(6) The platform for the popularization and development of the knowledge of decoration: 

Since the building material markets are more specialized in its construction skills and in 

knowing about its products functions whereas Chinese consumers are equipped with less 

decoration knowledge and poor decorating capacity when they are in need of decorating the 
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house, markets should offer specialized training for consumers from products performance to 

construction skills. The above mentioned five points are the fundamental features of the 

building material market, which affect consumers’ impressions on the market and furthermore 

have an impact on the rudimental consumers’ sense of trust and identification for building 

material market. Besides, the market can provide consumers with the knowledge of product 

performance and skills of construction, which promotes consumers’ judgement of the 

difficulty level of DIY process. This at the same time offers technical supports for consumers 

to decide whether or not to adopt the DIY way of decorating. 

 

2.3.2 Service quality of building material supermarket 

The current Chinese building material supermarkets are under non-standard supervisor mode 

and the success of building material supermarket depends mostly on the influence of band 

product’s quality and the advantage of sale promotion. But the current condition tends to turn 

to be service-oriented and scholars begin to expand the study to the field of installation 

service. 

 

(1) Proposition of installation service 

The intonation of installation service is rather exclusive. Belk, Russell W. (1988) defines 

‘installation service’ as a series of services that building material market offers such as service 

product, service sales, service delivery and service application. Ballantyne, David, and 

Richard J. Varey (2008) believe that building material market serves as the platform for trade 

on housing and installation service stands as contact point of information among pre-sales, 

medium-sales and post-sales. Based on the above definition, Bogdon, Amy S. (1996) put 

forward the concept of installation service quality used as measuring the service of general 

building material markets. 

 

The author believe that installation service serves as a symbol of new service in the modern 

building material markets differing from the previous installation service, which is regarded 

as an outsourcing with no need of management. Installation service is customer-oriented and 

aims at offering one-stop optimal solution for customers. It optimizes and standardizes the 

series of process of choosing, purchasing, delivering and construction so as to win the 

identification, satisfaction, trust and loyalty of the customers. Take the monomial installation 
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as an example, building material markets can send professional workers to offer service of 

home-delivery and installation for customers to enjoy a happy shopping experience thus 

encouraging consumers to shop and ask for solutions in the building material supermarket. 

 

(2) The connotation of the quality of service in building material supermarket 

The thesis presents 12 aspects of measuring the service of building material market referring 

to the excellent literature from Lioacono et al. ( 2002 )named ‘the scales of measuring web 

quality based on the theory of rational behavior and mode of acceptance of tech’ and based on 

the interviews with the practitioners of building material market. 

 

a. Clarity of product: Customers can read and understand the characteristic and performance 

of the product with no difficulty. 

 

b. Operability of the trade: The purchasing process is conveniently manipulated. 

c. Fitness of product structure: It consists of the function, quality and fitness of product. 

d. Appropriate interpretation of the product display: It interprets the function of products and 

the related product assortments according to customers’ need. 

e. Visual attraction: The shopping environment is generally classy and handsome. 

f. Innovation: the innovation and uniqueness of the products and its display 

g. Advantages: its diversity and uniqueness no less than the components 

h. The experience of one-stop solution: the speedy process of purchasing, delivery and 

installation can easily resolve all sorts of problems of housing. 

i. Trust for its specialization: customers feel satisfied with the building materials and the 

specialized service and depend on it easily. 

j. The popularization of DIY products: it provides comprehensive training and publication for 

customers know about DIY products and acquire related skills. 

k. Perfect service system: services of logistics and installation means the expansion of 

services of building material market and assure good assessment among customers. 

l. Model image of the industry: the image that supermarket stands as the symbol of 
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specialization of the DIY building material industry 

 

2.3.3 DIY property of the products in the building material supermarket 

(1) Comparison between building materials product and daily product 

Building materials products in the building material market possess specialized property and 

the differences from daily products are listed on table 3. 

 

Table 3 Comparison between building materials product and daily product 

 

Aspect supermarket Building material supermarket 

Category 

Costume， food， drinks, alcohols, 

washing product 

Floorboard, Ceramic, bathroom stuff, kitchen 

staff, paints, doors and windows 

property 

Customers are familiar with the 

products and they only need to be 

able to select the products of 

different prices, quality and brands. 

Customers know little about the products, 

because of which the only criteria for 

selecting the product are the brands and prices 

with blindness and arduous efforts. 

logistics 

Customers can take the purchases 

home by themselves after buying. 

Most of the products are of large volume and 

heavy weight requiring specialized delivery 

and service of carrying them to high building 

residents. 

installation 

Ready for instant use with no need of 

installation. 

In need of specialized installation team of 

several workers 

Service cycle They are in need every day. Five to ten years 

 

As a result, we can see that the specialty of the building material supermarket is not only 

reflected in the products themselves but also embodied in the professional team of installation. 

Without the installation service, the purchased products can’t be used normally, which 

determines the possibility and feasibility of DIY process. 

 

(2)  The feasibility of product DIY in building material supermarket 
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The building material supermarket with abundant product DIY pedagogy can lessen 

customers’ dependence on labor force and help add more labor value brought by DIY

（Shankar & Pusateri, 2001. When customers believe in the value of DIY process, they tend 

to make a decision of DIY process. 

Meuter, M., Bitner, M., Ostrom, A., & Brown, S. (2005) presented that dimensions of building 

material DIY contain: the access to the possibility of knowing about DIY, DIY’s operability, 

module standardization of product DIY, DIY program’s relevance, correctness, reliability and 

consistency. On this basis, the DIY features of building materials can be divided into the 

following three: 

 

(1) The degree of difficulty of DIY products: different product types and different structural 

characteristics have different degree of difficulty in DIY. Some species can be DIY through an 

easy learning; some species only can be done through rigorous study and practice; others must 

go through rigorous study, pass the exam and get certificates. Based on the type and structure 

of building materials, the author of this article makes up the table 4, for reference; 

 

Table 4: the level of difficulty in DIY building materials products 

 

difficulty types items 

DIY  

Easy ----------- Difficult 

*       ***      ***** 

No need to 

install 

(use directly) 

Electrical 

Materials 

multiple sockets, mobile 

heaters, humidifiers, 

Air freshener * 

 
Bathroom 

Toilet brush, Cups, soapbox, 

etc， * 

 Storage storage boxes, storage baskets * 

 Lamps Desk lamps, floor lamps * 

 decorations rugs, cushions, table cloth * 

General 

Installation 

Electrical 

Materials doorbell ** 
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Bathroom 

toilet cover, bathroom mirror, 

bathroom accessories ** 

 Storage hook, partitions, racks *** 

 Lamps Ceiling lamps, wall lamp *** 

 decorations wall clocks, wall paintings ** 

 
Hardware 

handles, theft deduction, 

washing machines stand ** 

Professional 

and Complex 

installation 

Electrical 

Materials 

panel switch, air conditioning, 

threading pipe, strong wire **** 

 Bathroom toilet, shower, bath, bidet **** 

 
Floorboard 

laminate flooring, parquet, 

solid wood floor ***** 

 Tile wall tiles, floor tiles, mosaic ***** 

 
Pipe fittings 

electric water heaters / gas 

heaters, radiators ***** 

 
kitchen 

the whole cabinet, kitchen 

appliances ***** 

 
Paints 

interior treatment, roof, walls 

painting ***** 

 
Doors and 

windows 

interior doors, security doors, 

Pass, windows ***** 

Source: authors’ summarization 

(2) product DIY pedagogic: refers to that in building materials supermarket, every kind of 

building materials and products are implanted with the operational processes doctrine of DIY 

installation, so consumers can read and understand DIY working technology and requirements 

which  helps improve consumers’ knowledge of DIY and popularize the use of DIY 

residential decoration. The following picture comes from the product DIY educational 

guidance in Fig France Leroy Merlin Super Market. 
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Figure 1: Introduction of Glass glue DIY use function and the product display 

(Source: Fig France Leroy Merlin Super Market) 

(3) The standard module of DIY products: refers to the product in the producing process, is 

produced in accordance with the process and steps of installation technology, which is split 

into multiple fixed standard module; Consumers choose the products module depending on 

the size of the decoration and install in accordance with the construction drawings. DIY 

module can make complex products and installation technology of building materials 

standardization, transparency, simplification, so that consumers can easily understand how to 

install the DIY product, which also help consumers to use DIY model of residential 

decoration. The following DIY standardization example come from Leroy Merlin DIY Super 

Market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Standard cabinets display figure of Fig France Leroy Merlin Super Market 

2.4 The influence of individual characteristics on DIY model of residential decoration 

Personal cognition and the ability of DIY are affected by different degrees of cultural 
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background, personality traits and individual experience (Grandley, A., Cordeiro, B., & 

Crouter, A. (2005)). Bougie, R., Pieters, R., & Zeelenberg, M. (2003) believes those elements 

can only be regarded as a necessary condition not a sufficient condition. Because as to most of 

the building materials or building materials supermarket, consumers are more or less able to 

perceive some DIY features. And when people doing DIY perceive features of DIY industry, 

these can lead to very different interpretation of DIY features. For example, building materials 

supermarkets invested a lot of funds to enhance the reputation, but for consumers, some 

people will think that is for the strong expansion in the supermarket business sales, some 

people think that sellers make a trick on packaging themselves. The main difference between 

species is based on the different individual characteristics of each consumer. 

Therefore, in order to study the emergence of DIY consumers, in addition to characteristics of 

building materials supermarkets and DIY building materials, it needs to study the 

characteristics of individual consumers. 

 

2.4.1 The influence of the Consumers tendency on DIY 

In the study of consumers’ personal characteristics, most scholars are concerned about the 

tendency of the personal DIY. 

 

(1) The concepts of individual DIY tendency 

In the field of DIY research, at the first time individual DIY propensity’s impact on the DIY 

scholars is Jacob HORNIK & Laurence P. FELDMAN (1982), they noted that in addition to 

the expectations of DIY action motives, it also includes DIY propensity. 

 

DIY propensity is regarded as a primitive personality trait, to release mental energy generated 

deep inside, and it cannot be changed because of different environmental or external factors 

(Jonathan Reynolds，2000). Since almost all of consumers can’t control every detail in the 

DIY process, in the implementation process consumers must have a minimum level of DIY 

(Maute, M., & Dube, L. 1999)). The DIY is often seen as a trait which leads to a general 

expectation whether it is worthy to DIY. This trait is displayed as a DIY propensity (Snyder C, 

Fromkin H.，1977). Meanwhile, Williams, C. (2004) thinks that how much DIY the 

consumers decide reflects the degree of their DIY propensity. 
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In summary, DIY propensity refers to a driving force of the internal factors, and will affect the 

possibility of people willing to try DIY (Williams, C.2008). It can be seen, DIY propensity 

can be understood as a general willingness born from the heart, and will affect the extent to 

DIY's decision about whether to DIY before DIY educational knowledge. An extreme 

example is blind DIY, which means that people in different environments and conditions over 

emphasis on DIY circumstances; and, in most cases, some people do not have much 

understanding for DIY (Kalamas, M., Laroche, M., & Makdessian, L. 2008). 

 

(2) The influence of Individual DIY propensity on residential decoration 

DIY propensity to judge whether the object is worth DIY can be divided into two forms: the 

first is faith in humanity, which refers to people's respect for their own interests; the second is 

the DIY economic stance, refers to the action taken to obtain economic benefits, as labor costs 

in the DIY pay. Regardless of the degree difficulty of DIY products, this form of DIY actually 

is similar to economic calculation type of DIY (Ballantyne, David, and Richard J. Varey 

2008 ). DIY propensity affects the level of individual consumers’ DIY in following aspects: 

DIY propensity is an inherent quality as a subjective judge, while the external conditions or 

factors would help to increase or decrease the DIY propensity, because when consumers often 

need to make decisions residential renovation by repeated comparisons. Poor external 

conditions will reduce consumers’ flexibility and therefore reduces the feasibility of DIY. 

 

Bogdon, Amy S. (1996) believed consumers’ home improvement DIY decision is affected by 

their home improvement knowledge, decoration experience, purchasing market, 

predisposition to new technology product and DIY Feeling. Hence, Personal characteristics 

and the cognition of house decoration will affect the determination of initial DIY. 

 

Empirical evidence pointed out that consumers’ DIY propensity tends to have a direct impact 

on how much people take DIY in their residential renovation (Ballantyne, David, and Richard 

J. Varey 2008). 

Bogdon, Amy S. (1996) believed when consumers face stranger or not familiar product 

category, its own DIY tendency can significantly affect their feelings about the category of the 

initial DIY. While Williams, C. (2004) found that individual DIY propensity works as a 
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mediating role between certain elements of DIY and DIY model. When the consumer is not 

familiar with the product category, their DIY propensity works more significantly. Because 

when consumers faced with the decision whether or DIY, he will first gather some features 

worth DIY. And personal DIY propensity will strengthen or weaken their DIY evaluation and 

effects. 

 

2.4.2 The influence of consumer DIY experience on its residential renovation 

Past literature showed that consumers’ decision will be affected by the past knowledge, 

experience and other factors whether in the DIY information collection or DIY decision phase. 

For example: In the study of consumer behavior, Jacoby et al. (1978) found that those who did 

DIY and have DIY experience will gather more information of its DIY product performance 

to assist in their decision-making in DIY mode selection. Among them, the empirical research 

of Chirlders (1986) also found consumer doing DIY frequently or repeatedly will accumulate 

cognition on DIY, leading to more personal views affecting their future decisions. From the 

above literature, the personal DIY experience will affect their future decisions in DIY 

selection. 

 

In the research area of residential renovation of DIY consumers, the DIY experience included 

in the study originated from the concept of "interactive experience" (Anderson & Narus, 

1990). Interactive experience represents contact and exchange relations between the DIY and 

before and objects going to DIY. A lot of scholars begin to study the following issues by using 

this concept. In the previous interactive experience, is there a clear difference on the level of 

its DIY between DIY consumers with DIY experience and those without DIY experience 

(Moorman, Deshpande & Zaltman, 1993)? In the residential renovation market, many 

consumers can get a lot of "experience" about the advantages and disadvantages of products 

and DIY experience from multiple sources (such as from the network, building museum, etc.), 

but is it beneficial for the promotion of building DIY? Whether building materials 

supermarkets and building materials can satisfy the consumers can be used an important 

feature to judge it is worthy to DIY (Kerlinge r & Lee, 2000)? 

 

Scholars’ study based on whether it’s dependent on the previous DIY experience, is concerned 

with the previous DIY experience’s influence on DIY selection and discuss consumer DIY 
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behavior factors. For example Moorman, Deshpande & Zaltman (1993) pointed out that the 

amount of experience will affect the degree of DIY and experienced consumers know it better 

than inexperienced consumers because they have more experience, more knowledge, more 

confidence and ability control the process and quality of DIY; the other hand, no experience 

does not have the relevant knowledge and its DIY ability to control is not strong; Garbarino & 

Johnson (1999) also pointed out that the first DIY result of consumers with little experience 

will affect the future of DIY behavior. 

 

It can be learned, previous experience of DIY will continue to affect the future of DIY, but 

these findings show the DIY experience has a positive relationship with DIY (such as 

Garbarino & Johnson, 1999), and also has a negative relationship (eg Moorman, Deshpande 

& Zaltman, 1993), and did not get consistent results. Therefore, the simple presence or 

absence of experience as a consumer DIY approach may not be enough to produce sound. The 

reason is: First, because effect of the previous DIY experience is not consistent with the latter 

one; second, those consumers without tendency on specific building materials are not 

included; third, the interactive knowledge does not need to be produced from practical 

experience of DIY. For DIY experience of consumers, according to sociological perspective, 

it is not necessary for consumer to have practical experience in order to determine whether to 

select DIY mode. Meanwhile, according to sociological view of the learning transfer (Mayer, 

Davis & Schoorman, 1995), the DIY can gain knowledge from the social environment or from 

other objects (such as web browsing, social talk district, or other sources, As DIY classroom, 

books, magazines and other specialized knowledge to gain experience) (Kerlinger & Lee, 

2000). 

 

The satisfaction of DIY experience is important to reinforce the DIY foundation, because not 

every DIY experience can lead to raise the level of DIY (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000). The higher 

the satisfaction, the deeper acceptance; on the contrary, consumers will lose interest and 

patience, and affect the DIY option. In addition, the satisfaction of DIY experience should 

also derive from other benefits such as happy to enjoy the experience, the ability to 

experience self-recognition and economic cost savings experience. 
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2.5 The influence of labor value on DIY home improvement mode in China 

In home improvement field, 95% of the building products can come into use only after 

installation. Different products ask for different technologies and the constructors can be 

skilled technical workers or consumer themselves. Consumers can hire certain fields of 

technical workers to install the products and at the same time they should pay for the workers, 

which make up the labor cost of improvement. On the contrary, if consumers conduct 

decorating themselves, they can save the payment. However, construction of building 

products are technical which requires corresponding technologies and workers with more 

technical training and working experience. What’s more, the labor cost depends on the supply 

and demand situation and the level of skillfulness of workers (Gary S. Becker, 1964). Thus, 

the labor value in the decoration field influences the DIY decorating mode. 

 

2.5.1 Labor costs influence on DIY decorating mode 

 

(1)  The component of labor cost 

 

Labor cost comes from three aspects including the cost of laborers’ necessary means of 

subsistence（Karl. H. Marx, 1880）, laborers’ technical skill value (Thodore W. Schults, 1960) 

and the cost of laborers in trade market（Ronald H. Coase, 2012). 

-Laborers’ necessary means of subsistence cost means the living cost of the laborer himself 

and his family members including the cost of eating, clothing, living, transportation and 

education. 

-Technical cost value means that the created value of laborers through the professional 

training and practice. 

-The cost of laborers in trade market means a fact that the labor cost becomes high in the 

demanding and asking for more technical skills market like field of gas pipeline, ceramic tile 

laying and radiator installation, all of which are fields of high technology and active demand. 

 

(2) The labor costs effect DIY 
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Based on many studies, the kinds of products will affect consumers’ choices of adopting 

different labor costs (Bearden, William O., Richard G. Netemeyer, and Jesse E. Teel 1989). 

Labor costs can be divided into common labor and technical labor. Common labor asks for 

less technical skills and is easy to be replaced by other laborers. Technical labor demands 

more technical skills with high degree of difficulty and can’t be easily replaced by other 

laborers. For DIY consumers, constructions in need of common labor finds less obstacles to 

conduct DIY whereas technical labor asking for high technology and safe operation will 

hinder consumers’ desire of DIY when they need to hire technical skilled workers. 

 

2.5.2 Labor prices effect on DIY decorating mode 

 

As a main concept in managerial economics (Eugen Bohm-Bawerk, 1921), marginal utility 

theory of value indicates that when income and expense reach equal and arriving at a tipping 

point people tend to turn to DIY construction with a high frequency and gradually form the 

DIY mode.  In other words, the possibility of DIY is low when the income of consumers 

exceeds the expense of construction labor cost. On the other hand, DIY mode begins show up 

when the income of consumers equals the expense of construction labor cost. What’s more, 

the possibility of DIY is very high when the income of consumers is less than the expense of 

construction labor cost. The above shows labor prices determine the variation of the variable 

in DIY decorating field. 
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Chapter III Theoretical development and hypothesis 

After reviewing and sorting out domestic and foreign related literature in previous chapters, 

the author summarized the main contribution and deficiencies of previous researches, then 

determined the study direction. By summarizing the relationships between core variables, this 

chapter puts forward the theoretical hypothesis of this study 

 

3.1 The proposed study direction of this research 

Through summarizing and analyzing previous research result, it can be concluded that there 

are lots of questions in consumers’ DIY home improvement. Like building the complete 

model for consumers’ DIY home improvement influencing factors, in-depth discussion about 

the various factors influencing the consumers’ DIY home improvement mechanism, 

contrastive analysis of different groups of consumers’ DIY home improvement and so on. 

Hence, the research direction is determined as follows: 

 

3.1.1. Exploring if there exists key and important influencing factors of consumers’ DIY 

mode in home improvement. 

On the basis of literature synthesis, this research classified the influencing factors of 

consumers’ DIY house decoration into six kind: consumers’ individual tendency factors, labor 

commodity price factors, building materials supermarket DIY factors, products DIY factors, 

labor market’s level assessment factors,. Of these, the author tentatively puts forward building 

materials supermarket DIY factor and products DIY factors’ influence on consumers' DIY 

home improvement; no scholars mention this in previous research. 

 

3.1.2. Exploring the different impact and internal factors of each variable for consumers’ 

DIY home improvement 

In this paper, consumers’ individual basic tendency factors include one variable of individual 

personality, including individuals’ degree of love for DIY, DIY abilities and showing off 

psychological effect; labor costs’ factors include two variables which are the price of labor 

commodity value and the ratio of labor price to the marginal utility of consumers income; 
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building  materials supermarkets’ DIY factors include four variables which are building  

materials supermarkets reputation, building  materials supermarkets DIY convenience, 

building  materials supermarkets product and service system, DIY feasibility assessment ; 

product DIY factors include five variables which are DIY price, after-sales service ,quality, 

price risk and delivery time; labor market level assessment factors include one variables 

which are labor force quality supervision and management system; individuals’ factors 

include seven variables which are age, gender, educational background, DIY years, DIY time, 

DIY experience and income. 

Among them, the second variable in the labor commodity price factors, namely " the ratio of 

labor price to the marginal utility of consumers income and building materials supermarket 

DIY factors (4 variables), products DIY factors (5 variables) is the author probing 

(exploratory) research content. 

 

3.1.3. Exploring DIY decoration level based on consumers’ individual personality 

This paper applied the theory of consumer behavior to discuss differences in house DIY 

decoration based on different age, gender, education, DIY year, DIY experience, DIY time 

and income. 

 

3.1.4. Exploring differences in DIY house decoration between DIY enthusiasts and other 

DIY consumers. 

DIY enthusiasts have become the largest group of DIY consumers. Therefore, studying the 

DIY enthusiasts group is meaningful not only theoretically but also practically. This paper 

will set model and analyze data to explore characteristics of this group, and it will compare it 

with other DIY consumers group to analyze the reasons for differences. 

 

3.1.5. Making predictions of the trend of DIY house decoration by using the significant 

variable in the regression model of consumers’ DIY mode. 

Through prediction, we can get in-depth understanding of the significant variables’ role in 

consumers’ DIY house decoration. 
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3.2 Theoretical basis of this paper 

This research is firstly based on the classic theory of behavioristic psychology “demand - 

motivation - attitude – behavior”, then use consumer behavior theory, cost theory and 

marginal utility value theory of competition as core variables. It then deduce the interrelation 

of these variables to put forward research hypothesis. 

 

3.2.1 Hierarchy theory of needs 

Abraham H. Maslow came up with Theory of Hierarchy Needs (THN) in 1943 in the book 

《Theory of Human Motivation Psychological Review》. THN is one of the theories of 

behavioral science, it is commonly used to explain our demand behavior patterns; this 

research mainly discusses factors influencing consumers, it is also fall within the scope of 

personal behavior due to demand patterns. Hence it is suitable to use this theory to discuss in 

this research. 

The core value of THN is to meet human being`s needs of the multi-layered system to reach 

the peak experience, rediscover the technically rejected value of human and realize the perfect 

personality. THN acquires a fair degree of recognition and support on no matter explaining 

needs and behavior in theory. Therefore many researches bout consumers` DIY behavior are 

applied or used for references. The needs for THN include 5 parts, Physiological needs, 

Safety needs, love and belonging needs, Esteem and Self-actualization needs actually. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Maslow’s requirements hierarchy structure 

Source: “Theory of Human Motivation Psychological Review” by Abraham H. Maslow,1943 
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In Maslow’s point of view: there are two different value system of the human needs, one is 

gradually weaken instinct or impulse rising along the biological spectrum direction, known as 

low-level needs and physiological needs. The other one is the potential of emerging or need 

along with the evolution, known as high-level needs; as an integral whole, people lurk five 

different levels of needs, and these needs at different times of urgency is different. 

Psychologically, Maslow’s theory forms two basic assumptions: 

 

a. Humans need to survive, this need can affect behavior. However, only unsatisfied 

needs can affect behavior, satisfied needs can’t act as motivation tool. Human needs can 

be ranked according to its importance and hierarchy, arranging from basic ones such as food 

and house to complex ones such as self-actualization. When some level of people’s needs is 

meet minimally, one will pursue higher level of needs, rising step by step, it become intrinsic 

motivation for continuing efforts. This states that most urgent needs is the main reason and 

motivation to motivate action. 

 

b. Humans’ transcendence needs. When material needs are meet, humans will need from 

group sense of belonging, love, brotherhood, the need of love and affection, the need of 

dignity and self-esteem from achievement to self-actualization. Who are experiencing 

self-actualization often have transcendent experience (Peak Experience), we call it 

transcendental self-implementers, there exists an inner spiritual life in humans, it is the life is 

the manifestation of the universe life in person. So, it is both inner and superior. Application 

of self-actualization needs includes the high demand for true life, which is the derive demand 

after the former 4 needs are met, such as self-actualization and releasing potential abilities. 

 

There are lots of THN application in researches on consumers’ DIY. For example, when XXX 

applied hierarchy of needs theory to analyze general and professional consumers of home 

decoration, individual DIY tendency of decoration and the situation of self-actualization needs 

affect the DIY decision, the study shows that “altitude of DIY” (happiness, a sense of 

achievement, recognition, to show off and so on) and “DIY saves a lot of workers cost” are 

significant factors of “DIY tendency”. Study theory explains samples DIY behavior ability of 

75%. XXX and XXX (….) discussed consumers’ will of intensity for DIY approach, they 
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studied people’s will of DIY for the purpose of improving living conditions in self-sufficient 

society developed into modern society, people choose DIY for the purpose of 

self-actualization and showing off. Researching on development research model under THN, 

the result showed that THN development research model, research showed that THN has good 

interpretation standards for DIY tendency and behavior. 

 

It is not hard to conclude from the above researches that THN has considerable explanation 

ability for origin problem of DIY tendency behavior. Besides, this theory has a profound 

impact on exploring application in many industries, it has been applied in human resource 

industry, education industry, the management of the floating population, young teachers’ 

management, the development and utilization of water resources, management psychology, 

corporate compensation determination and so on. 

 

3.2.2 Marginal utility value theory 

 

(1) Marginal utility value theory 

Marginal utility value theory was proposed by W.S from UK, Anton Menger from Austria 

(1841-1906) and M-E-L from France in the early 1870s. It was then become one of the value 

theory of economics by Eugen Bohm-Bawerk (1889) and wiesel. Its characteristic is using 

"utility" to explain the formation process of "value", it points out the value of the goods is 

how people feel and evaluate item utility, utility decreases as the use of a commodity 

consumption increase; Marginal utility refers to the last unit of utility of a utility-decreasing 

object, it is minimum utility, and it is a border measurement of "commodity value". It also 

puts forward the commodity market value theory, points out that the market price of a 

commodity is under the condition of competition, buyers and sellers of utility evaluation item 

reaches equilibrium results with each other. 

 

Eugen Bohm - Bawerk is the major representative of marginal utility value theory, marginal 

utility value theory is the core and basis of marginal utility theory of the school. Marginal 

utility value theorists believe that commodity value is decided by the marginal utility of the 

goods. Utility is the ability of goods to meet people desire. Marginal utility refers to the 

increase of total utility those consumers buying a unit of a commodity. Marginal utility 
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theorists believe that the value of the goods is not real, is not intrinsic objective attributes of a 

commodity. Value is nothing but the relationship between human desire and the ability to 

satisfy this desire, namely the "feeling and evaluation" of commodity utility. They pointed out 

that the utility is the source of value, is a necessary but insufficient condition to form value, 

and the items scarcity is the premise of value formation. The combination of scarcity and 

utility is the necessary and sufficient condition of value formation. The finiteness of the 

scarcity refers to supply here. Utility theorists describe their points of view as follows: only 

when commodity means rare to meet human desire, it may become the indispensable 

condition of people welfare, which can cause the people's good evaluation and become value, 

while value is measured by the "marginal utility". People desire for goods demand will 

decrease while it is met. So, items’ marginal utility diminishes, and thus its value will reduce 

or even disappear with increasing supply. Marginal utility theorists also put forward the 

theory on the basis of the subjective theory of value of market prices, and call it "objective 

theory of value", they combine subjective theory of value and supply and demand theory. 

They think the market price is the result of buyers and sellers’ utility evaluation equilibrium 

under the condition of competition with each other. 

 

In fact, the history of marginal utility theory of value is gradually from the utility, into a pure 

commodity prices -- social process of product distribution capabilities. The essence is like this 

in modern western economic theory. Economics set the marginal utility that a unit price 

currency represents as a utility unit, the utility of the goods linked to commodity prices. They 

think marginal utility is the consumer's subjective feeling, it is better to think marginal utility 

is the consumer’s marginal capacity - marginal demand for commodities prices; or marginal 

utility is the marginal capacity of prices in producers’ eyes - marginal supply price of 

commodity prices. 

 

Bawerk pointed out that there are two group of important variables affect the marginal utility, 

one is marginal demand price caused by marginal utility, which refers to the marginal value or 

price of goods caused by consumers’ marginal tolerance of commodity prices; the other one is 

marginal supply price caused by marginal productivity, which refers to the marginal value or 

price of goods caused by producers’ marginal tolerance of commodity prices. Marginal utility 

theory of value itself, did not answer how to use marginal utility (value) to determine 

commodity prices. The law of diminishing marginal utility is a movement form. Marginal 
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utility (value) itself need market supply to be determined. However, it is thought that market 

supply of goods should be determined by marginal utility to produce circular reasoning. In 

fact, market supply of goods is the product of social production relations. Thus commodity 

supply determines the marginal utility----the quantity of value or price (marginal supply or 

demand price), is the result of production relations movement.(see following figure) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: consumers’ demand – price – marginal utility of producers’ supply 

Source: Austrian economist Bawerk’s marginal effect theory 

 

(2) The marginal utility ratio of labor costs to consumers' income 

Marginal utility theory can explain the two key variables in the study: the marginal utility 

results caused by the ratio of labor costs to consumers' income; labor costs is considered to the 

price of the labor marginal tolerance, when labor price become close to consumer incomes, 

labor marginal utility consumers bear is generated, consumers, according to the ration of 

revenue to expenditure (labor price),determine whether to buy the labor and let workers to do 

it, or give up buying labor and turn to DIY by himself; in some countries or regions (e.g., 

China) the labor price is much lower than consumer income, generally consumer will let the 

workers to do it, consumers' DIY is not obvious; while in labor price equal or exceed the 

consumer income countries or regions(such as Europe or the Americas), it is very normal that 

consumers choose DIY ,and DIY is very popular.(See following figure) 
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Figure 5: Marginal utility decomposition of labor commodity value chain coordinate 

Source: lectures of the supervisor ZHANG Shixian 

 

Explanation: figure 5 marginal utility decomposition of labor commodity value chain 

coordinate graph: 

- Ordinate: labor price 

- Abscissa: social time 

- U arc: is labor commodity value chain formed by labor price is interaction with the society 

time, Labor costs falls with the progress of the society time, it forms a turning point when it 

reaches the lowest point, and will forward along when the society time rise, form the labor 

commodity value chain together with the social, cultural, economic cost. 

- The horizontal line 1: the consumer income 

- The horizontal line 2: marginal utility lever 

 

3.2.3 Theory of Consumer Behavior 

Consumer behavior is a comprehensive discipline; its content involves marketing, sociology, 

psychology, economics, and many other fields. It has many different definitions of consumer 
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behavior from different angles and perspectives. Definition of consumer behavior has 

different theoretical point of view, "decision-making process theory" defines consumer 

behavior as the decision process of consumer buying, consumption and disposal. "Theory of 

experience" thinks that consumer behavior is the experience of consuming process, is often a 

perceptual behavior----consumer is buying in the experience, in the experience of 

consumption, in the experience of treatment. "Stimulus - response theory" thinks that is 

consumer behavior is consumer response to the stimulation, it study consumer behavior 

according to the relationship between the consumer and stimulation. "Balance coordination 

theory" thinks that consumer behavior is the exchange interaction between consumers and 

marketers; is the result of balancing both sides. Among them, the most representative and 

widely quoted is the proposed concept of Michael Solomon (Michael r. Solomon, 2004): The 

consumer buying behavior is the general term of buying to all activities of products out of 

satisfying some need, is the consumer need’ psychological appearance, and the 

decision-making process of these actions. 

 

Narrow sense of consumer behavior generally refers to the buying behavior, namely exchange 

behavior of goods or services between two or more organizations or individuals to offer to or 

obtain from each other (Roger Blackwell, 2003). While broad sense of consumer buying 

behavior is a process perspective, the scholars pay attention to consumer behavior buying 

stuff before and after and describe and study these behaviors as a decision-making process. 

Scholars have found that some details in the consumer decision-making process (such as the 

characteristics of consumer society, consumers ultimately purchase of specific products, etc.) 

can be observed by the researchers. But consumers' psychological process before buying 

decisions cannot be directly observed, because it is in the process of consumer’s complex 

"internal thinking" (Donald F.Cox, 2001), Consumer behavior theory define the internal 

thinking as consumer purchase decision process. The core of the concept is that consumers’ 

buying product is a kind of external performance; this kind of behavior is due to some kind of 

stimulus. When such stimulus be received by consumers, it can be shown as a specific 

reaction (such as to buy or not buy, buy what kind of goods, etc.) after a certain psychological 

process. 

 

"Market incompleteness" is an important assumption of new institutional economics, the main 

performance of the hypothesis is the market information asymmetry and incomplete (LIU, 
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Zhipeng, 2002). In the DIY decoration market, the market is divided into two parts as a whole: 

one is product market related to decoration, the other one is labor market of product 

installation. Product market incompleteness is embodied in the product information 

asymmetry, in the labor market it is performed as construction information asymmetry. In 

specific market environment, information that related to the transaction behavior and the 

results any one individual have can be divided into two aspects: one is public information, 

which all participants can understand; the other one is referred to as private information, 

which refers to the information only oneself know while others don't understand. 

 

In the product market of the buying and selling of goods, the buyers (consumers) understand 

their consumption motives and tendency. They also know the price range they withstand. But 

for the cost and use value of the product, they generally don't know much; whereas the sellers 

(i.e., manufacturers and merchants) are on the contrary. At this point, if the buyers and sellers 

don’t communicate, asymmetric information will be formed. In general, who have more 

private information is advantageous in the transactions, because it has the advantage of 

information. Research (Gemunden, 1983) shows that, the businessmen (the sellers) 

understand roughly or partly of consumers’ (the buyers’) practical need, and it is impossible 

for consumers (the buyers) to master all the information about the products and businessmen 

(the sellers). As a result, his conclusion is information imbalance will affect all participants. 

To break this kind of information imbalance and to minimize possible losses, all transaction 

participants try to collect all kinds of information related to trade through a variety of methods. 

In the process, each participant plays a dual role at the same time: they are not only collectors 

but also providers of information. However in the real business, one part often will 

deliberately withheld information or mislead information for the sake of market competition 

and trade secrets. For consumers, their gathering information behavior is to eliminate the 

insecurity of the mind. 

 

In order to solve the asymmetric information problem which both the sellers and the buyers 

face, Michael. Spence puts forward the concept of market signals. As consumers do not have 

enough knowledge and time to compare all products and businesses (sellers) before the deal, 

it is very possible for them to have not bought the most appropriate goods. At this time, if 

manufacturers can transmit product information (such as product quality and price 

comparison of Peugeot) accurately to the consumers, it can completely reduce the various cost 
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of consumer information collection, accelerate the process of consumer purchase decision, 

and increase their trust and purchase experience. 

 

In the labor transactions market, the buyers (consumers) understand their own demand and 

purpose; they also know the price range they can withstand. But they don’t know about 

technical process of construction, labor costs; while sellers are on the contrary. However, 

(Herche &Joel (1994)) pointed out labor trade in the labor market is influenced by this 

important variable "the ratio of consumer income and labor prices". When the labor price is 

higher than the consumer income, and under the condition that consumers have interest, 

ability, time, security and so on, consumers are likely to choose DIY instead of manual work. 

Hence, prices of border trade occur in labor market (Kahle, Lynn R. (1983)). 

 

In the consumer buying behavior, there is a perceived risk. The initial idea of perceived risk is 

proposed by Raymond Bauer in 1960 from the extension of psychology. He believes that the 

consumer purchase decision always implicit uncertainty of the result since any purchase 

behavior is unable to know the correct forecasting result. And the uncertainty is the original 

concept of risk. Perceived risk refers the risk brought from consumers’ feeling of buying stuff, 

rather than risk actually happen or degree of risk. And study pointed out that consumers have 

different feelings for same risk (Sheth & Venkatesan, 1969). Especially in the building 

materials to decorate the formats, consumers purchase the product from the product 

experience period long, increased the coefficient of risk perception of consumers. Especially 

in building decoration, the period from consumers purchase the product to product experience 

is very long, which increased the coefficient of risk perception of consumers. 

 

Stone & Gronhaug (1993) pointed out in her study: consumers' perceptions of risk assessment 

are in their acceptable range is the premise that consumers do not change its behavior. Once 

they perceive the existence of a certain risk which exceeds the acceptable range, they will 

seek ways to reduce the risk to change and eliminate the insecurity and anxiety (Taylor, 1974). 

Scholars generally believe that consumer have three main methods for perceived risk 

reduction: (1) Delay or wait for others to buy, namely to risk transfer risk to others; (2) 

Increase the certainty of structures, such as only buying famous brand goods or well-known 

businessman; (3) Reduce the extent of the damage, such as transferring from greater losses to 

other lower losses (i.e., reducing purchases), or search for more reliable after-sales service 
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guarantee or seek businessman who has return policy, etc  (Chernatony, 1989; Gemunden, 

1985; Hoover, Green & Saegert, 1978). 

 

3.3 Proposed hypothesis 

3.3.1 The relation between consumers’ individual DIY inclination and DIY home 

improvement 

Personal tendency of DIY is influenced by cultural background, personality traits, growth 

experience and the influence of interests (G.W.Allport, 1950), and it has different degree of 

difference. Browning & Zabriskie’s (1985) points out that the DIY is oneself making items, 

which is not limited by gender, age, everyone can do it yourself. The corresponding: DIY is 

the abbreviation of English Do It Yourself. 

DIY basing on personal preferences is also known as the tendency of DIY (Propensity to 

DIY), it is a voluntary or involuntary tendency, and belong to personality traits (G.W. Allport, 

1950). This kind of DIY exists when there is no past experience to learn from, which totally 

depends on self-interests and hobbies. (John Hollan, 1982). 

DIY tendency is seen as a kind of stable personality traits, Personality trait is the basis of 

personality, is a kind of individual psychological structure, are some stable personality traits 

formed based on their physiological of each person, personal personality is unique to the 

individual, represents the unique behavior of the individual, which will not change because of 

the different environmental conditions. Personal interest in DIY is particularly important in 

the early stages of the tendency to form, as the number of DIY become higher, the proportion 

of personal experience and confidence will be more important. For first-time DIY consumers, 

because of the lack of DIY experience, personal DIY interest tends to occupy a very important 

psychological guidance role (John Hollan, 1982). 

 

The fact proved that DIY tendency will directly affect the customer’s degree of DIY house 

decoration, especially when facing strange things, DIY tendency of consumer influences its 

initial DIY motivation (G.W. Allport, 1950). DIY tendency has a regulatory role on the 

relationship between the determinants of DIY and house decoration, when you want DIY 

consumers to face unfamiliar things, the greater regulating effect DIY inclination will have, 

Browning & Zabriskie’s (1985) also found that when deciding whether or not DIY, consumers 

will characteristics of worthy DIY, then individual DIY tendency will tend to increase or 
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decrease the effect of DIY characteristics. 

 

Based on the above analysis, we can draw the following assumptions: 

H1: Consumers, who have higher degree of individual DIY inclination, will have higher 

intention in DIY home improvement. 

 

3.3.2 The relation between labor cost factor and DIY home improvement 

 

In this article, “the price of labor” is the monetary expression of labor value. Labor value is 

determined by the value of necessary means of livelihood to maintain, develop and continue 

labor, how much we pay for these means makes up the price of labor (Karl Marx, 1844-1883). 

 

According to the theory of marginal utility, there is the marginal ratio of labor price and 

consumer income, the marginal utility is to reveal whether DIY consumer behavior will 

become a social source of house decoration mainstream patterns (Herche, Joel, 1994).  

 

Therefore, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H2：Labor force’s commercial price factor has significant impact on consumers’ DIY home 

improvement 

 

In the research framework of this article, we chose “labor costs" and " ratio of cost and 

income” two variables. Reason and assumptions are as follows: 

 

Labor force likes a commodity; it has the use value and value as other commodities. The cost 

of labor commercial value is determined by the social necessary labor time to produce and 

reproduce labor commodity. Cost of labor value includes three parts: the value of means of 

livelihood to maintain laborer’s life, which is to ensure the reproduction labor; the value of 

means of livelihood for laborer’ reproduction, which is to continue supplying labor; Fees for 

laborers to receive education and training, which is to train labor to suit for labor reproduction. 

The commercial value of labor force is also influenced by the historical and moral factors. 
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With the passage of history and gradual progress of moral standards, labor costs increases 

with the change of the social economy and consumption. The more advanced social economy 

is, the higher value of labor cost is; On the other hand, in areas that the economy is relatively 

behindhand, labor costs are cheaper (Kahle, Lynn R., 1983). Therefore, Developed areas in 

theory have relatively higher labor price than the undeveloped ones (Ligas, Mark, 2000). 

 

Based on the above analysis, we can draw the following assumptions: 

H2a：The more advanced the social economic level is, the higher costs of labor force’s 

commercial value is, which leads to higher labor costs. 

 

When the labor cost of goods is lower than the consumer income, consumers have strong pay 

ability, labor market transactions become active and easy, consumer DIY behavior become 

inactive, DIY decoration cannot become the mainstream consumption patterns; When the 

labor cost of goods is equal to or greater than consumer income, consumers’ pay ability 

gradually become weakened until they have no purchasing power, labor Market transactions 

tend to be gentle, DIY consumer behavior became active, DIY mode gradually become a new 

mainstream house decoration consumption patterns, thus forming some sort of "Market 

Equilibrium". Some economists believe that a solution to the rising cost of labor commodity 

can also improve the ability of consumer DIY behavior (Stephen Brown, and Gary J. 

Brunswick, 1992). 

 

Economist Shiyan, Zhang (2014) pointed out that from the perspective of marginal utility 

when cost is less than the income, consumers have strong capability to pay, so most of them 

will pay construction workers to do the job, consumer DIY behavior is difficult to form; But 

with the development of social economy, the rising cost of labor commodity become 

inevitable, when cost once become more than income, consumers’ paying ability become 

weaken, thus they are more likely to hesitate between paying for workers and DIY, and DIY 

consumer behavior formed easier. 

 

Thus, this paper made the following assumptions: 
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H2b: The higher labor force commodity prices are the greater feasibility that DIY home 

improvement consumption mode. 

 

3.3.3 The relation between building material supermarket and DIY home improvement 

Davidson Maggie & Philip Leather (2000) pointed out that "DIY belief is a good thing and it 

is also an expectation of dream home feasibility”. At the same time, “DIY in Europe (2000)” 

point out that in the studies of house decoration DIY, DIY industry pattern characteristics are 

usually characterized by "DIY building materials supermarket" model (mass). 

A large number of literatures pointed out, the building materials supermarket factors are the 

important factors that affect house decoration consumers DIY. For example, Godar.S & Godar 

M. (2001) divided consumer trust and recognition of building materials supermarket into 

Trustworthiness of DIY Super market merchant, generalization of DIY Super market medium 

and shopping environmental factor of building material supermarket. McQuitty, Shaun (2004) 

divided the establishment source into three categories, namely: quality of building build 

supermarket, characteristics of shoppers demand, and other marketing factors. Jones, P. (1984) 

pointed out that: consumers buying stuff in building materials supermarket and DIY behavior 

is based on recommended products by building materials supermarket stores, DIY shopping 

media publicity and building supermarket management and shopping environmental factors. 

 

According to these scholars’ researches, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H3: Factors of building materials supermarket play a significant role in the DIY home 

improvement 

 

Reputation of building materials supermarket refers to the degree how professional and honest 

that buyers believe the seller is and how much do they care about consumers (Doney & 

Cannon, 1997) or the overall assessment that consumers have for businesses for a long time. 

The reputation of DIY building materials supermarket has often been pointed out as important 

factors that affect consumers' DIY, it refers to consumers believe that the enterprise is honest 

and care about them and can be relied on. Corporate reputation is not easy to get, it need 

efforts and need to be accumulated for a long time to build, consumers DIY behavior is based 

on the guidance of professional enterprise. In DIY building materials world, consumers are 
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initially unable to grasp DIY results, they there are a lot of uncertainty and unexpected risk in 

DIY, in this case, if consumers know building materials supermarket has good reputation, they 

are professional, experienced and honest would be great help to establish the confidence of 

DIY behavior (Williams C., 2004). 

 

Based on the above research, this paper puts forward the following assumptions: 

H3a: The higher the reputation of the building materials supermarket, the greater possibility 

that consumers will shop in building materials supermarket and choose DIY home 

improvement 

 

The effort consumers need for going to building materials supermarket is called convenience 

(Jones,P.,1984). Research pointed out that the building materials supermarket convenience not 

only enhance consumer's perception of DIY building supermarket’s professionalism, but also 

enhance the recognition and trust of DIY. Scholars in the studies found that one of the reasons 

that consumers don’t choose DIY is the complexity of the building materials product 

installation make it difficult for consumers to achieve DIY. Therefore, compared with building 

materials that are complex and hard to use, purchase and installation system that is easy to 

learn and to use can let the consumers be familiar with quickly to realize home DIY and 

reduce labor costs, especially for first-time-DIY consumers, which are easier to implement 

DIY "zero breakthrough" (Jonathan Reynolds, 2000). 

 

Hence, this paper puts forward the following assumptions: 

H3b: The more convenient to learn the easier to use the building materials, the greater the 

chance that consumers in the building materials supermarket choose DIY home improvement 

 

Of all the factors for consumers to consider DIY or not, rich product structure and 

adequacy of the building materials supermarket and the completeness of service system is one 

of the most important and the most urgent things (Bougie, R.,Pieters, R. & Zeelenberg, M., 

2003), because it involves the DIY actual operation decision, consumers particularly treasure 

it and are sensitive of it. When consumers think building materials supermarket didn't provide 

the products and services as expected, they would give up purchasing in building materials 

supermarket. Even if the supermarket make up products and services provided by the 
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consumers, it will not generate actual purchase and DIY behavior effects (Wang Chunhui, 

2007). A large number of studies suggest that DIY building materials supermarket must 

inform consumers effectively, it has the most complete series of products and the most 

thoughtful service system to help protect consumer behavior and help consumer to DIY easily 

(Dwane Hal Dean2010). 

 

Therefore, this article puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H3c: The richer and more perfect the building materials supermarket products series and 

perfect service system is, the greater chance that consumers choose DIY in building materials 

supermarket 

 

In abroad, there are a lot of comments and recommendations about house decoration DIY 

experience and recommendations. In domestic building materials supermarket, especially 

international building materials supermarket in China (such as Leroy Merlin from France, 

Britain's b&q), consumers who has shopped will evaluate and grade the building materials 

supermarket (including products and services), other consumers can use this as the basis of 

decision-making. This kind of behavior is called recommend information. "Recommended" 

existing widely in the research field of marketing, scholars have pointed out that in the field 

of house decoration and other consumption, consumers are often tend to rely more on word of 

mouth recommendation information than information of the product itself (Bush, Alan 

Menon, and Denise Smart, 1987). The causes of this phenomenon are due to that recommend 

information has more authenticity than general product information or product advertising. 

And recommend information comes from people with experience of usage or relevant 

experience which has more credibility (Dabholkar & Pratibha, 1996). Yoon, E., Guffey, H.J., 

& Kijewski, V．(1993) pointed out in the study of oral spreading, professional degree and 

credibility of information sources can act as an important component of building materials 

supermarket DIY. 

 

Hence, this article puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H3d: The better evaluation the building materials supermarket has, the better chance that 

consumers choose DIY home improvement 
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3.3.4 The relation between products factor and DIY home improvement 

In house decoration, consumers buy products that are able to be made good use. Since 

different types of products have different characteristics, consumers have different buying 

decision and DIY behavior choice or different types of products (Brogan,D. & Gort,S., 1997). 

 

From the perspective of relevant institutions’ investigations, consumers’ building materials 

goods purchase and DIY behavior show clear products category concentration, installation 

from easy to difficult, such as: installation of kitchen, bathroom hardware pendant (toilet 

cover, wall hook, mirror, etc.), installation of small storage furniture (shoe cabinet, bookcase, 

etc.), installation of paintings and  picture frames, etc., 60% to 70% of the consumers use 

DIY installation themselves; 20% consumers who buy curtain rod, lamps and lanterns, 

implement, bibcock, etc., and interior wall paint or wallpaper product use DIY themselves; for 

the rest of the items, such as floor, ceramic tile, cabinets and kitchen appliances, doors and 

windows, etc., consumers barely do DIY installation. (This kind of DIY installation is 

statistically supported by "DIY customer’s intention" survey results from a third party market 

research authority entrusted by Leroy Merlin building decoration (China) co., LTD.). 

 

Swinyard (1978) divided product DIY possibility into high and low involvement. Highly 

involved in refers to showing strong positive attention and participation to one kind of 

products’ DIY installation, the attention and participation is usually characterized by easy to 

install, easy to learn and use without risk. Low involved in are generally appear in the high 

risk in product installation, big technical difficulty, installation techniques need long-term 

accumulation of exercise, DIY consumer behavior would be reduced at this time. Subjectively, 

for products that are more risk-free, easier, easier to control, they have higher level of DIY 

behavior involvement, known as the "high involvement" DIY consumer behavior; This kind 

of products is "DIY high involvement” products, otherwise known as "low involvement" DIY 

behavior or "DIY low involvement" products (Gao xia, Hai, 2004). 

 

Based on the above analysis, this paper puts forward the following assumptions: 

H4: Product factors have significant impact on the consumer's DIY home improvement 

behavior 
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Normally, the key factor of DIY success is that whether the product can be standard modular 

developed and produced by enterprises (including the manufacturers and sellers) to improve 

the product DIY itself or provide more DIY products to consumers (Ligas Mark, 2000). From 

the existing literature, scholars have concluded from the relationship between products DIY 

feasibility and consumer DIY behavior that: products DIY feasibility has a significant effect 

for the consumer DIY behavior. For example, Leroy Merlin's building materials supermarket 

developed a standard cabinet in French, which turned the complex cabinet into a standard 

module and it realize simple and easy cabinet DIY installation, thus it is not hard to see that 

the product DIY feasibility has significant influence on the consumer's house decoration DIY 

behavior (Yufang, Jin. Da-hai Dong, 2004). 

 

In the field of building materials product, scholars’ study of DIY products mainly 

concentrated on the "products DIY feasibility”. For example, Watson, Matthew, and Elisabeth 

Shove (2008) proposed ten dimensions of the building materials supermarket products, 

respectively "easy to understand, convenient operation, information fitness, reasonable 

communication (Product Customer Pedagogy), creativity, visual appeal, emotional appeal, 

relative price advantage, the product image consistency, trust", etc.; Schrejer, Martin (2006) 

suggested three dimensions of consumers' DIY experience “convenience of perception, 

product selective perception, security perception; Williams C., (2008) proposed five aspects 

"DIY product design reliability and operability, consumers DIY security and customers’ DIY 

experience satisfaction, product DIY doctrine" and so on. Through literature review, we can 

see more scholars used information technology to evaluate the degree of DIY in the building 

materials supermarket products DIY research, In recent years, some scholars also began to 

redefine the degree of building materials supermarket DIY using concept of consumer 

perception experience and consumer behavior, but there was not enough attention put on the 

angle of the product to analyze consumers DIY interoperability. 

 

It must be noted that in the traditional business, consumers can directly touch goods and make 

face-to-face communication with related sales personnel, product after-sales logistics and 

installation services done directly by the manufacturer (or agent). In building materials 

supermarket, if the after-sales logistics and installation construction has its own DIY after 

consumers buy products, products’ DIY interoperability has great guidance and influence on 

consumers’ choice of DIY behavior. 
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Doney, P. M & Cannon, J.P., (1997) found in the study that consumers who choose DIY 

consumer behavior have higher sensitivity than that of others. The main reason that 

consumers choose to DIY themselves is because prices of DIY products are low in building 

materials supermarket. 

 

Hornik, Jacob, and Laurence P. Feldman (1982) pointed out that under the same commodity 

categories, commodities with standardized module are cheaper than ones with personalized 

module, consumers can determine whether to choose DIY or not according to their own 

budgets and DIY products feasibility after weighed their cost performance. 

 

On this basis, this paper puts forward the following assumptions: 

H4a: Building materials’ prices difference will affect DIY home improvement behavior, and 

the greater the difference, the greater the impact 

 

The products’ installation provided by supplier or agent instead by consumers themselves DIY 

below the traditional & extant transaction model, the company (including manufacturers and 

the suppliers of DIY Supermarket) which can or no furnish the perfect complete service after 

the sales is the key successful of the company (Ballantyne, David, and Richard J.Varey, 2008). 

With the literature existent before, scholars obtained a consistent conclusion for the 

relationship between the service quality offered by the company and consumer’s DIY action 

that is the service quality influence consumer’s DIY action notably (Feng-hua Xie, 2005). In 

the field of home decoration and improvement, scholars’ research centralize the service on 

“middle sales and after sales”, as Bearden, William O.,Richard G. Netemeyer, and Jesse E. 

Teel (1989) presented there are twelve dimensionalities to measure the service quality, which 

are “easy understanding, easy operating, information appropriating, communication suiting, 

confidence trusting, respond time, vision gravitation, innovative capacity, emotion gravitation, 

product completed, relative superiority, unanimous image” etc.;   DIY in Europe (2000) put 

forward 4 terms which are the building material product’s design, product’s reliability & 

fulfill orders, security and customer service;  Kaplan, David (1995) pointed 3 qualities which 

are environment quality, communication quality and consequence quality. Through literature 

carding, we can see anciently scholars’ research about the service quality of DIY supermarket 
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is partial to the product technical part. In recent years, some scholars started to pay more 

attention and define again the service quality in DIY supermarket, but it’s not still sufficient.   

 

It is necessary to indicate clearly that, in traditional and existing building material market, the 

supplier or sales points should provide the installation service directly to the consumers whom 

can demand directly the suppliers to give the maintenance service. In DIY supermarket, DIY 

feasible product must not only be installed but also be maintained by consumers themselves, 

for this reason; this article inferred that if DIY supermarket furnishes the installation service 

to consumers who buy DIY feasible product, the influence generated by this kind of service 

could be widely divergent to customers. 

 

Thus, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H4b: Differences of after-sales service between DIY products and the traditional service for 

consumers has a significant impact on consumers’ DIY home improvement attitude 

 

Beaden, William O., Richard G. Netemyer, and Jesse E. Teel, (1989) pointed out in the study 

that before the DIY operation of most building materials product, the supermarket is often 

unable to render its use features and use quality really, and consumers are unable to check the 

quality of product with their own DIY. The function and quality of the product reflect 

differently as the degree of consumer cognition and use. Therefore, presenting and describing 

clearly of the function of the product after use will increase the confidence and perceived 

experience satisfaction of DIY. Bougie, R., Pieters, R., & Zeelenberg, M. , (2003) pointed out 

that the display of DIY products in supermarket may have deliberate distortion or provide 

incomplete commodity information, which will affect the choice of the consumer behavior of 

DIY. Liu Guofeng (2008) pointed out on the discussion of the consumer trust and purchase 

intention: the more detailed that product quality characteristics of building materials appears, 

the more clear that consumers’ perception of the goods’ DIY, which will help to determine 

consumers’ DIY choice. 

 

Thus, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H4c: Quality differences of building materials product which can DIY has significantly 

impact on consumers’ DIY home improvement altitude and behavior 
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Compared with the traditional building materials market of DIY products, trading of products 

which can DIY has bigger risk for consumers. According to the theory of perceived risk (Gao 

Haixia, 2004), commodity prices paid by consumers is often proportional to its perceived risk. 

Removing DIY products’ labor costs, it has relatively lower price than other products, but 

consumers’ perception of risk is bigger, because in addition to pay attention to product 

performance, quality, style, etc, consumers also need pay a high degree of attention to 

understand their own ability of DIY, DIY time very accurately, which is a complex 

decision-making process; For other trade which contains no DIY products, consumers only 

need to know the product function and structure, price, style and other kind of problem, the 

decision making process is relatively simple. 

 

Thus, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H4d: The risk that DIY products’ trading price contains has a significant impact on 

consumers’ DIY home improvement attitudes. 

 

In the traditional building materials market, non-DIY building materials product transaction 

process is divided into "measurement - production - transportation - installation", while the 

trading process of DIY products is "inventory purchase - transportation - DIY installation". 

Zeithaml et al. (2002) argued that building materials product service quality should include 

freight part, which is called the quality of the results. And about evaluation standards on 

goods delivery service, the scholars think it should include: the product is in good condition, 

the actual goods is consistent with the order of the specifications of the recorded, actual good 

is same as supermarket sample goods, goods delivery on time and other factors, there are even 

some scholars found that the result quality influence more than process quality. Non-DIY 

materials process service cycle is long, and products can be DIY standard product cycle is 

relatively short because it omit "measurement and production" period; the longer that goods 

stay in the process of production + shipping, the more concern consumers has (Pollakowski, 

Henry O., 1988). 

 

Thus, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H4e: Delivery time of DIY product distribution plays a significant role in consumers’ DIY 
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home improvement attitude and behavior. 

 

3.3.5 The relation between the labor force market’s grade evaluation factor and DIY 

home improvement 

 

In house decoration, consumer often shows no control in labor which works on the trading 

behavior in building materials industry. The labor force information provided by labor market 

can’t be verified, nor do they have the ability to influence the actions of labor force in the 

building materials industry (McKnight et al., 2002). Stenphen, Raymond (1997) proposed that 

by "credible" group certification and give the certified as trustworthy "extension type". This 

also proves that when consumers do not have or have little experience of business in labor 

trading do business with a certain labor market, consumer confidence in the labor force can 

transfer through the "credible" group (Doney & Cannon, 1997; Lou, 2002; Miliman & 

Fagate,1988). For example, through the certification of " The third party labor assessment 

group ", consumers can transfer the fear of labor to labor decoration network platform that 

manage、 supervise and accept certification, building materials supermarket、decoration 

association or labor enterprise (such as master club) etc. 

 

In abroad, there are many organizations specialize in labor market trading evaluation and 

supervision. Such as Labor Force Online, Truste Him from America, JEPDEC (Japan 

Information Processing Corparration) and JEF（Japan Engineers Federation）which is called as 

workers’ club from Japan. These institutions are set in order to strengthen consumer trust and 

expectation of the labor market, once the labor force meet the requirement of these institutions, 

the agency will allow the labor in building materials market has its own label, or send a 

message to consumers: the labor force (that is, the worker) is certified by a certain authority 

certification, buying and using the labor in the building materials supermarket have nothing to 

concern. 

 

On this basis, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H5: Labor force market’s grade evaluation lever has certain impact on DIY home 

improvement 
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3.3.6 The relationship between customers’ personal characteristics and DIY home 

improvement 

Gelber, Steven M. (1997) indicated that investigating the beginning of the DIY customers on 

building materials should consider, not only the cognitions of the DIY industrial 

characterization in the DIY population, but also the individual characterization of the 

customers. Maggie Davidso & Philip Leater (2000) revealed that the establishment of the DIY 

residential decoration can be influenced by the customer factors including DIY Home 

Improvement Savvy, Entertainment/ Chat experience, Long-term experience on DIY, 

Predisposition to New Product & New technology, Feeling of DIY Control, etc. Therefore, the 

customers’ individual characterization, as well as their cognitions of DIY, could have effects 

on the establishment and development of the DIY industry. 

 

Thereby, the hypothesis of this study is: 

H6: Customers’ personal characteristics have a significant effect on their attitude of DIY 

home improvement 

 

Numerous studies have reported the gender effect on the DIY industry. Men are more 

susceptible to the DIY advertisements, including advertisements of outdoor, internet, journals, 

and the suggestions of relatives, friends, and colleagues. More than 60% of men accepted DIY 

residential decoration according to the suggestions of their neighbors, friends, or colleagues. 

This percentage is 8.7% greater than that of women. Furthermore, men are also more 

susceptible to the conventional factors (e.g. family effect). In addition, men are also more 

interested in the DIY education and the DIY properties of the products in building material 

supermarket, whereas women usually tend to follow their male companion’s preference. 

Accordingly, a further hypothesis of this study is: 

H6a: The sex factor has a significant impact on customers’ attitude of DIY home 

improvement. 

 

Surveys also showed that, the DIY population mainly aged from 18 to 70, and especially 

concentrated in young and old people. Empirically, young customers often accept varieties of 

DIY educations, thus are susceptible to DIT advertisements. And older customers (e.g. retire 

people) usually have more free time and social experience to consider the option of DIY 
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residential decoration. 

Therefore, a further hypothesis of this study is: 

H6b: The age factor has a significant impact on customers’ attitude of DIY home 

improvement. 

 

Furthermore, the education level of DIY customers is higher than that of common customers. 

36.2% of national customers have college degree, whereas 85% of customers have college 

degree in DIY websites. Several possible explanations could be those, (1) Superior educations 

and experiences may promote people’s innovation and desire of custom-design. (2) Well 

educated people usually have paid vacations, and prefer a novel DIY residential decoration, 

which becomes a symbol of fashionable and admirable lives. (3) Superior educations may 

provide self-confidence and abilities in the selection, learning, and practices of DIY 

decoration. 

Accordingly, a further hypothesis of this study is: 

H6c: The education level has a significant effect on customers’ attitude of DIY home 

improvement. 

 

Based on the theory of consumer's behavior, people with different incomes have different 

perspectives of DIY industry. Normally, the possibility of DIY behavior decreases with the 

increasing of customer’s income. High-income people would prefer outsourcing the 

decoration, if the cost of DIY take-up a low proportion of their salary (Hornik, J.,& 

Feldman,1982). These phenomenon imply that, under the condition of China (40 working 

hours per week), most customers would have no free time to enjoy the DIY decoration. 

Compared with the low-income customers, high-income people may seek to outsource the 

decoration, if the income permits (Grandley,A., Cordeiro, B., Crouter, A.,2005). 

 

For general speaking, consumer engage DIY’s time sooner or later, including the touching 

period longer or shorter (every day, every week & every month or year), can influence the 

DIY action and frequent the DIY supermarket habits. Usually, consumers who touch DIY in 

time early, or DIY time permitting longer, the DIY possibility become true and the DIY 

experiences and capacities become more plentiful. (Schwartzlander Anne, 1984)。 
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Therefore, a further hypothesis of this study is: 

H6d: The DIY contact period has a significant impact on customers’ attitude of DIY home 

improvement. 

H6e: The consumers’ DIY experience has significant impact on their attitude and ability 

H6f: Consumer's DIY available time has significant impact on their attitude and ability. 

 

According to the consumers’ behavior theory, consumers of different income levels have 

different degree of DIY perception. Under normal circumstances, consumers with higher 

income have smaller feasibility of the DIY behavior, because the smaller DIY price account 

for the proportion of their income, the easier consumers hire workers to complete DIY. The 

reasoning in this paper is: working 40 hours a week working in China, the vast majority of 

consumers don't have time to enjoy the pleasure of DIY, under the circumstance that there are 

enough income to pay workers, consumers with high incomes are more willing to take risks to 

hire workers or company than low-income consumers. 

 

Therefore, this study puts forward the following hypothesis: 

H6g: Consumers’ income has a significantly impact on DIY home improvement. 

 

 

 

3.4 Hypothesis summary 

On the basis of theoretical analysis, this study proposed the corresponding hypotheses which 

need to be tested, a total of 20 (see table 5). These assumptions can be divided into two 

categories: (1) the verification hypothesis, refers to the assumption that academics have did 

research, and obtained the experience study confirmed; (2) the exploratory hypothesis, refers 

to the assumption that no other scholars put forward, or although there is a related theory 

research, but the empirical research has not been confirmed (jing Yang, 2006; zhi-rong Yang, 

2006). 
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Table 5:: Research Hypothesis Summary Table 

 

Hypothesis Content of hypothesis Character of 

hypothesis 

H1 

The higher consumers’ individual DIY inclination, the higher 

intention in DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H2 

Labor force’s commercial price factor has significant impact on 

consumer’s DIY home improvement. 

confirmatory 

H2a 

The more advanced the social economic level, the higher costs of 

labor force value, the higher price of labor 

confirmatory 

H2b 

The higher marginal utility ratio of labor force cost to consumer 

income, the greater feasibility of consumers’ DIY home improvement. 

exploratory 

H3 

BMS DIY factor has significant impact on consumers’ DIY home 

improvement 

exploratory 

H3a 

The higher the reputation of the BMS, the greater feasibility 

consumer buying building materials in BMS and select DIY.  

exploratory 

H3b 

The more BMS’s DIY convenience, consumers choose DIY 

feasibility more in BMS 

exploratory 

H3c 

The rich products & perfect services on one-stop system of BMS, the 

greater feasibility  

exploratory 

H3d 

Higher DIY feasibility evaluation of BMS, consumers can have 

the higher degree to choose DIY mode for their home 

improvement 

exploratory 

H4 

Products DIY factor have significant impact on consumers’ DIY 

home improvement behavior 

exploratory 

H4a 

Differences in price of DIY product will affect consumers’ DIY 

home improvement behavior, and the greater the difference, the 

greater the impact 

exploratory 

H4b 

Differences of after-sales service between DIY products and the 

traditional service for consumers has a significant impact on 

consumers’ DIY home improvement attitude 

exploratory 
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H4c 

The differences in DIY product quality exist significant impact 

on consumers’ attitude and behavior of DIY home improvement 

exploratory 

H4d 

The risk contained in DIY product price level has significant 

impact on consumers’ attitude and behavior of DIY home 

improvement 

exploratory 

H4e 

The delivery time of DIY product has significant impact on 

consumers’ attitude and behavior of DIY home improvement 

exploratory 

H5 

Labor force market’s grade evaluation factor has a certain impact 

on consumers’ DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6 

Consumers personal characteristics have a significant impact on 

consumers’ DIY attitude in home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6a 

Consumer sex has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for 

DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6b 

Consumer age has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for 

DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6c 

Consumer education has a significant impact on consumers’ 

attitude for DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6d 

Consumer DIY contact period has a significant effect on 

consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6e 

Consumer DIY experience has a significant effect on consumers’ 

attitude for DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6f 

Consumer DIY available time has a significant effect on 

consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 

H6g 

Consumer income has a significant effect on consumers’ attitude 

for DIY home improvement 

confirmatory 
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Chapter IV The Design of Questionnaire about Variable Domain 

On the basis of the conceptual model and research hypothesis that have been talked about, in 

this chapter, I will further clarify the definition of each variable, design the measurement 

terms of each variable and illustrates the sources of measurement terms; At the same time, this 

paper also introduces the process of designing the questionnaire as well as the processing 

method to social desirability. 

 

4.1 Definition of the Variable 

To definite each variable involved in the research lays the foundation of scientific research. 

Variables involved in this study can be separated into two categories: explained variables and 

explanatory variables. Based on the review of literature, combined with the research methods, 

the various variables can be defined as follows: 

 

4.1.1 Explained Variable 

There is only one explained variable involved in the research, which is “DIY model of 

consumers in home improvement”. Ngai & Wat (2002) considered that building materials 

retails sell their building materials and services through the platform---building materials 

supermarket. However, DIY consumer behavior is that consumers use the building materials 

supermarket’s DIY character to achieve the purpose of home improvement .On this basis, 

according to the previous literature, this study define "DIY model of consumers in home 

improvement" as: during the home improvement period, consumers buy products & services 

to make DIY behaviors come true with the help of DIY building materials supermarket. This 

explained variable will explained by six category-factors as six explanatory variables in the 

following. 

 

4.1.2   Explanatory Variables 

There are six category-factors of explanatory variables in this paper to explain the explained 

variable, they are respectively: consumers’ personal DIY tendency, labor commodity costs, 

building materials supermarket DIY factors, product DIY factors and labor market level 

assessment factors. These six category-factors come from six main hypothesis of the third 
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chapter, assisted by 24 subsidiary hypotheses (see page 70-71) which are transferred totally by 

24 variable factors. These 24 variable factors are explained respectively in the bellowing. 

 

（1）Consumers personal DIY inclination : John Hollan (1982) pointed out that DIY 

tendency refers to consumers’ personal personality trait for DIY love emotional affections for 

DIY behaviors, including behaviors controlled by psychological factors, such as consumers’ 

showing off 、self-satisfaction and self-actualization. While DIY tendency may refers to 

consumers’ personal ability realize DIY idea (including technical and physical ability), and 

the possibility to allocate DIY time. This research adopts the G.W. Allport’s (1950) definition 

of "Consumers’ personal DIY inclination": “Consumers’ personal DIY inclination” is the love 

of DIY and the ability of self-actualization that affected the behavior orientation reflected in 

time and space.” 

 

（2） Labor Force as a Commodity: the cost value that workers get life materials by using 

their own time and skills. 

 

a. Labor force commercial price: Karl Max (1842) argued that labor force is a kind of 

commodity with value in use. The labor force prize stands for the value of labor force 

resources. This paper use Karl Marx's definition of labor force: labor force that can be used 

as trading commodities. 

b. The ratio of labor costs to consumers' income: from the perspective of marginal utility, it is 

difficult for DIY behavior to become a mainstream model for home improvement patterns 

when labor costs are less than income and labor force trade is active. When labor costs are 

higher than income and labor force trade is abate, DIY behavior will be adopted by consumers 

and could become a mainstream mode. 

 

(3) Building Materials Supermarket DIY Factor: in this paper, the building materials 

supermarket factor refers to the traits of the building materials supermarket which use 

building materials products and services to organize and display building materials products 

and explain how to do DIY home improvement to consumers. 
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a. Building materials supermarket reputation: according to Davidso, M.& Philip, L., 

(2000), reputation can be seen and be regarded as action signals for a particular object ，such 

as the specialty of supermarkets and their differences. In addition, reputation can be used to 

indicate that business transactions or exchange activities this supermarket in the past were 

good or bad, reflecting the performances of the company under the gaze of the society. 

Godar,S.,& Godar,M.,(2001) defined building materials supermarkets reputation as 

"consumers believe that supermarkets are honesty and care about their customers". Integrated 

other relevant literature, the building materials supermarket reputation is defined as: the 

extent to which consumers perceived building materials supermarket is honest with a good 

reputation. 

b. BMS (Building materials supermarket)’s DIY convenience: whether the information 

about price performance ratio, DIY customer guide and commodity display is easy to learn or 

not is measured by the time and energy consumers have spent on the supermarket. 

c. Rich products & perfect services on one-stop system of BMS: impeccable products 

and convenient services provided by the building materials supermarket can make the 

consumer feel at ease without scruples to realize DIY house improvement. 

d. Consumers’ DIY feasibility evaluation of BMS (building materials supermarket): 

consumers who have bought and used DIY products including services in BMS can evaluate 

its products and services on quality lever, and these experiences can form the publicity by 

word-of-mouth, more credible and authentic than the products advertising. 

 

4. DIY Products Factor: It refers to the products the consumers bought in the building 

materials market. Generally they fall into two categories, one kind is cab-be-DIY building 

materials product, another is non-DIY building materials products, the following are 

definitions for these two kinds of products. 

 Can-be-DIY building materials products, also called DIY standard products, This 

kind of product is made of DIY building materials supermarket according to the 

product characteristics and consumer characteristics on its own research, sold in the 

building materials supermarket, therefore, Can-be-DIY building materials product is 

referred to as the "building materials supermarket products", the product features for 

standardizing and modularizing on the style, size, color and so on. DIY installation is 

very easy and simple for this kind of product, such as overall cabinets, lockers 

(wardrobe, chest of drawers, shoe ark, etc.) as well as the doors and Windows, floor, 
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etc. They are very common in many European countries building materials 

supermarket, ordinary consumers purchase with their own habit, and DIY install 

them. 

 Non-DIY building materials products. This kind of product is made by building 

materials product suppliers，researched and developed according to the actual 

product characteristics and consumer characteristics, sold in the traditional building 

materials market in the form of brand stores (* Traditional building materials 

market：Chinese local building materials market, they  already exists before 

building materials supermarket entering China , in the form of brand stores for the 

brand in building materials supermarket), so the non-DIY products is also referred to 

as "traditional building materials products", the product features for personalizing 

and customizing in the style, size, color, when consumers buy, brand supplier 

organize workers for on-site measuring, production, installation, consumers don't 

need to DIY. 

The above two kinds of building materials product category is DIY attribute 

classification, is not a variable, and product DIY factor variables are reflected in the 

following five aspects: 

a. Comparison of price between can-be-DIY products and traditional non-DIY products: 

Refers to the price difference between can-be-DIY products and non-DIY products of the 

same category of building materials products. Many scholars suggest in the research that an 

important motivation of consumers buying can-be-DIY products in the building material 

market is because it is cheaper than traditional products that cannot DIY. 

b. Service difference of during selling and after sale between can-be-DIY products and 

non-DIY products: the service of building material product includes product installation and 

maintenance after sale. Consumers serve can-be-DIY products by themselves for installation 

& maintenance, while all the services of non-DIY products are provided by the product brand 

supplier (or distributor). 

c. Quality difference of can-be-DIY products and non-DIY products: Refers to the 

product performance and consumer experience, can-be-DIY products are more 

standardization and homogeneity, while non-DIY products are more personalized and 

diversified. 

d. Price level risk of can-be-DIY products: Refers to the risk of the products when 

consumers obtain product and service benefit at the same time, for example, can-be-DIY 
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products is popular because of its superior quality and competitive price, but some consumers 

don't have DIY experience and don't DIY properly, and the product is hard to use, so this is a 

kind of risk for DIY products. 

e. Delivering time of DIY products: the time consumers need to wait from purchasing to 

receiving the products in building material market. 

 

(5) Labor Force Market’s Grade Evaluation Factor: Refers to the trading regulation and 

grade evaluation of decoration labor in labor markets as a kind of special commodity. 

Consumers house decoration DIY mode and decoration labor grade evaluation complement 

each other in the process of actual house decoration, labor grade evaluation in fact function as 

a "DIY transfer ", use building materials supermarket to establish relationship between labor 

sellers (workers) and the buyer (consumer), realize the consumer expectations of their DIY, by 

buying high-quality labor force, is the guarantee of consumer house decoration DIY mode. 

Research shows that the more attention for the grade evaluation of labor, to the higher level of 

house decoration DIY. 

 

(6) Consumers’ Personal Characteristics Factor including： 

A. Sex 

B. Age 

C. Educated level 

D. DIY contact period: at the beginning of contract DIY, because of less DIY knowledge, 

consumers lack the confidence and will give up DIY’s idea; but with DIY contact 

duration prolonging, consumers’ perceptual and rational DIY knowledge for home 

improvement growing, DIY approving by consumers goes up gradually. 

E. DIY experience 

F. DIY available time 

G. Income 
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4.2 Questionnaire Design 

4.2.1 Process of Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire design is rational and scientific, which lay a solid foundation of ensuring 

the research objects can be completed successfully. Ma Qingguo (2002) put forward that a 

correct questionnaire design should include: 

(1) The questions should be close to the research objects; 

(2) The question should consider the features of interviewees. 

(3) The question without an honest answer should not be considered; 

(4) We can use other ways to deal with the questions that we must get the data while it 

may not get an honest answer. 

Rong Taisheng (2005，p.269 – p. 276) also thinks that we should consider factors below 

when we design questionnaires: 

(1) We should consider necessity, sensitiveness, threatening, guidance and many other 

factors, when we set up the questions; 

(2) We should avoid the non-exclusive and non-coordinate questions, when we set up the 

keys; 

(3) We should use accurate words, avoid technical words and two-in-one questions, at 

the same time we should offer a reference for those who answer the questions, when we 

decide the words used in the paper; 

(4) We should make our aims clearly and promised to protect the privacy of those who 

answer the questions. We should tell them that our data are used for research only. The 

questions should be ranked from the easy one to the hard one and the questions with the same 

themes can be arranged together so the answers would not be influenced by the former ones, 

when we arrange the orders of the questions; 

(5) We should consider the quality of the paper in case it may have an effect on the 

interviewees. 

The author has carefully considered and dealt with the key problems the scholars 

mentioned in the process of designing the questionnaire, and the design process is done as 

following steps: 

(1) Literature review. The author has read and sorted the documents that related to the 
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study of DIY products of building material in ten years, and gathered ready-made 

measurements of the variables. Base on that and combine with the thought and frame, the 

author deleted the measuring items that proved to be true and relatively advanced, preliminary 

completed the scale needed in this study. 

(2) Translation of the items. Due to the difference of culture and language, the translated 

scale can not exactly express the original items’ meaning, leading to the difference of research 

results. To guarantee the accuracy of the translation, the research translated the English 

measuring items into Chinese. The author invited two colleagues studying business 

administration in America, one of them translated scales into Chinese, and the other one 

translated the Chinese one into English again. At last the author compared it to the 

corresponding items that domestic scholars used in the scales and made sure that the scales 

have exactly expressed the meaning of the original one. 

(3) Expert interview. After interviewing experts, including tutor, the operator of building 

material, scholars, colleagues, rivals and other commercial activities suppliers that related to 

this research, the author modified and supplement the scales. 

(4) Consumer interview. The author interviewed with consumers before the survey, then 

further modified and supplemented the scales. Therefore the items can more exactly expressed 

consumers’ real conditions, and it is easier for consumers to understand. 

(5) Final design of the scales. Finishing the work above, the author completed the final 

questionnaire for the research. 

 

4.2.2 The Questionnaire’s Acceptability of Social Desirability 

Arnold & Feldman (1981) defined the questionnaire’s acceptability of social desirability 

as “It is a need to get the approval of the society and the group’s recognition, at the same time, 

it can be satisfied by the acceptable and favorable behavior in cultural”. Bai Xinwen, Li Feng 

and Chen Yiwen（2004）think that  acceptability of social desirability has two sides: The first 

is self-concealment cheat, it refers to that all the correct positive deviation of reactions are 

from interviewees who want to protect their faith, but not to cover on purpose. The second is 

impressiveness cheat, namely the interviewee wanted to leave a good impression on others so 

he hid his real thought in the test. This behavior can he tabled as cheat reactions on others 

with intention and purpose. 

As to the acceptability of social desirability’s cause, Han zhenhua and Ren Jianfeng 
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(2002) says that if there were taboo and sensitive questions, or questions related to the 

difference between real self-worth and normal value in the society, or questions about the 

interviewee’s perception of stress and their face, all of them can result in the difference of 

acceptability of social desirability. Therefore, if we want to deal with it, we should change the 

design of the research. 

Amold and Feldman pointed out that if the questions are listed in self display way, then it 

is easy to be influenced by the difference of social desirability. The research of Ganster, 

Hennessey and Luthans (1983) proved that acceptability of social desirability would lower 

reliability and validity, further have a negative influence on the scientificity of the research. 

The data in the research are got from the questionnaires which may have some sensitive 

questions such as asking about DIY tendency and income and so on. Therefore the author 

judged that this research had been influenced by the acceptability of social desirability. To 

lower the negative effect, also to make the results more accurately express the real condition 

of interviewees, the author has taken the following measures in designing and delivering 

questionnaires: 

 

（1）Design the questionnaire with a strict theory. The theoretical framework of this research 

is based on the profound and wide review of the documents about the DIY mode of home 

improvement in domestic and abroad. The author referred to advanced scales to do the 

research, and guaranteed to the most that the questionnaire had a solid theoretical foundation 

and basis. 

（2）Try hard to get the understanding and support of the interviewees. Explained in detail 

about the intention of this research to the interviewees before they got the paper, and stressed 

many times that their seriousness would make a great influence on this research, so the author 

asked their cooperation with a sincere attitude. Also the author expressed appreciation for 

them, and guaranteed all data would be used for research only to clear the air that their data 

may be used in business or for some other benefits. 

（3）Try to eliminate the interviewee’s precautions. The author firstly guaranteed to protect 

interviewee’s privacy and the author would deliver the questionnaire to the interviewees 

directly. When the interviewees had finished, the author would bag and collect it instantly. 

 

app:ds:scientificity
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4.3 Variable Measuring Scales 

 

By reviewing a large number of Chinese and foreign literature, it can be found that many 

indices to measure variables are being discussed and applied by many scholars in the field of 

“DIY Home Improvement.” Those indices present a good internal consistency, so indices 

generally adopted by many Chinese and foreign literature will also be adopted in this paper as 

much as possible. Meanwhile, combined with the model design of this research, the author 

makes modification and adjustment to some indices. Measuring areas locate in the suburb of 

Beijing, including Fengtai District, Mentougou District, Fangshan District, Haidian District, 

Xicheng District, Dongcheng District, Chaoyang District, Tongzhou District and other 

districts. In view of consumers’ personal factors, they are divided into different groups 

according to gender, age, education, the number of years since they know DIY, DIY 

experience, how long they do DIY every day and monthly income. 

Sex: male, female 

Age: 19-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, ≧60 

Education: high school graduates or below, junior college graduates, undergraduates, 

postgraduate or above 

DIY contact period: less than 2 years, 2-4years, 4-8years, more than 8 years 

DIY experiences: never, seldom, often, and always 

DIY available time per day: less than 1 hour, 1-2hours, 2-3hours, more than 3 hours 

Income: less than 1500 yuan monthly, 1500-3000 yuan monthly, 3000-5000 yuan monthly, 

more than 5000 yuan monthly 

Other variable scales are as follows: 

 

4.3.1 Consumers’ individual DIY Inclination 

Browning & Zabriskie’s (1985) thought that consumers’ individual DIY inclination falls 

into two dimensions: Faith “Love” in humanity and realizing by me stance, including 4 

measuring variables. The coefficients of internal consistency are 0.883 and 0.826, indicating 

that the scale presents good internal consistency reliability. John Hollan, 1982 measured 

consumer individual DIY inclination from one dimension. The coefficient of internal 

consistency of their measuring scale is 0.872, also indicating relatively good internal 
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consistency reliability. From the need of research, measuring scale for consumer trust is 

formed in this paper by choosing two questions from above scholars and making a slight 

change of the order. The scale is shown below: 

 

Table 6: Measuring Scale of Consumers’ individual DIY Inclination 

Name of  

the variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents  

Consumers’ 

individual DIY 

inclination 

It refers to 

the ability of 

expecting 

self-realizatio

n from the 

perception of 

time and 

space 

X11 
Most people harbor natural love for DIY. They will 

feel uncomfortable if they don’t do it. 

X111 
Showing their ability of DIY home improvement by 

inviting friends to visit their homes 

X112 
Possessing the DIY ability of self-realization in 

terms of technology and material 

X113 Disposable time for DIY 

 

4.3.2 Commercial Price of Labor Force 

In this text, commercial value of labor force is the cost value of workers who spend time 

and skills in order to take back the life necessary material. It includes two variables: labor 

force cost and the ratio contrast of labor cost and labor force income. In the literatures about 

DIY home improvement, there is no available scale for reference. Therefore, the author will 

carry out an exploratory research. In this article, the author mainly refers to scholars’ 

measurement on the relation between commodity value of labor force and consumer DIY 

behavior. Herch Joel (1994) divided commodity value of labor force into labor value and 

labor cost in their researches. The coefficients of internal consistency are 0.743 and 0.787, 

representing better internal consistency reliability. In this paper, the author makes a slight 

modification to make the research background from labor’s value to labor’s commercial price 

in social labor market. Therefore, X211 and X212 are formed in the scale. At the same time, 

the author added X21 in order to measure interviewees’ attitude toward this factor more 

accurately. Then table is finally formed as below: 
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Table 7: Measuring Scale of Commercial Value of Labor Force 

 

By referring to relevant researches about marginal utility theory of labor force, the author 

makes the scale to measure the ratio of labor costs to consumers' income. In the DIY research, 

3 groups of items are used to measure the marginal utility degree of labor force. The 

coefficient of internal consistency is 0.872, showing that internal consistency reliability of the 

scale is good. In this paper, two of the three items are used with a slight modification. The 

measuring object is changed from traditional marginal utility of labor force to the research 

about the price of labor force and marginal utility of DIY possibility in home improvement. 

Meanwhile, in order to measure the influence of labor cost on DIY, a question is added to the 

questionnaire. Finally, a measuring scale is formed as follows: 

 

Table 8: Measuring Scale of Marginal Utility Ratio of Labor Cost to Consumer’s Income 

 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

Ratio of 

labor cost to 

consumer’s 

income 

It refers to 

the 

comparison 

between 

labor cost 

X22 
Influence of the ratio of labor cost to income on DIY 

home improvement 

 X221 Transaction of labor force, considered as commodity, is 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

Commodity value 

of labor force 

Labor is a 

commodity of 

bargain, and is 

the value cost of 

means of 

livelihood by 

spending time 

and using skills 

for workers. 

X21 Influence of the price of labor force on DIY 

 X211 
Labor force, considered as commodity, is put into 

the transaction in home improvement market 

 X212 
The price of labor force rises with the economic 

development of society. 
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and 

consumers’ 

income 

after mutual 

transition of 

them. 

influenced by labor cost in labor force market 

  X222 

Customer DIY behavior influenced by  the marginal 

utility of the ratio contrast on labor cost vs. customer 

income in Home Improvement market 

 

4.3.3 Building Material Supermarket DIY Factor 

In the research model of this paper, there are three factors of DIY building material 

supermarkets: reputation of the supermarkets, convenience of the supermarkets and the 

system of one-stop services. These three variables may influence consumers’ DIY experience. 

By reading literature, it can be found that Johnes, P.(1984) measurement scale about 

reputation of the supermarket was adopted by many later scholars, because its coefficient of 

internal consistency is 0.927 with a good internal consistency reliability. Two items in this 

paper are also from the above scale. At the same time, in view of the research perspective, the 

author chooses a question presented by McQuitty, Shaun (2004) in their researches. The 

question is the building material supermarket is consumer-oriented when they buy materials. 

The scale is as follow: 

Table 9: Measuring Scale of Reputation of Building Material Supermarkets 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

Reputation of 

building material 

supermarkets 

Consumers 

believe it is a 

trust-worthy 

building 

material 

supermarket 

with a good 

fame 

X31 
Influence of reputation of the supermarkets on 

DIY home improvement 

 X311 
Consumer choose a supermarket with a good 

reputation when they buy building materials 

 X312 
Consumer choose a well-known supermarket when 

they buy building materials 
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  X313 
Consumer choose a consumer-oriented 

supermarket when they buy building materials 

 

In this paper, the author mainly refers to the researches of Jones, P. (1984) & Williams, 

Colin C. (2004) to design the scale to measure the purchase of building materials in 

supermarkets and DIY convenience. The two authors described DIY convenience from four 

dimensions: understandability of products, operability of trading, fitness of structure of 

building material, and understandability for DIY operation. The scale consists of 12 items. Its 

coefficient of internal consistency is 0.927 with a good internal consistency reliability. 

Meanwhile, it is possible that someone has no DIY experience among the interviewees. 

Therefore, the author adds X32 to the scale to make sure the interviewees understand the 

meanings of these questions. The new scale is shown in the following table: 

 

Table 10: Measuring Scale of DIY Convenience of the Building Material Supermarkets 

 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

DIY 

convenience of 

the building 

material 

supermarkets 

 

It refers to the 

understandabil

ity of the 

information, 

such as the 

price and 

performance 

of the 

products, the 

good 

commodity 

exhibition, 

learnability 

and usability 

of buyer guide 

X32 
Influence of DIY convenience for consumers to do 

DIY home improvement 

 X321 

Letting the customer Know the information quickly 

about building materials product from the display of  

supermarket 

 X322 
Deciding the need to buy the material products or not 

by reading DIY pedagogy with illustration. 

 X323 
To find easily the necessary building materials products 

can help consumers to understand and to do DIY 
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to help them 

know about 

DIY. It is 

measured by 

the time and 

energy spent 

by consumers 

at the building 

material 

supermarkets. 

 

The research about the influence of Products-Services on One-stop system on 

consumer’s DIY experience is very common. However, the research backgrounds are mostly 

confined in western countries. In consideration of differences in cultural backgrounds, this 

paper mainly draws on experience of Wang Chun Hui (2007)’s researches to design a new 

scale for two reasons. One reason is that the research object in this paper is the consumers in 

Asia. The consumption habits, cultural background and social environment are similar to 

those in China. Another is that coefficient of internal consistency of the scale is 0.857, 

indicating a good internal consistency reliability. In order to make the interviewees 

understand the aim, the author adds a new item. The scale is shown as follows. 

 

Table 11: Measuring Scale of Products-Services on One-stop System in Building Material 

Supermarket 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

The 

Products- 

Services on 

One-stop 

system of 

the building 

The better 

the Products- 

Services on 

One-stop 

system is 

established in 

X33 
Influence of Products- Services on One-stop system for 

consumers to do DIY home improvement 

X331 
Rich products & perfect services constitute on One-stop 

system in Building Material Supermarket 

X332 
The Products- Services on One-stop system can meet the 

needs of consumers easily. 
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material 

supermarket

s 

the 

supermarkets

, the more 

relaxed the 

consumers 

feel with less 

concern. 

X333 
The Products- Services on One-stop system can provide 

guarantee to all or partial DIY home improvement 

 

By consulting the literatures of Bush, Alan Menon, and Denise Smart (1987), the scale 

for DIY feasibility evaluation of building material in the supermarket is formed in the paper. In 

their researches, they describe the performance level from three dimensions—other consumer, 

experts and personalized recommendation system. There are 5 questions about the influence 

of other consumer’s evaluation on DIY behavior. The coefficient of internal consistency is 

0.857, indicating good internal consistency reliability. Two of the five questions are adopted 

in the paper. In order to adapt to Chinese interviewees’ reading habits, the author reorganizes 

the expression of the two questions. They become x341and x342 in the new scale. At the 

same time, x34 is added to the scale to make the interviewees understand meanings of the 

measuring questions better. 

 

Table 12: Measuring Scale of DIY Feasibility Evaluation of Building Material Supermarket 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

DIY 

Feasibility 

Evaluation of 

Building 

Material 

Supermarket 

The 

evaluation of 

DIY 

Feasibility for 

Building 

Material 

Supermarket 

on products 

& Services   

by others 

X34 

Influence of the performance of building materials and 

service of the supermarket for consumers to do DIY home 

improvement 

X341 

Will consumers consider the comments and opinions on 

the performance of building materials from others 

consumer? 

X342 

There are some opinions & evaluations come from those 

who have experiences of DIY home improvement, are 

these opinion & evaluations valuable or non for 
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consumers 

who have 

DIY home 

improvement 

experience 

consumers who have no experiences? 

 

4.3.4 Products DIY Factor 

The DIY factor of the products is a new factor that will be studied in this paper. It is 

likely that doing shopping at the building material supermarket can influence consumers to do 

DIY home improvement. The author lists five variables—the ratio of DIY products to 

non-DIY products, the ratio of sale (after-sale) service of DIY products to sale (after-sale) 

service of non-DIY products, the ratio of quality of DIY products to quality of non-DIY 

products, the price of DIY products, and the delivery time of DIY products. Because no 

literatures can be referred to, some of the items are from scholars’ research findings about 

consumers’ DIY home improvement in China where its building material supermarkets 

mainly sell non-DIY products. Some of the items are based on the interviews to consumers, 

industry insiders and experts. The concrete introduction to those interviews is shown as 

below: 

In the process of the interview to consumers, nearly everyone says that he/ she will go 

to the building material supermarkets to buy decorative materials, because the price is lower 

and the quality is high. If the price in the building material supermarkets is far higher than 

that in the traditional building material supermarkets, consumers would like to go to the 

traditional supermarkets where they can bargain over the price optionally. Thus questions 

about this variable are presented as follow: Is there any difference between the prices of DIY 

products and traditional building materials? Are products at the building material 

supermarkets attractive in price and quality? Can consumers spend less money to buy DIY 

products at the building material supermarkets? 

 

Table 13: Measuring Scale of the Ratio of Prices Level between DIY Products and Traditional 

Building Materials 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 
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The ratio of 

prices between 

DIY products 

and traditional 

building 

materials 

The difference 

between the 

prices of the 

same products 

at the building 

material 

supermarkets 

and the 

traditional 

market. 

X41 
Is there any difference between the prices of DIY 

products and traditional building materials? 

X411 
Are products at the building material supermarkets 

attractive in price and quality? 

X412 

 

Can consumers spend less money to buy DIY 

products at the building material supermarkets? 

 

 

Bailantyne, David, and Richard J. Varey (2008) adopted 10 questions to measure the 

quality of service in traditional market dealing, including “guarantee for replacement in a 

short term”, “convenient to maintenance” and other items. The coefficient of internal 

consistency of the scale is 0.95, indicating good internal consistency reliability. On the basis 

of this scale, expressions about the comparison between the building material supermarkets 

and traditional markets are added in this paper. The item is “the ratio of sale (after-sale) 

services between DIY products at the building material supermarkets and products in 

traditional markets. The measuring scale is shown as follows. 

 

Table 14: Measuring Scale of the Ratio of Services between Products at the Building Material 

Supermarkets and Products in Traditional Markets 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

The ratio of 

sale (after-sale) 

services 

between 

products at the 

building 

material 

supermarkets 

and products in 

The 

difference 

between sale 

(after-sale) 

services of the 

same products 

at the building 

material 

supermarkets 

X42 

Is there any difference between sale (after-sale) services 

of DIY products at the building material supermarkets 

and products in traditional markets? 

X421 
Is there the difference between DIY products and 

traditional products for replacement or return? 

X422 
Is there the difference of service quality & maintenance 

between DIY products and traditional products? 
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traditional 

markets 

and in 

traditional 

markets 

 

In this paper, the quality ratio of DIY products to products in traditional markets is 

defined as the quality difference between the same products sold at the building material 

supermarkets and in traditional markets. Bougie, R., Pieters, R., & Zeelenberg, M. (2003) 

believed that the quality of DIY products sold at the building material supermarkets is an 

important indicator to measure the quality of all products at the supermarkets. In the research, 

they adopted 7 questions to measure the variable. The coefficient of internal consistency of 

the scale is 0.921, indicating good internal consistency reliability. A question closely related 

to the two scholars’ research is chosen in this paper. Meanwhile, in order to make the 

interviewees understand meanings of the questions more clearly and accurately, the item at 

the beginning is added to the scale shown as follows. 

 

Table 15: Measuring Scale of the Quality Ratio of DIY Products to Products in Traditional Markets 

Name of 

the 

variable 

Definition Measuring Question Contents 

The 

quality 

ratio of 

DIY 

products 

to 

products 

in 

traditional 

markets 

The quality 

difference 

between the 

same 

products 

sold at the 

building 

material 

supermarket

s and in 

traditional 

markets 

X43 

Is there any difference between the quality of DIY products at 

the building material supermarkets and products in traditional 

markets? 

X431 

Is there the same information about product description & 

function display in building material supermarket than 

consumers get from traditional building material markets? 

X432 

If consumers are uncertain about the DIY performance of the 

products, they will avoid to purchase or not the DIY products 

of the building material supermarkets, or they will buy no DIY 

products in traditional market?  
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Price level risk indicates that the consumers should undertake the risk when they get the 

benefit brought by the products or services. Consumers tend to prefer pay for DIY products 

because of cheap price, but consumers should understand the risk behind the cheap price, that 

means there is less service after sales because this is the DIY product, all services about 

installation and maintenance must be done by them. The author believes that studying this 

kind of tendency is helpful to explore its influence on consumers to buy DIY products. 

Therefore, the question—would you like to buy DIY products?—is put forward in this paper 

to measure the price of DIY products.  

 

Table 16: Measuring Scale of Price Level Risk of DIY Products 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

Price risk of DIY 

products 

Money paid for 

products or service 

when consumers 

are doing shopping 

at the building 

material 

supermarkets 

X44 
Price level risk for consumers when they buy 

DIY products 

 

In this paper, the author mainly learn from the scale of Pollakowski, Henry O., (1988) to 

measure the delivery time of DIY products at the building material supermarkets. The two 

scholars presented 5 items to measure the delivery time. The coefficient of internal 

consistency of the scale is 0.893, indicating good internal consistency reliability. The author 

of this paper chooses two of them that are closely related to the research topic and adds a new 

question. The new scale is shown as follows. 

 

Table 17: Measuring Scale of Delivery Time of DIY Products 

Name of the Definition Measuring Question Contents 
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variable 

Delivery time of 

DIY products 

Time spent from 

consumers order 

the DIY products 

to they take 

delivery of 

products 

X45 
Influence of delivery time on consumers to do 

DIY home improvement 

X451 
I think the DIY products can be delivered within 

a stipulated time. 

X452 
I will choose the building material supermarket 

whose delivery time is shorter. 

 

4.3.5 Labor Force Market’s Grade Evaluation Factor 

Stephen Raymond (1997) found that labor market is an important factor to influence 

consumers to do DIY home improvement. They used 7 questions to measure this variable. 

The coefficient of internal consistency of the scale is 0.927, indicating a good internal 

consistency reliability. The author chooses three questions that are closely related to her study 

and makes a slight modification of the expressions so that the interviewees can understand the 

items. Considering the environment of labor market in China, the author adds a new question 

to form the scale of labor market.  

 

Table 18: Measuring Scale of Labor Force Market’s Grade Evaluation 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

Grade 

evaluation of 

labor force 

market 

Trading 

platform for 

the 

management 

and operation 

of labor force 

as a special 

commodity 

X51 
Influence of labor force market grade on consumers to do 

DIY home improvement 

X511 
Labor force transaction is one of compensable services 

sales in building material supermarket. 

X512 

The building material supermarket recommends the 

third-party—the company to provide labor force to 

consumers with quality assurance. 

X513 Consumers can employ the high-quality labor force at the 
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building material supermarkets, because it is trustworthy. 

 

4.3.6  Consumers’ DIY mode in Home Improvement 

In this article, Consumers’ DIY model in Home Improvement is defined as those 

consumers buy building material products to make their home improvement with DIY 

behaviors in Building Material Supermarket. According to this definition, the scale in this 

paper is from Ngai & Wat (2002). Considering Chinese consumers’ DIY behavior situation 

and Chinese social background for DIY, the author adds a question to form the measuring 

scale of table 19.  

 

Table 19: Measuring Scale of Consumers’ DIY mode in Home Improvement 

Name of the 

variable 
Definition Measuring Question Contents 

Consumers’ DIY 

mode in Home 

Improvement 

consumers buy 

building material 

products to make 

their home 

improvement 

with DIY 

behaviors in 

Building Material 

Supermarket 

y1 
Consumers’ overall attitude on DIY mode in 

home improvement. 

y11 
I’m willing to buy building materials products in 

DIY building materials supermarket. 

y12 
I believe that the products and services in 

building materials supermarket are credible; 

y13 
I think that the products sold in building 

materials supermarket are reliable 

 

* All the questionnaires’ (see appendix Page 201-206) contents and identifiers correspond to 

all the measuring Scales above, and all questionnaires organized and provided by the author 

herself. Interviewees are clients, colleagues and competitor of building material supermarket. 

  

* About the questionnaires survey and figures dada analysis, the author has used the 3rd 

consumer survey organization which’s name is Xin Sheng Dai Sino Monitor Institution, and it 
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used the Logistic Regression model to do all dada computing and analysis in this article.   

 

* For the structure method of Logistic Regression model in this article, please see also the 

book 《Logistic Regression Model – Methods & Using》, written by M. Wang Jichuan and 

Guo Zhigang, Published by Beijing Higher Education Press on Sep. 2001, Page 236.  

 

* In this article, the 3rd institution used the software named STATA in Logistic Regression 

Model to do the dada analysis; in the meantime, it used also Staus’ (2007) study method (see 

Reference Literatures 115 Page 194), this scholar (Staus) had used the analysis’ result of 

Logistic Regression Model to proceed the probability forecast in consumers’ satisfaction 

degree of the market.   
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Chapter V Sample Survey and Data Analysis 

This Chapter mainly introduces the process of data acquirement and analysis. Data 

acquirement process including: sample principle and procedure, Time、place and objective of 

survey, status of questionnaires issued and reclaimed; Data analysis process including: 

statistical description of sample distributed situation and data overall situation; Verify the 

reliability and validity of table; test each variable’s significance and hypothesis with logistic 

regression model. Probe and analyze each hypothesis establishment or not of theoretical and 

practical reasons 

 

5.1 Data acquirement and descriptive statistics. 

5.1.1 Data acquirement 

The data used in essential analysis of this research are from the author’s investigation. 

To determine the sample is a priority before the implementation of questionnaire survey. The 

sample quality directly affect the scientific knowledge, applicability and extrapolation of the 

research conclusion(Xu Bixiang,2007), Therefore sample selection plays a basic and 

important role in the research。In order to ensure the sample representativeness，this research 

follows the principle of random sampling for the selection of samples. 

Because of time and cost constraints, in order to ensure the sampling going on smoothly, 

this research determine the sample range in Beijing downtown, that means the sampling 

population is all the consumers of Beijing downtown. The sample place is French Leroy 

Merlin building materials supermarket KeXing store（Add:No.1 Lingfeng Road, Fengtai 

District, Beijing） 

In order to ensure that the investigation going on smoothly, the author made a more 

detailed investigation plan before the investigation, mainly includes determining the sampling 

range and investigating time; At the same time, in order to ensure the recovery rate and 

validity of the questionnaire, the author uses paper questionnaires, and adopts the way of 

questionnaire field distribution, field bagging collection. 

In order to ensure the universality of this investigation, at the same time, considering the 

network shopping has been growing popularity, so the samples involve consumers in various 

profession of the society(including workers of factory, clerk of company, employee of public 

institution, student and middle-senior manager of building material supermarket).The author 
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distributed 800 questionnaires to Beijing consumers in one year and a month, from 

September 1st ,2014,to October 31,2015, recycled  778 questionnaires, and recovery is 

97.3%. For the recycling questionnaire, the author filtered the questionnaires based on the 

following principles: 

(1) Delete the questionnaire if there are many questions not answered; 

(2) Delete the questionnaire with obvious regularity, such as the answers is “Z” line   

arrangement or all questions have the same answer. 

After filtered based on the above principle, we finally get 561 effective questionnaires; the 

effective questionnaire recovery rate was 70.1% 

 

5.1.2 Sample Description 

The variable we interpreted is “In general, what’s your attitude for house decoration 

DIY “yourself”, The answer has five options "no DIY, a little DIY, neutral attitude, have a bit 

of DIY, fully DIY" 。In the empirical analysis, we will use "1, 2, 3, 4, 5" to represent the five 

answer with the five levels. 

According to the theoretical hypothesis of previous chapter, we divided the influence 

factors of house decoration DIY into six categories, a total of 45 questions. 

The first factor is the “Consumers’ personal basic DIY tendency”, contains four 

questions. 

The second factor is the “Labor’s commodity value”, including two dimensions: labor 

cost price and labor cost expense ratio consumer income, each containing three questions. 

The third factor is the "building materials supermarket DIY factor"，including four 

aspects: Building materials supermarket reputation, building materials supermarket DIY 

convenience, building materials supermarket DIY products "one-stop" service system, and 

building materials supermarket DIY product performance level evaluation. The supermarket 

reputation, the building materials supermarket DIY convenience, building materials 

supermarket DIY products on "one-stop" service system, each containing four questions, 

building materials supermarket DIY product performance level evaluation contains three 

questions. 

The fourth factor is "DIY product factors", including the ratio to the traditional building 

materials product price, DIY products’ quality, sale and after-sale service and delivery time 
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affect consumers on house decoration DIY. Each dimension contains 3 questions, except that 

the price of DIY product has only one measurement term. 

The fifth factor is the influence of “the level assessment of labor market” to house 

decoration DIY, contains four measurement terms. 

The last category factors refers to“ customers' personal characteristics”, including the 

basic information of age, education, years began to know DIY, DIY experience, time can be 

used to DIY and income. 

The answers to all of the explanatory variables are similar to the explained variable, 

which are discontinuous classified variables. The details can be found in  the appendix of the 

questionnaire. 

The following table shows the sample distribution of these variables. Because all of the 

variables are classified variables, we mainly listed here the distribution frequency of the 

explained variable Y, and the sample of the population’s characteristic variable. 

 

Table 20: Descriptive statistics of sample variables 

 Variable Frequency percentage（%） cumulative percentages

（%） Sex 0 288 51.34 51.34 

 1 273 48.66 100 

Age 1 58 10.34 10.34 

 2 345 61.6 71.84 

 3 124 22.1 93.94 

 4 28 4.99 98.93 

 5 6 1.07 100 

Education 1 121 21.57 21.57 

 2 115 20.5 42.07 

 3 305 54.37 96.43 

 4 20 3.57 100 

DIY contact 

Knowing 

1 48 8.56 8.56 

period 2 132 23.53 32.09 
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 3 251 44.74 76.83 

 4 130 30.17 100 

DIY Experience 1 113 20.14 20.14 

 2 272 48.48 48.48 

 3 124 22.1 90.73 

 4 52 9.27 100 

DIY  1 135 24.06 24.06 

Available 2 237 42.25 66.31 

Time 3 133 23.71 90.02 

 4 56 9.98 100 

Personal 

i 

1 159 28.34 28.34 

Income 2 110 19.61 47.95 

 3 124 22.1 70.05 

 4 124 22.1 92.16 

 5 44 7.84 100 

DIY Attitude  1 25 4.46 4.46 

 2 128 22.82 27.27 

 3 214 38.15 65.42 

 4 177 31.55 96.97 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 17 3.03 100 

 

We can see from the above table, firstly, to the result variable “In general, what is your 

attitude for house decoration DIY?”, the answer to our ultimately investigated question, 

nearly 40% of the people, accurately 38.15% of people hold a neutral attitude on house 

decoration DIY, The second major categories of people have a little trust to DIY, accounts for 

31.55%, Following is accounted for a third by a bit mistrust of DIY, also reached 22.82%. The 

people whole hold completely negative attitude or completely sure about DIY is less, only 

4.46% and 4.46% respectively. If we simply divided the answer into three types: "relatively 
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negative", "neutral" and "relatively certain ", the proportion of them respectively are 27.28%, 

38.15% and 34.58%, Therefore we can say a relatively positive attitude is over a relatively 

negative attitude on the house decoration of DIY, but most people still hold a neutral attitude. 

The valid samples of our investigation of were 561, among them 273 men, 288 women, 

48.66% and 51.34% respectively, women accounted for slightly more than men, but the 

difference is very small, it ensures the effectiveness of our sample on the gender distribution. 

From the view of the age of the sample distribution, the portion of age under 18, age 

19-29, age 30-39, age 40-49 and age over 50 were 10.34%, 61.50%, 22.10%, 4.99%, 1.07%. 

88.59% of the samples concentrate between 19-49 years old, this one age group  are the 

person to be the main group of home improvement, therefore the data we get after the survey 

focusing on them will be more convincing. Also it deserves our attention, as the improvement 

of the education condition in China and the increase of household income, now a lot of 

middle school students under the age of 18 can get the DIY education, especially the urban 

middle school students, they are familiar to building materials supermarkets and household 

decorated DIY, so in our sample, the age of under 18 are also accounted for 10.34%. 

From the perspective of the dimensions of the degree of education, 21.57% of our 

sample was below high school, 20.50% of them had received college education, the largest 

proportion of undergraduates, reached 54.37%, more than half, 3.57% of people got the 

graduate education or above. In general, the samples who got college degree  education or 

above of reached 78.43%, to the people who only got high school education or under, they 

accepted the higher education, and have their own opinions and views on social life, so a 

larger proportion of in the sample they were would also add convincing for our results. 

91.44% of people in the sample knew DIY more than one year, and the people who had 

DIY experience more than three years reached the portion 23.17%, it means that most of the 

people in our sample has a longer time on their own DIY decoration, they understand the DIY 

better. Another variable related to the DIY familiarity is personal DIY time on average per 

year, almost 76% of the samples a yearly DIY time is more than one week. 

Understand DIY building materials supermarket is only a prerequisite basis for familiar 

with house decoration DIY, it is not certain that people understand DIY, so we set such a 

question in the questionnaire that the people buy DIY products in building materials 

supermarket and have their own do DIY experience. In 561 samples, the people who had DIY 

experience reached 31.37%, again the people who had DIY experience total reached 79.86%, 

nearly 80%, it suggesting that most people in our sample are more or less bought building 
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materials from building materials supermarket. 

The last personal characteristics is personal monthly income, we divided it into five 

levels, less than RMB 500, 500-1000 yuan, 1000-2000 yuan, 2000-5000 yuan and 5000 yuan 

and above. Low-income people account for a large proportion, to 28.34%, this is mainly 

because our sample contains a significant proportion of college students. High income (5000 

RMB) population is not much, only 7.84%. 

So from the overall, the distribution of our sample on the gender, age, level of education 

are reasonable, the years from they start to begin DIY is also long, most people have had more 

than one time DIY experience, so the author think that the conclusion from this sample should 

have a certain credibility 

 

5.1.3 The descriptive statistics of the value of variable measurement terms. 

Because the research method the article adopts is primarily a Logistic regression model, 

therefore, different answer options are designed according to the actual condition in the 

process of designing the questionnaire, as the Logistic example cited by Woodridge (2003) in 

the book: explained variable was women's Labor participation situation, explanatory variables 

were her husband's income, years of education she herself got, the experience of labor 

participation in the past, her age, number of children under 6 years of age and so. It does not 

require consistent of the scope of each independent variable in the regression, in reality it is 

impossible to make it, and disagreed with the reality, so in this paper, the value scope of the 

questions respectively are 0-1, 1, 3, 1, 4, 1-5 in the design of the questionnaire, and does not 

cause any problem to the mode. 

Although the descriptive statistics of the classified variables cannot explain too much 

problem, for the purpose of specification, we still list in the table below the basic information 

of all variables, such as mean value, standard deviation. 

To every term in the table below, except the consumers' personal characteristics factor, 

the author do model reliability test to verify its reliability, in order to avoid different answer 

options cause errors of large press small, so the test item of each variable is designed for five 

designed for three, such as building materials supermarket reputation, supermarket 

convenience, product and service one-stop system and building materials supermarket DIY 

product delivery time is 1-3, others are unified for 1-5. 
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Table 21: Descriptive statistics of survey data of each variable measurement terms 

measurement terms Sample 

Size 

minimu

m 

maximu

m 

Mean value Standard 

deviation 

Consumer’s DIY mode in H.I.（y1-y4） 561 1 5 3.058824 0.917157 

Consumers’ personal DIY inclination（x11-x113） 561 1 5 2.987522 0.881266 

Labor force commercial value（x21-x212) 561 1 5 3.516934 1.031719 

Labor Cost Expense Ratio Consumer Income（x22-x222) 561 1 5 3.729055 1.000729 

BMS Reputation（x31-x313) 561 1 3 1.479501 0.606533 

BMS DIY Convenience（x32-x323) 561 1 3 1.787879 0.61493 

BMS Products & Services on one-stop system（x33-x333) 561 1 3 1.411765 0.62089 

BMS DIY Feasibility Evaluation（x34-x342) 561 1 5 3.764706 1.009722 

Price Ratio of DIY products to Traditional Products（x41-x412) 561 1 5 3.957219 0.869085 

Service Comparison of DIY products to traditional Products（x42-x422) 561 1 5 2.278075 0.854213 

Quality Comparison of DIY products to traditional Products（x43-x432) 561 1 5 2.944742 0.76682 

Price Level Risk of DIY Product（x44) 561 1 5 2.121212 1.464922 

DIY Product Delivery Time（x45-x452） 561 1 3 1.953654 0.589787 

Labor Market’s Grade Evaluation（x51-x513) 561 1 5 3.623886 1.029598 

Sex（x61） 561 1 1 0.486631 0.500267 

Age（x62） 561 1 5 2.249554 0.74769 

Education（x63） 561 1 4 2.399287 0.862471 

DIY contact period（x64） 561 1 4 2.825312 0.883258 

DIY experience（x65） 561 1 4 2.204991 0.867494 

DIY available time（x66） 561 1 4 2.196078 0.916546 

Income（x67） 561 1 5 2.614973 1.311239 
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5.2 The reliability and validity of the measurement 

In order to ensure scientific nature and correctness of research methods and research 

conclusions, the test of reliability and validity on the data collected must be conducted before 

the regress analysis (huai-zu li, 2004, p. 2004). In this paper, CITC analysis was conducted on 

the research data , that is Corrected - Item Total Correlation  analysis, to purify the 

measurement terms; At the same time using Cronbach's alpha coefficient test questionnaire 

internal consistency reliability. 

It is generally believed, if CITC is less than 0.5, we can consider to delete the 

measurement terms (Cronbach, 1951; quoted in Xu Bixiang, 2007), but there are some 

scholars put forward that 0.3 also meet the requirements of the study (Lu Wendai, 2002; 

quoted in Xu Bixiang, 2007). Before and after purification of the measurement terms, alpha 

coefficient must be calculed. If delete a measurement terms, alpha coefficient increases, it 

means that we can delete the clause. Therefore, if a particular clause at the same time satisfies 

the following two criteria: (1) the total correlation coefficient of the CITC is less than 0.5; (2) 

to delete the clause can increase the alpha coefficient. This clause will be deleted in this 

article. If the alpha coefficient of remained measurement terms is greater than 0.7, indicates 

the scale had good reliability. 

 

5.2.1 CITC with internal consistency reliability 

(1) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on Consumers’ DIY mode in 

home improvement. 

The results of internal consistency reliability analysis on consumers’ DIY mode in home 

improvement measurement scale are shown in table. We can see from the table the four CITC 

value of the measurement terms in the house decoration consumers DIY is greater than 0.5, 

and the alpha coefficient is 0.978, greater than 0.7. It shows that the scale has good reliability. 

 

Table 22: Scale on Consumers’ DIY mode in home improvement CITC with internal 

consistency reliability 

 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

y1 0.979 0.962  

y2 0.883 0.988  
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y3 0.947 0.971 α=0.978 

y4 0.975 0.963  

 

(2) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on consumers’ individual DIY 

inclination 

The results of the internal consistency reliability analysis on consumers’ individual DIY 

inclination scale are shown in following table. From the table, of the four measurement terms 

on consumers’ individual DIY inclination, the value of CITC x112 is 0.473, less than 0.5, and 

after deleting the clause, alpha coefficient increases from 0.905 to 0.970, meet the standard of 

the deleting the clause, so we delete it. After delete this clause, the CITC value of the 

remaining clauses is greater than 0.5, and the overall internal consistency reliability of the 

scale is 0.970, greater than 0.7, it shows that the scale meet the reliability requirements. 

 

Table 23: Scale on Consumers’ Individual DIY Inclination CITC with internal consistency 

reliability 

 

(3) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on commercial value of labor 

force 

There are three questions of measurement scale on labor commercial value; the results of 

its internal consistency reliability analysis are shown in following table. From the table, we 

can be found three CITC value of the measurement terms is greater than 0.5, and the alpha 

coefficient is 0.948, greater than 0.7,it shows that the scale has good reliability. 

 

Table 24: Scale of Labor force commercial value CITC with internal consistency reliability 

Number Initial CITC Final CITC α coefficient after delete αcoefficient 

x11 0.922 0.959 0.825  

x111 0.871 0.896 0.844 Initialα=0.905 

x112 0.473 delete 0.97 Finalα=0.970 

x113 0.909 0.953 0.829  

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 
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（4）CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on the ratio of labor cost 

expense to consumer income 

The measurement scale on the ratio of labor cost expense to consumer income is 

composed of three questions; the results of internal consistency reliability analysis are shown 

in following table. The table shows that the three CITC value of the measurement terms is 

greater than 0.5, and the alpha coefficient is 0.869, greater than 0.7. It show that the scale 

meet the reliability. 

 

Table 25: Scale on ratio of labor cost expense to consumer income CITC with internal 

consistency reliability 

 

(5) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on the reputation of building 

material supermarket 

The measurement scale on the reputation of the website in this article is composed of 

four questions; its results of internal consistency reliability analysis are shown in following 

table. The table shows that in the four measurement terms, a minimum of CITC value of 

0.656, greater than 0.5, and the alpha coefficient is 0.919, greater than 0.7.It show that the 

scale meets the reliability requirements. 

 

x21 0.942 0.885  

x211 0.939 0.888 α=0.948 

x212 0.799 0.992  

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x22 0.867 0.7  

x221 0.741 0.828 α=0.869 

x222 0.674 0.887  
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Table 26: Scale on Building Material Supermarket’s Reputation CITC with internal consistency 

reliability 

 

(6) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on DIY convenience of 

building material supermarket  

The measurement scale of building materials supermarket DIY convenience is composed 

of four questions, the results of its internal consistency reliability analysis are shown in 

following table. The table shows that under the terms of the four measurement, the CITC 

x321 value of 0.490, less than 0.5, and after delete the clause, alpha coefficient increase from 

0.847 to 0.892, it meets the standard of the deleting the clause, so we deleted it. After delete 

this clause, the CITC value of the remaining clauses is greater than 0.5, and the overall 

internal consistency reliability of the scale is 0.892, greater than 0.7, it shows that the scale 

meet the reliability requirements. 

 

Table 27: Scale on Building Material Supermarket’s DIY convenience CITC with internal 

consistency reliability 

 

(7) CITC with internal consistency reliability of scale on products & services on one-stop 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x31 0.934 0.854  

x311 0.656 0.952 α=0.919 

x312 0.784 0.904  

x313 0.909 0.862  

Number Initial CITC Final CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x32 0.89 0.884 0.721 Initialα=0.847 

x321 0.49 deleted 0.892 Finalα=0.892 

322 0.543 0.628 0.868  

x323 0.893 0.885 0.72  
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system in building material supermarket  

The scale of building material supermarket products "one-stop" service system is 

composed of four questions in this article; the results of its internal consistency reliability 

analysis are shown in following table. The table shows that under the four measurement terms, 

a minimum of CITC value of 0.558, greater than 0.5, and the alpha coefficient is 0.895, 

greater than 0.7. It show that the scale meet the reliability requirements. 

 

Table 28: Scale on Building Material Supermarket’s Products & Services on one-stop system 

CITC with internal consistency reliability 

 

 (8) CITC with internal consistency reliability of scale on DIY Feasibility Evaluation of 

building material supermarket  

The rating scale on building materials supermarket DIY Feasibility is composed of three 

questions, the results of the internal consistency reliability analysis are shown in following 

table. The table shows that the three CITC value of the measurement terms is greater than 0.5, 

and the alpha coefficient is 0.965, greater than 0.7. It shows that the scale has good reliability. 

 

Table 29: Rating Scale on DIY Feasibility Evaluation of Building Material Supermarket CITC with 

internal consistency reliability 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x34 0.956 0.926  

x341 0.91 0.961 α=0.965 

x342 0.915 0.958  

 

(9) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on the comparison of price 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x33 0.937 0.919  

x331 0.789 0.558 α=0.859 

x332 0.946 0.601  

x333 0.904 0.799  
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ratio between DIY products and traditional building material products 

The scale of price ratio on DIY products with traditional building materials in 

traditional building material market is composed of three questions; the results of its internal 

consistency reliability analysis are shown in following table. From the table, the CITC value 

of the three measurement terms was 0.965, 0.945 and 0.965 respectively, greater than 0.5, and 

the alpha coefficient is 0.965, greater than 0.7. It shows that the scale has good reliability. 

 

Table 30: Scale of Price Ratio between DIY products and traditional building material products 

CITC with internal consistency reliability 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x41 0.965 0.924  

x411 0.945 0.937 α=0.965 

x412 0.882 0.99  

 

（10）CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on the comparison of 

sale/after-sale services between DIY products and the traditional building material 

products 

The measurement scale comparison of the sales/after-sale service between DIY products 

in building materials supermarket and traditional building materials products in traditional 

building material market is composed of three questions; the results of the internal 

consistency reliability analysis are shown in following table. The table shows that the three 

CITC value of the measurement term is greater than 0.5, and the alpha coefficient is 0.965, 

greater than 0.7. It show that the scale meet the reliability requirements. 

 

Table 31: Scale on Comparison of sale/after-sale services between DIY products and traditional 

building material products CITC with internal consistency reliability 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x42 0.962 0.922  

x421 0.956 0.926 α=0.965 
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x422 0.86 0.996  

 

（11）CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on the comparison of quality  

between DIY products and traditional building material products 

The scale on comparison of quality between DIY products of building materials 

supermarket and traditional building materials product is composed of three questions, the 

results of the internal consistency reliability analysis are shown in following table. From the 

table, the three CITC values of the measurement terms was 0.952, 0.835 and 0.952 

respectively, greater than 0.5, and the alpha coefficient is 0.949, greater than 0.7. It shows that 

the scale meet the reliability requirements. 

 

Table 32: Scale on comparison of quality between DIY products and traditional building 

material products CITC with internal consistency reliability 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x43 0.952 0.885  

x431 0.835 0.977 α=0.949 

x432 0.906 0.918  

 

(12) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on DIY products delivery 

time 

The scale on DIY product delivery time of building materials supermarket is composed 

of three questions, the results of its internal consistency reliability analysis are shown in 

following table. The table shows that three CITC value of the measurement terms is greater 

than 0.5, and the alpha coefficient is 0.849, greater than 0.7. It show that the scale meet the 

reliability requirements. 

 

Table 33: Scale on DIY products delivery time CITC with internal consistency reliability 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x45 0.782 0.73  
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x451 0.642 0.864 α=0.849 

x452 0.737 0.772  

(13) CITC with internal consistency reliability of the scale on the grade evaluation of 

labor force market 

The rating scale of labor market is composed of four questions; the results of its internal 

consistency reliability analysis are shown in following table. From the table, the four CITC 

value of the measurement terms is greater than 0.5, and the alpha coefficient is 0.980, greater 

than 0.7. It shows that the scale has good reliability. 

 

Table 34: Scale on Grade Evaluation of Labor Force Market CITC with internal consistency 

reliability 

Number CITC α coefficient after delete α coefficient 

x51 0.983 0.964  

x511 0.914 0.983 α=0.980 

x512 0.958 0.971  

x513 0.941 0.976  

 

5.2.2 Content validity analysis 

Also called face validity, content validity analysis is mainly refers to whether the 

measurement tool covers all projects of a certain concept be measured, it depends more on the 

definition of the concept or semantic judgment of the researchers (Taisheng Rong, 2005, 

quoted in Xu Bixiang, 2007), therefore content validity can also be understood as a qualitative 

validity, mainly with the aid of logical judgment rather than statistical analysis (Fang-ming 

Huang, 2005, p. 2005). 

 

This article mailing take example from existing relatively mature scale during the 

process of scale and questionnaire design (the details of the thought of scale design and 

measure questions are shown in the fourth chapter of this article). These scales have stood the 

test of a large number of empirical studies, and acknowledged by a number of related experts 
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and scholars. At the same time, the author combined with the purpose of this investigation and 

the research methods on the basis of the existing scale, add some terms through the methods 

of interviewing the consumer and consulting experts, so it can be assumed the scale this 

investigation adopts has good content validity. 

 

5.3  Test for multi-co linearity 

Woodridge (2003) defined the multi-co linearity as the high correlation between two or 

more independent variables (but not entirely). But he also pointed out that the concept is not 

well defined, because in fact multi co linearity didn't violate any item of Gauss-Markov 

assumption (MLR) (Woodridge, 2003, P. 2003), and he thinks that although removing some 

arguments can eliminate part of multi-co linearity, but remove the variables in the overall 

model lead to errors, as a result, he concluded that multi-co linearity analysis may be a too 

profound and can't solve the problem (same as above, P. 91). This paper firstly applies 

correlation coefficient method to test and eliminate some variable exist multi-co linearity, then 

conducts tolerance and variance inflation factor inspection to the remaining variable, thus 

confirming each final variable entered the regression equation. 

 

5.3.1 Correlation coefficient checkout  

This paper takes example of Smith & Wilson (1995) uses the correlation coefficient method 

for multi-co linearity inspection. When measuring the reliability, this paper uses different 

questions to measure the same information, such as explained variables are measured with the 

following questions: 1, Consumers’ overall attitude on DIY model in home improvement; 2, 

I’m willing to buy building materials products in DIY building materials supermarket; 3, I 

believe that the products and services in building materials supermarket are credible; 4, I 

think that the products sold in building materials supermarket are reliable; these 4 questions 

are actually aimed at the consumers’ DIY attitude in home improvement. If these four 

variables are all introduced into regression equation, the possibility of multi-co linearity may 

be very high, and may have a severe effect on the imitating combining of the model, there is a 

risk to lead the estimation of the partial regression coefficient bias, even the direction bias, 

and lead the variance to become higher. The same problem will appear in most of the 

independent variables. In order to avoid this situation, it is necessary to do the correlation 

coefficient matrix to test the correlation. *If the correlation coefficient between the variables 
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is very similarly high, we should delete some variables to solve the relevance and reiteration 

problem indicated by multi-co linearity and reserve only 1 figure to put into the following 

analysis. 

* In regression calculation, that the multi-co linearity is similarly high means the correlation 

coefficient between the variables has the relevance and reiteration nature. 

(1）Correlation coefficient analysis on measurement terms of consumers’ DIY mode in 

home improvement  

 

Table 35: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of consumers’ DIY mode in 

home improvement  

Terms y1 y2 y3 y4 

y1 1    

y2 0.882 1   

y3 0.952 0.89 1  

y4 0.995 0.916 0.948 1 

The above table is the correlation coefficient matrix of consumers’ DIY mode in home 

improvement measurement terms. The table shows that of the four measuring terms, the 

highest correlation coefficient is 0.995, the lowest 0.882, it shows high correlation nature 

between these terms, it can be concluded that it exist inevitably the multi-co linearity whether 

from objectively or from subjectively. Therefore, this research should be reserved only y1 to 

enter the regression analysis model. 

 

（2）Correlation coefficient analysis on measurement terms of consumers’ individual DIY 

inclination 

The following table is the correlation coefficient matrix on measure terms of consumers’ 

individual DIY inclination. The table shows that of the three measurement terms, the highest 

correlation coefficient is 0.971, the lowest 0.923; it shows a high degree of correlation, this 

research only reserve x11 into the equation. 

Table 36: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of consumers’ individual DIY 

inclination  

Terms x11 x111 x113 
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x11 1   

x111 0.923 1  

x113 0.971 0.971 1 

 

（3）Correlation coefficient analysis on measurement terms of the commercial value of 

labor force 

From table 5.18, we know that in the three measurement terms of labor commercial 

value, the high correlation coefficient is 0.984, the lowest 0.894, there is high correlation. 

From the following table, it shows that in the three measurement terms on the ratio of labor 

cost to consumer income, the highest correlation coefficient is 0.952, the lowest was 0.897, 

they are also highly correlated. So in this study only x21 and x22 were kept into the equation. 

 

Table 37: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of labor force commercial value 

Terms x21 x211 x212 

x21 1   

x211 0.984 1  

x212 0.918 0.894 1 

 

Table 38: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of ratio of labor cost expense to 

consumer income 

 

（4）Correlation coefficient analysis on measurement terms of building material 

supermarket’s DIY factor 

Terms x22 x221 x222 

x22 1   

x221 0.897 1  

x222 0.925 0.952 1 
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The following table shows that in the four measurement terms of the building materials 

supermarket reputation, the highest correlation coefficient is 0.950, the lowest was 0.824; 

Table 40 shows that in the three measurement terms of building materials supermarket DIY 

convenience, the highest correlation coefficient is 0.993, the lowest was 0.826; Table 41 

shows that in the four measurement terms of the building materials supermarket products 

one-stop service system, the highest correlation coefficient is 0.956, the lowest was 0.837; 

Table 42 shows that in the three measurement terms of DIY performance evaluation of the 

building materials supermarket, the high correlation coefficient is 0.928, the lowest was 0.886, 

there is a high degree of correlation. Therefore, this study should be reserved only x31, x32, 

x33 and x34 respectively*. *The same raison of page 108 & 109 for table 34. 

 

Table 39: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of building material 

supermarket’s reputation 

Terms x31 x311 x312 x313 

x31 1    

x311 0.928 1   

x312 0.95 0.824 1  

x313 0.949 0.934 0.893 1 

 

Table 40: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of building material 

supermarket’s DIY convenience 

terms x32 x322 x323 

x32 1   

x322 0.826 1  

x323 0.993 0.928 1 

 

Table 41: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of products & services on 
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one-stop system of building material supermarket 

terms x33 x331 x332 x333 

x33 1    

x331 0.942 1   

x332 0.894 0.837 1  

x333 0.956 0.939 0.938 1 

 

Table 42: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of DIY feasibility evaluation of 

building material supermarket 

Terms x34 x341 x342 

x34 1   

x341 0.92 1  

x342 0.928 0.866 1 

 

（5）Correlation coefficient analysis on measurement terms of products DIY factor 

From table 43 to table 46,it shows the correlation coefficient of each variable’s  

measurement terms separately of the product DIY factors (there was only one question in the 

variable x44 of the building materials product price, so it was  included in the correlation 

analysis). We can see that in the three measurement terms on price ratio of the building 

materials supermarket products to traditional building materials market products, the highest 

correlation coefficient is 0.979, the lowest was 0.865; in the three measurements terms of the 

comparison of DIY products and services to traditional building materials, the highest 

correlation coefficient is 0.993, the lowest was 0.862;in the three measurements terms of the 

comparison of  DIY product quality to the traditional market, the highest correlation 

coefficient is 0.956, the lowest was 0.884; in the three measurement terms of DIY product 

delivery time , the highest correlation coefficient is 0.929, the lowest was 0.861. Thus, the 

measurement items are highly correlation. Therefore, this research only reserves respectively 

x41, x42, x43, and x45 into the equation. 
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Table 43: Correlation coefficient matrix on price ratio of DIY products to traditional building 

material products 

Terms x41 x411 x412 

x41 1   

x41 0.979 1  

x412 0.89 0.865 1 

 

Table 44: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of services comparison of DIY 

products to traditional building material products 

Terms x42 x421 x422 

x42 1   

x421 0.993 1  

x422 0.862 0.895 1 

 

Table 45: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of quality comparison of DIY 

products to traditional building material products 

Terms x43 x431 x432 

x43 1   

x431 0.884 1  

x432 0.956 0.898 1 

 

Table 46: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of DIY products delivery time 

Terms x45 x451 x452 

x45 1   
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x451 0.929 1  

x452 0.861 0.875 1 

（6）Correlation coefficient analysis on measurement terms of labor force market’s grade  

evaluation factor. 

 

Table 47: Correlation coefficient matrix on measurement terms of labor force market’s grade 

evaluation factor 

Terms x51 x511 x512 x513 

x51 1    

x511 0.927 1   

x512 0.967 0.9 1  

x513 0.956 0.871 0.929 1 

The above table is the correlation coefficient matrix of the measuring terms for Labor market 

level evaluation factors. From the table, the highest of four measuring terms of the correlation 

coefficient is 0.967, the lowest 0.871, there is a high correlation. Therefore, this research only 

reserves x51 into the equation. 

 

5.3.2 Tolerance and variance inflation factor test 

Tolerance and variance inflation factor are all important method to test the multicollinearity 

(Xue Wei, 2009). Tolerance values range between 0 and 1, the more close to 0 means the 

stronger the multicollinearity, the more close to 1 means the more weaker the multicollinearity. 

And variance inflation factor (VIF ) is the reciprocal of the tolerance, its value is greater than 

or equal to 1, the closer the VIF is to 1, the weaker the multicollinearity of variables, if  VIF 

is greater than or equal to 10, shows that there is serious multicollinearity. 

In this paper, after test of correlation coefficient, the rest of the variables are respectively the 

x11, x21, x22, x31, x32, x33, X34, x41, x42, x43, x44, x45 and x51, plus the variable of 

participants' personal factors x61, x62, x63, x64, x65, x66, x67,there are a total of 20 

explanatory variables. The following table lists the results of tolerance and variance inflation 

factor inspection of these variables. We can see from the table these explanatory variables do 
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not exist significant multicollinearity, so reserving these variables into the regression model is 

appropriate. 

Table 48: Test result of tolerance & variance inflation divisor 

Variable Tolerance Variance Inflation Factor 

x11 0.859 1.164 

x21 0.501 1.996 

x22 0.461 2.167 

x31 0.552 1.811 

x32 0.85 1.176 

x33 0.64 1.563 

x34 0.525 1.904 

x41 0.639 1.564 

x42 0.895 1.117 

x43 0.796 1.257 

x44 0.905 1.105 

x45 0.903 1.108 

x51 0.674 1.484 

x61 0.891 1.123 

x62 0.618 1.618 

x63 0.856 1.168 

x64 0.779 1.284 

x65 0.802 1.247 

x66 0.808 1.237 

x67 0.558 1.792 
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5.4 Logistic regression model analysis 

This paper uses sequenced logistic regression model as the main analytical tools, respectively 

using methods of the initial regression model, joint inspection on virtual variables 

significance, model setting inspection, parallel regression assumptions and joint significance 

test, use them to analyze and discuss. 

 

5.4.1 Introduction of the method of sequenced logistic regression model 

Since the econometrician developed the limited dependent variable models, it has been widely 

used in economics, sociology, political science, medicine and other fields. Early use of this 

method is mainly in the field of medicine, in the recent 30 years, this method is more and 

more popular in the enterprise application. Such as Chen & Hughes (2004) used the 

sequenced time Logistic to analyze the factors affecting college students on their satisfaction 

with the university, its explained variables are divided into four classified variables "very 

satisfied, satisfied and dissatisfied, very dissatisfied"; Staus (2006) also use sequenced 

regression model to analyze the factors influence satisfaction level of the German agricultural 

technology market traders (Staus, 2006). 

To facilitate the analysis below, it is necessary for us to briefly introduce the regression 

methods we use in advance. In this case when explained variables is the sequenced classified 

variables, the appropriate method of modeling is cumulative logistic regression model, also 

known as order Logistic regression model (ordered Logistic regression model) or proportion 

model (proportional odds model). It is an extension of the binary classified logistic regression 

model. The structure of sequenced logistic regression model is as follows: 






 


y  

Using a matrix, that is： 

 y  

The   intercept, is a 1n  column vector;   is an explanatory variable, it is a 

kn matrix;   is a random error term, is also a 1n  column vector;   explains the 

variable   coefficient, is a 1k  vector. In the ordinary course of OLS regression, y is the 

explained variable. But in the sequenced logistic regression model, y  is a defined 

potential variable, for observing the phenomenon of the overall trend, it cannot be directly 

measured, its range is from to- , and is classified  sequentially into J classification. 

When the observed response variables have J categories (J = 1, 2, 3,...). ,the corresponding 
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values of explained variable y is y = 1, y = 2,... y = j, the related point between each value  is 

(y = 1) < (y = 2) <... < (y = J), so a total of J - 1 the unknown threshold  or cut point will 

separate the adjacent categories(Long,1997): 

y1=m，if τm-1≤y*≤τm m=1，… J 

Among them,τm-1 and τm are respectively the lower limit and upper limit of potential variable 

y*。The following figure describe the relationship between the potential y*and the y we 

observed： 

 

Figure 6: relationship between the potential y*and the y we observed 

Source: Long (1997), p. 117, note: y has a total of five categories observed in our 

questionnaire. 

In the process of parameter estimation, in order to reduce the number of parameter estimation, 

the first pointτ1 is usually set to 0. This setting is optional, so it can start or end in any 

sequence number (Long, 1997). 

The cumulative probability of a given value of x can be expressed in the following form: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After defining the accumulated sequenced regression model of cumulative distribution 

function, both logistic and Probit can be used as the correlation functions of the sequenced 

reaction variable model, they will produce the order logistic regression model (hereinafter 
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referred to as Ologit) or the sequenced Probit model (Oprobit). Form difference between 

ordered Probit model and the ordered Logit model is not large, the difference only lies in the 

different assumptions of error term. Logistic model assume that error is logarithmic 

distribution, and Probit model assumes that the error term is normal distribution (Long & 

Freeze, 2001). 

There is no solid scientific theory for the basis of the exact functional form. The assumption 

of residual error of Probit function is the standard normal distribution, so its curve is standard 

normal distribution of the cumulative distribution function CDF, the difference between 

logistic and Probit is that Logit has logistic distribution, its curve is a standard logistic 

distribution of CDF, and the difference of CDF from the Probit is that its tail is thick, in the 

vicinity of logistic domain CDF is pulled at each end of the tail than standard normal CDF. 

In general, choose the Logistic model or Probit model is mainly for the need of convenience 

and habits, because there is no much difference between the real results. Logistic is more 

widely used than Probit, because normal distribution assumption is hard to satisfy, especially 

some advanced classification variable model, then using Logistic model is more appropriate, 

and from the relevant literature, the most commonly used is Logistic (Amemiya, 1981; Liao, 

1994; quoted in Wang Jichuan, Guo Zhigang, 2001), so this paper mainly analyze the 

Logistic. 

Here briefly introduce the sequenced Logistic regression model, which is the cumulative 

Logistic regression model. The sequenced logistic regression is defined as follows: 

 
 

 

As can be seen from the above formula, as the logistic regression model calculates the 

probability, this logarithmic form of the explained variable ensure the value of the explained 

variable range between 0-1, the sequenced logistic regression estimates the logarithm of the 

ratio of the probability of the cumulative j of events before to the probability the rest of the 

events (J- j) behind, this is the meaning of cumulative logistic model (Wang Jichuan, Guo 

Zhigang, 2001). 

In addition, sequenced logistic regress must pass the parallel regression test, the model have  

J - 1 thresholds, there is a different equation corresponds to each threshold, totally J - 

1equations, each equation has a different estimated intercept, but in each of the equations of 
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each explained variable, there is only one same variable parameter estimation, namely its 

assumptions to explain the function of the variable is independent of all of the sequenced 

logistic thresholds, namely all the function of the explained variables on each threshold is the 

same, only the beginning  point (intercept) is different. Under the condition of this 

Assumption, for a discontinuous explained variable, means that different Regression line of 

the ratio of cumulative logarithmic occurrence must be parallel to each other; this is the 

so-called Parallel Regression assumptions (Parallel Regression Assumption). Therefore, after 

finishing the cumulative Logistic Regression, we must firstly test whether Parallel Regression 

Assumption is satisfied or not, if not satisfied, means that our model selection is not 

appropriate, we need to seek other methods (Long, 1997). 

 

5.4.2 Initial regression model 

In order to ensure the comprehensive of the information, in econometric analysis, we first 

includes all possible factors the theory of previous chapter assumes that affect people for 

house decoration DIY, in this paper, this is referred to as "initial regression model", which 

includes six categories of 20 explanatory variables. In order to explain this more easily, we 

don't estimate the ratio of the probability of a lower level to the probability of other levels, but 

estimate the ratio of the probability of higher level to the probability of other grades, so we 

change the answer options sequence of the explained variable, 

Originally respectively using "1, 2, 3, 4, 5,"  to represent "seldom  DIY, seldom DIY, 

neutral attitude, have a bit of DIY, completely DIY", now reverse it, with "1, 2, 3, 4, 5" to 

represent "completely DIY, a little bit DIY, neutral attitude, a little DIY, not DIY", and use y * 

to represent it, so the probability we now estimate is completely DIY house decoration 

attitude to other attitude, the probability of have a little bit DIY and completely DIY to the 

other three kinds of DIY, and the ratio of the neutral attitude, a little bit DIY and completely 

DIY to other two kinds of probability, and the ratio of the sum of the probability a little DIY, 

neutral attitude, a little bit DIY, completely DIY to the probability of not DIY. It does not have 

a substantial change to the estimated result, but more easily to explain. Test set for each model, 

we all respectively lists the result of the sequenced Logic model and the sequenced Probity 

model, in order for contrast. 

In regression analysis, this paper uses the virtual variables, namely dummy variable. Virtual 

representing that it is not a real variable compared with reality. Such as gender, with 0 means 

women, 1 means male, here 0 and 1 is not a real value, only just a code. It can be expressed 
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with 0 and 1, also can be expressed with 1 and 2, or you can also use other numbers, only that 

the people are used to using 0 and 1. The difference between them doesn't make any sense in 

fact, this is the meaning of the virtual (Woodridge, 2003).In practice, using virtual variables 

are common in the case of many classified variables.  And when the independent variables 

are classified variables, we should first consider whether there is a linear relationship between 

classified independent variables and explanatory variables, if not, using virtual variables can 

further explore possible nonlinear relationship between them. The generation of virtual 

variables is relatively easy, and if there are n kinds of answer to a question, the model must 

have a basic group, and the basic group does not enter the equation, so there should be n - 1 

virtual variables entering into the equation. If setting n virtual variables into the equation, it 

will lead to the so-called virtual variable trap; there is the collinearity completely between the 

virtual variables. At the same time, it is important to note that setting the virtual variable has 

increased the number of independent variables, and the parameters needed to estimate greatly 

increased, thus reduce a large number of degrees of freedom, we need to think carefully about 

the use of virtual variables. 

Although using the virtual variable analysis can analyze the nonlinear problem more 

deeply, but in this article, we adopt the form of "classified variables “for the five types of 

non-consumer personality variables: the consumer's basic personal DIY tendency, labor 

commodity factors, product DIY factors, labor market conditions evaluated factors. There are 

two reasons: one is that if convert them to a virtual variable, except the basic group as the 

basis of comparison does not enter into the equation, if every question has five answers, there 

will be four variables entering into the equation, if every question is handled in this way, there 

are too much explanatory variables in regression equations, and will lose a lot freedom in 

regression; Second, these factors are basically linear, influence people's attitude to house 

decoration DIY, so it is appropriate to make linear analysis with the classification variables. 

But this does not necessarily make for consumers' personal characteristics variables, there 

may be nonlinear relationship, so for consumers' personal characteristics variables, we are 

going to use a variety of forms to verity, so as to determine what form they should be when 

entering the regression equation. How the commodity prices factors of DIY product influence 

the explained variable has the same form with the consumers' personal characteristics 

variables with similar characteristics, so we also use both virtual variables and classified 

variables to verified  respectively, to determine the final regression model. 

Firstly in the initial regression model, considering the two reasons we mentioned before, 

we will the use form of virtual variables both in consumer personality variables and 
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commodity prices, and adopt classified variables in other variables, The following table is a 

list of sequenced logistic and sequenced probity for comparison. 

 

Table 49: Regression Result of Initial Regression Model

 
Variable Name Ologit Model Oprobit Model 

消费者基本信任倾向   Consumers’ individual DIY inclination   

x11 -0.163（0.106） -0.083（0.058） 

Labor force commercial value Factor   

x21 -0.031（0.115） -0.040（0.065） 

x22 -0.162（0.126） -0.087（0.070） 

Building Material Supermarket factor 

supermarket DIY Factor 

  

x31 0.063（0.185） 0.051（0.105） 

x32 0.009（0.148） 0.046（0.083） 

x33 0.257（0.174） 0.149（0.095） 

x34 -0.186（0.115） -0.084（0.064） 

Products DIY Factor   

x41 -0.351（0.127）*** -0.192（0.070）*** 

x42 0.076（0.108） 0.043（0.059） 

x43 -0.611（0.125）*** -0.336（0.070）*** 

x44（Price Lever Risk）   

x441 0. 291(0. 243) 0. 176(0. 140) 

x442 0. 728(0. 280)*** 0. 416(0. 160)*** 

x443 0. 532(0. 375) 0. 322(0. 212) 

x444 1. 225(0. 593)** 0. 690(0. 360)* 

x45 一 0. 435(0. 150)*** 一 0. 249(0. 084)*** 

Labor Force Market Grade Evaluation Factor   

x51 一 0. 329(0. 099)*** 一 0. 196(0. 056)*** 
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Respondents personal characteristics   

x61 0.134(0. 177) 0.089(0. 101) 

x62（Age）   

x622 0. 005(0. 309) 0. 024(0. 177) 

x623 0. 011(0. 374) 0. 007(0. 215) 

x624 -0.506(0. 489） 一 0. 274(0. 282) 

x625 -0.456(0. 844) 一 0. 124(0. 471) 

x63（Education）   

x632 0. 183(0. 300) 0. 085(0. 171) 

x633 一 0. 479(0. 254) 一 0. 274(0. 144) 

x634 0. 304(0. 573) 0. 202(0. 313) 

x64 (DIY contact period）   

x642 一 0. 965(0. 356) 一 0. 611(0. 198)*** 

x643 一 1. 010(0. 348)*** 一 0. 642(0. 193)*** 

x644 一 0. 605(0. 381) 一 0. 403(0. 211)* 

x65（DIY Experience）   

x652 一 0. 521(0. 236)** 一 0. 321(0. 133)** 

x653 一 0. 920(0. 278)*** -0.553(0. 157)*** 

x654 一 1. 480(0. 382)*** -0.894(0. 210)*** 

x66（DIY Available Time）   

x662 0. 324(0. 229) 0. 236(0. 130)* 

x663 0. 215(0. 275) 0. 174(0. 154) 

x664 0. 309(0. 349) 0. 226(0. 196) 

x67（Personal Income）   

x672 0.232(O. 269) 0. 118(0. 151) 

x673 -0. 154(0. 282) -0. 113(0. 160) 
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x674 -0. 267(0. 320) -0. 153(0. 180) 

x675 -0. 380(0. 424) -0. 262(0. 243) 

Sample Size 561 561 

Note: the value behind each value in parentheses is the standard deviation, * says significant 

in 10% level; * * says significant in 5% level; * * * said significant in 1% level 

 

As a result, the second sequenced logistic regression of the above table, the test value of 

likelihood – the wire chi - square of regression equation (likelihood – the wire chi - square) is 

250.45; the P value is 0.000, namely the equation significance in 1% level. The test value of 

likelihood – the wire chi - square of sequenced Probity regression equation is 256.14, the P 

value is 0.000, very close to the former. 

From results of the above table, we can see that there is no too much difference between 

the sequenced logistic regression model and sequenced Probity model, coefficient symbols of 

all the explained variables are consistent, there is only a difference in value of coefficient, this 

is the result of different theoretical model hypothesis. In our study, we focus on the symbol 

direction of variable, the value of coefficient means not too much for us. 

 

5.4.3 Joint inspection of virtual variables significance 

The joint inspection of significance here is different with the joint inspection of significance 

in the below 5.4.6, the latter is to test the significance of six categories factors impact on 

house decoration DIY from a perspective of big aspects , and here the purpose is to test 

whether a particular variable is significant or not. For example, in product prices factors, four 

virtual variable, x441 and x443 is not significant, but x442 and x444 is significant, one single 

virtual variable’s significance does not lead to conclusions whether x44 is significant or not, 

so the joint inspection must be done to conclude whether x44 is overall significant or not. 

In the design of the initial regression model, we adopt the virtual variables for DIY 

products price factor x44 and seven demographics variables, by means of setting a virtual 

variables to each classified variable according to the classification number, because there are 

n - 1 virtual variables of every question, let's discuss the joint significance of these virtual 

variables. Due to there is only men and women in gender, women is the basic group, only 

male entering into the equation, so we don't need to do joint survey, it can be found from the 
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following table, the virtual variable of gentler is not significant at 10% level, in that there was 

no significant difference between men and women in the house decoration DIY. 

 Table 50: Joint inspection of virtual variables significance

 
Variable Name x² P Value 

Price Factors of DIY Product x44 9.34 0.3315 

Age x62 1.97 0.7412 

Education x63 10.48 0.0149** 

Years knowing DIY x64 10.75 0.0132** 

DIY experience x65 17.81 0.0005*** 

DIY Time x66 2.01 0. 5557 

Personal Income x67 3.92 0. 4168 

Note: * indicates significant at 10%level; * * indicates significant at S % level; * * * indicates 

significant at 1% level 

 

Through the inspection, we learn from the table above that x2（4） value of the Wald test on 

product price factors is 9.34, P value is 0.3315, it shows that the factor of DIY product price 

has no significant effect on people's house DIY decoration. 

The joint inspection of significance of virtual variables of age showed x2（4） of its Wald test 

is 1.97, P value is 0.7412, this suggests that the factor of age has no significant effect on 

people's house DIY decoration. This is not consistent with the author’s priori assumptions. 

The x2（3）of joint Wald test on education degree is 10.48, P value is 0.0149, it shows that the 

degree of education is significant in 5% level, it has significant influence on people’s concept 

of house DIY decoration 

Two of the three virtual variable on years knowing DIY (Table x64) are significant, 

another variable is not significant, but its P value of joint significant test is 0.0132, so the 

overall exposure length of time to DIY significantly affects the perception of house decoration 

DIY. 

Virtual variable on DIY experience of people is significant even at 1% level, which is 
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consistent with our expectations. 

Three virtual variables on people DIY time are not significant, the P value of the joint 

significance test is large, to 0.5557, this fully shows that the time people spend on DIY has 

little to do with whether people DIY in house decoration or not. 

The final factor of consumer is personal income, none of the four virtual variables is 

significant, their joint is not significant too. 

 

5.4.4 Setting inspection of regression model 

To confirm the rationality of our initial regression model, we directly processed the 

factors for commodity prices and consumer individual characteristic variables with 

classification variables, but not in the form of virtual variables, if the analysis results are 

consistent with the original regression model, then the classified variables should be taken to 

reduce the explanatory variables to save the degree of freedom, if not consistent, the model 

should be adjusted. The following table reported the results: 

 

Table 51: The Regression Result of Model Setting Inspection

 

Variable Name Ologit Model Oprobit Model 

x11 一 0. 205(0. 104)** 一 0. 114(0. 057)** 

x21 一 0. 039(0. 112) 一 0. 044(0. 063) 

x22 一 0. 145(0. 121) 一 0. 078(0. 068) 

x31 0. 068(0. 180) 0. 056(0. 102) 

x32 0. 037(0. 145) 0. 050(0. 082) 

x33 0. 295(0. 167)* 0. 168(0. 093)， 

x34 一 0. 200(0. 113)* 一 0. 094(0. 063) 

x41 一 0. 342(0. 121)*** 一 0. 188(0. 067)*** 

x42 0. 051(0. 104) 0. 032(0. 057) 

x43 -0.5 86(0.123)*** -0.320(0.068)*** 
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x44 -0.052(0.057) -0.032(0.033) 

x45 -0.407(0.147)*** -0.232(0.083)*** 

x51 -0.357(0.098)*** -0.212(0.055)*** 

x61 0.013(0.172) 0.031(0.098) 

x62 0.042(0.137) 0.041(0.079) 

x63 -0.222(0.102)** -0.118(0.058)** 

x64 -0.081(0.1 OS) -0.053(0.059) 

x65 -0.391(0.107)*** -0.237(0.060)*** 

x66 0.108(0.099) 0.079(0.056) 

x67 -0.005(0.083) -0.014(0.047) 

Sample Size 561 561 

Note: the value behind each value in parentheses is the standard deviation, * says significant 

at 10% level; * * says significant at 5% level; * * * said significantly at 1% level 

 

From the results of the above table, we can see clearly that when the consumers' personal 

characteristics variables was as processed as classified variables, The significance of variables 

are same as before, the result of gender, age, DIY time, income was still not significant, from 

the point of view of the preferential choice model, of the same precision choose the simple 

model that consume less degrees of freedom, so we should choose the classification variables 

to deal with the above variables. 

But the significance of years of knowing DIY (x64 in the table) changed, in the form of 

regression using virtual variables, it is jointly significant, when using classified variables, it 

was not significant, one of the reasons is that our model setting is wrong, the impact of the 

length of years of knowing DIY on people's concept of house DIY decoration is not linear, so 

we decided to make further adjustments to the model, only use the form of virtual variables in 

the years on knowing DIY, adopt classified variables in other demographics variables. 

Because the variable of gender has only two options, we naturally adopt the form of virtual 

variables. Therefore, the final model adjusted is as follows, and the regression results and the 

standard deviation are given: 
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Table 52: Final Regression Result of Regression model

 

Variable Name Ologit Model Oprobit Model 

x11 一 0. 177(0. 105)* 一 0. 094(0. 057)， 

x21 一 0. 053(0. 112) 一 0. 054(0. 063) 

x22 一 0. 142(0. 122) 一 0. 073(0. 068) 

x31 0. 097(0. 181) 0. 070(0. 103) 

x32 0. 043(0. 145)** 0. 052(0. 082)** 

x33 0. 284(0. 168)* 0. 165(0. 093)* 

x34 一 0. 199(0. 113)* 一 0. 090(0. 063) 

x41 一 0. 360(0. 122)*** 一 0. 204(0. 067)*** 

x42 0. 059(0. 104) 0. 031(0. 057) 

x43 一 0. 572(0. 123)*** 一 0. 319(0. 069)*** 

x44 一 0. 054(0. 057) 一 0. 033(0. 033) 

x45 一 0. 397(0. 148)*** 一 0. 226(0. 083)*** 

x51 一 0. 352(0. 098)*** 一 0. 211(0. 055)*** 

x61 0. 054( 0. 173) 0. 056(0..098) 

x62 一 0. 014(0. 139) 0. 001(0. 080) 

x63 一 0. 197(0. 103)* 一 0. 103(0. 058)， 

x64 

DIY 

Contact  

period 

x642 一 0. 800(0. 347)** 一 0. 502(0. 193)*** 

x643 一 0. 860(0. 336)** 一 0. 536(0. 186)*** 

x644 一 0. 557(0. 366) 一 0. 348(0. 204)， 
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x65 一 0. 396(0. 107)*** 一 0. 246(0. 060)*** 

x66 0. 136(0. 100) 0. 093(0. 056)* 

x67 - 0: 027(0. 084) 一 0. 024(0. 047) 

Sample Size 561 561 

Note: the value behind each value in parentheses is the standard deviation, * says significant 

at 10% level; * * says significant at 5% level; * * * said significantly at 1% level 

 

From the results above we can see that two variables of DIY contact year x642, x643 are 

significant at 5% level, the people's attitude of contact years between 2-8 is higher than the 

attitude of people with DIY contact years under 2 for house DIY decoration, but their attitude 

of house decoration DIY have no obvious difference between people whose DIY contact is 

more than 8 years and the people whose DIY contact years is below 2, here it presents a 

nonlinear form, firstly attitude to DIY is on the rise, a turning point appeared on the position 8 

years, when DIY contact year is more than eight years, DIY attitude began to become less 

significant. It verifies the previous conclusion, and show that the model we deal with DIY 

contact year with virtual variable is correct, and it fully demonstrated its nonlinear form. 

 

In the inspection of our model setting, we adopt three forms, first is the form of virtual 

variables for the consumers' personal characteristics variable and commodity prices factors, 

then changed them into the form of categorized variable, finally only use virtual variables in 

the years of knowing DIY, adopting in the form of classification variables of other 

demographics variables. So which model set is best exactly? We can conduct model fitting 

inspection for these three models. 

 

The comparison of the first model and the second model shows that, using BIC '* Bayesian 

information criterion, the BIC of two models is -15.607 and -89.026 respectively, the latter is 

far less than the former, it strongly suggests the second model is better than the first model. 

The comparison of first model with the third model also shows that the third model is much 

better than the first model. Finally we compared the second model with the third model,  the 

difference of BIC 'value is very small, there is no clear evidence showing that which model is 

better, but as we can analyze the nonlinear problem of the third model, so we finally adopted 
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the third model. 

 

5.4.5 Parallel regression hypothesis test 

As mentioned earlier, the Logistic regression model must do parallel regression hypothesis 

test, namely, to explain that the function of the variables are independent of the sequenced 

Logistic threshold, that is to say, explain the each function of the variables on the threshold is 

the same, only the beginning point (intercept) is different, this is the meaning of parallel, the 

entire model make sense only through the test. So here we will conduct the parallel regression 

hypothesis test in the third regression model, the results of the test are as follows: 

Because explained variable has five classes; A total of four threshold, each threshold has an 

equation, namely four equations, so there are three parallel relationship, there are a total of 22 

variables entering into the equation (among them, x642 x643 x644 is virtual variable), Such 

degrees of freedom for parallel regression are 66, from the result of table 52, the test value of 

the Wald x2  is 77.61 of parallel regression equation, the P value is 0.155, due to the null 

hypothesis of the test that each coefficient is equal to all models, so our result is not 

significant at 10% level, also does not reject null hypothesis, namely each explained variable 

coefficient is equal to all models, namely the model passed the parallel regression hypothesis 

test, it shows that the method of sequenced Logit model we adopt is appropriate, otherwise we 

need to find other ways. 

 

* BIC’（Bayesian Information Criterion），a criteria used to compare and decide which of two 

models is relatively more optimal, the basic rule of judge is the model with the relatively 

small BIC 'values of equation is relatively better. As shown in the Raftery, A.E. (1996), 

Hypothesis Testing and Model Selection, in Markov Chain Monte Carlo in 

Pracice,pp.163-184, London: Chapman & Hall。 

 

Table 53: Result of Parallel regression hypothesis test

 
Variable x² P Value Degree of Freeedom 

A11 77.61 0.155 66 

x11 0.44 0.933 3 

x21 0.57 0.904 3 
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x22 5.39 0.145 3 

x31 4.85 0.183 3 

x32 1.4 0.706 3 

x33 0.33 0.954 3 

x34 4.92 0.178 3 

x41 1.88 0.597 3 

x42 16.77 0.001 3 

x43 9.4 0.024 3 

x44 4.38 0.223 3 

x45 8.07 0.045 3 

x51 2.81 0.422 3 

x61 1.72 0.632 3 

x62 1.47 0.689 3 

x63 3.72 0.293 3 

x642 2.56 0.465 3 

x643 6.33 0.097 3 

x644 1.55 0.671 3 

x65 21.39 0 3 

x66 0.57 0.903 3 

x67 3.83 0.28 3 

 

5.4.6 Joint significance test of affecting factors of the big category 
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5.4.6 Joint significance test of factors affecting the categories 

In the model hypothesis of this paper, we divided the factors influence people house 

decoration DIY into six categories, respectively for the consumers basic individual DIY 

tendency, labor commodity value factors, building materials supermarkets factors, products 

DIY factors, labor market level assessment factors and consumers' personal characteristics 

factors, at the same time, each type of factors consists 1-7 measuring item. Therefore, we need 

to conduct joint significance test, thereby identifying whether such factors on the categories 

impact on house decoration of DIY consumer behavior. The following table is the results of 

the joint significance test. 

 

Table 54: Result of Joint significance test of affecting factors of the big category

 
influence factor x² P Value 

Consumer’s basic 

personal DIY tendency 

-1. 70 0. 090* 

Labor Commercial Value 

Factors 

2.65 0. 2655** 

Building Materials 

Supermarket DIY Factors 

9.31 0. 0538* 

Product DIY Factors 46.31 0. 0000*** 

Labor Market Level 

Assessment Factors 

-3.06 0. 0000 

Consumers’ Personal 

characteristics Factors 

29.55 0. 0005*** 

Note: * says significant at 10% level; * * says significant at 5% level; * * * said significantly 

at 1% level 

 

From the above table we can find: 

The first category factor is the consumers’ individual DIY inclination view，it contains only 

one question, it is significant at the 10% level, consumers’ individual DIY inclination concept 

does affect their DIY home improvement concept. 

 

The second category of labor commodity value factors consists two questions, the previous 

factors was not significant, but the latter factors passed the joint significance test, the x2 test 

value is 2.65, P value is 0.2665, and is significant at 5% level, it shows that the ratio of labor 

force’s commodity value to consumer income has significant impact on people’s view of DIY 
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home improvement. 

 

Of the third category building material supermarket factor, the first two factors was not 

significant, the latter two factors are significant at the 10% level, P value of significance of 

four factors test is 0.0538, significant  at the edge of the 5% level, generally speaking, the 

third class factor has influenced on people's concept of DIY home improvement. 

 

Fourth category factor, products DIY factor has five sub-factors, three of them are significant 

at 1% level, the other two alone was not significant, but the fifth sun-factors passed the joint 

significance test, it’s x2 test value is 46.31, P value is 0.0000, it means that the building 

materials products’ possibility for DIY had effect on people’s DIY home improvement 

concept. 

 

Fifth category factor, labor force market’s grade evaluation factors consisted three issues, they 

alone are not significant, the joint significance test showed that the x2 test value is 3.06, P 

value is 0.0000, indicating that such factor as the Labor force market’s specification 

conditions has no significant influence on consumers’ DIY views in home improvement. 

 

Among the demographical feature of the respondents, sex, age, DIY available time, imcome is 

not significant, education, DIY contact period and DIY experience has significant influence 

on people’s DIY home improvement view, especially people’s DIY experience. The seven 

dimensions are joint significant, the x2 test value is 29.55, P value is 0.0005.

 Summary of the 

research hypothesis 

5.4.7 Summary of the research hypothesis 

The following table is a summary of all assumptions in this paper. Through this table, we can 

see a total of 24 hypotheses are put forward in this paper, including 13 hypotheses passing the 

model test, and the other 11 hypothesis doesn’t pass the test. 

 

Table 55: Summary table of Hypothesis test

 
Hypot

hesis 

Content of Hypothesis Support/ not 

H1 The higher consumers’ individual DIY inclination, the higher intention in DIY home improvement 

DIY decoration. 

 

Yes 
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H2 Labor force commercial price factor have significant impact on consumer’s DIY home improvement. Yes 

H2a The more advanced the social economic level, the higher costs of labor force value, the higher price of labor No 

H2b The higher marginal utility ratio of labor cost to consumer income, the greater feasibility of consumer’s DIY home improvement. Yes 

H3 BMS DIY factor has significant impact on consumer’s DIY home improvement Yes 

H3a 
The higher the reputation of the BMS, the greater feasibility consumer buying 

building materials in BMS and select DIY. 
No 

H3b The more BMS’s DIY convenience, consumers choose DIY feasibility more in BMS Yes 

H3c The rich products & perfect services on one-stop system of BMS, the greater feasibility  No 

H3d 
Higher DIY feasibility evaluation of BMS, consumers can have the higher degree to choose DIY mode for their home improvement 

Yes 

H4 Products DIY factor have significant impact on consumers’ DIY home improvement behavior Yes 

H4a Differences in price of DIY product will affect consumers’ DIY home improvement behavior, and the greater the difference, the greater the impact Yes 

H4b Differences of after-sales service between DIY products and the traditional service for consumers has a significant impact on consumers’ DIY home improvement attitude No 

H4c The differences in DIY product quality exist significant impact on consumers’ attitude and behavior of DIY home improvement Yes 

H4d The risk contained in DIY product price has significant impact on consumers’ attitude and behavior of DIY home improvement No 

H4e The delivery time of DIY product has significant impact on consumers’ attitude and behavior of DIY home 

improvement 

Yes 

H5 Labor market’s grade evaluation factor has a certain impact on consumers’ DIY home improvement Yes 

H6 Consumers personal characteristics have a significant impact on consumers’ DIY attitude in home improvement Yes 

H6a Consumer sex has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement No 

H6b Consumer age has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement No 

H6c Consumer education has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement Yes 

 

H6d Consumer DIY contact period has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement  Yes 

H6e Consumer DIY experience has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement Yes 

H6f Consumer DIY available time has a significant impact on consumers attitude for DIY home improvement Yes 

H6g Consumer income has a significant impact on consumers’ attitude for DIY home improvement No 
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5.4.8 Discussion On non-significant variables 

From above table, we can see a total of eight variables are not significant in the final 

regression model. We will list these variables and start an analysis. 

 
（1）The labor force’s commercial price（x21）doesn’t have significant effect on DIY 

In questionnaire design, the author notes that "labor force commercial price" refers to the 

labor trading. In general, the labor commodity entering market affects on the cost of the house 

decoration industry, but it is not a direct impact on people DIY behavior. Labor costs rises can 

directly affect the building materials supermarket stores opening new store, operating costs 

and production costs, but can't affect the consumers perceiving his changes on DIY behavior, 

so has no effect on the DIY. Of course, with the actual situation of our country building 

materials supermarket’s marketing behavior, there is another possibility: a lot of building 

materials supermarket didn't really push DIY function and propaganda it, they only show DIY 

function introduction, and this can't help customers in DIY behavior. Because consumers can 

not DIY only, so this variable has no significant effect on his DIY home improvement. 

 

（2） The reputation of Building Material Supermarket（x31） has no significant impact 

on DIY  

Both foreign scholars and domestic scholars found in study that the reputation degree of the 

building materials supermarket has normal significant impact on consumer’s DIY behavior. 

But in this paper, the variable is not significant. The author thinks that there might be the 

following two reasons: firstly, in this paper, the variable is measured in four questions, and 

previous scholars usually measured for 6-10 measurement terms in the questionnaire on 

"reputation of the building materials supermarket", performance is more stable on the 

reliability. Secondly, even the "good reputation building materials supermarket" in our country, 

such as the B&Q, Easy home, Leroy Merlin, etc., in fact is not DIY building materials 

supermarket in the true sense of the western countries: no DIY method presentation, no DIY 

education classroom, no real DIY products etc. The phenomenon exists generally that we 

can’t feel DIY in the building materials DIY supermarket, so that the Chinese consumers 

know what DIY decoration, in their minds, even the building materials supermarket with good 

reputation didn't popularize the knowledge of DIY decoration. Thus, the building material 

supermarket DIY reputation can't lead to the DIY behavior. 
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（3）  The rich products & perfect services on one-stop system (x33) does not 

significantly affect DIY  

This result is contrary to the conclusion of previous scholars too. In the study of house 

decoration DIY, generally consider products and services of building materials supermarket as 

hardware and software of the store management. Bougie, R. Pieters R., & Zeelenberg 

M.(2003) found in the study, the building materials supermarket product characteristics, such 

as clear structure, navigation of service system is conducive to enhance customers’ approval 

and decision on DIY. Similarly, Stephen Roymond (1997), through the empirical study shows 

that the building materials supermarket deliver information to the consumer perception that 

DIY is easy to do; The author thinks that the products and services of current domestic 

building materials supermarket is just a convenient way for consumer to know building 

materials products, get more business and product information, so as to promote the purchase, 

but this is not the same level with enhancing consumer confidence and behavior on DIY. 

Obviously, even products and services is perfect and rich, it only enhance consumers 

convenient degree of feeling on buying and using. therefore, consumers who expect 

convenience and simple, are more willing to get product and service one-stop service, they 

won’t consider  the products and services as a measure of whether the home improvement is 

worth the DIY or not. 

 

（4） The comparison of services on DIY products and traditional building material 

products（x42）has no significant effect on DIY  

In the study of traditional trade, a large number of scholars found that the consumer purchase 

behavior depends on the quality of products and services. Domestic scholars Feng-Hua Xie 

(2005) in his study, points out that when consumer is buying integral ambry attaches great 

importance to sale and after-sales service quality, they think perfect sale and after-sale service 

provided, no worries on installation and quality after buying, after-sale maintenance service 

guaranteed if there is problems, that is one of the great important influence factors when 

purchasing products. At the same time, our consumers’ satisfaction on after-sales maintenance 

services is not high. In the study of house decoration DIY consumers, some scholars pointed 

out that when the consumer can DIY, the sale, after-sale service and the perfection of 

compensation mechanism is more important than security guarantee. 

In this paper, the measurement question is "The comparison of DIY product sale, after-sales 
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service with the traditional trade affects the consumer house decoration DIY", this is a relative 

value. Measurement result was not significant, the reason may be: firstly, DIY products 

consumers can buy in the building materials supermarket at present is few, is limited to DIY 

installation of light bulbs, hang a picture frame products, the installation of the goods is 

simple, consumers need not consider sale, after-sale service, and therefore don't experience 

sale, after-sale service provided by the building materials store. Secondly, in building 

materials market environment of our country at present, the idea of "service to win" is 

gradually accepted and implemented by manufacturers and merchants, service consciousness, 

service attitude, service content, service level and so on are gradually let the consumer feel 

satisfied and convenient, thus consumers won’t have their own thoughts and actions on DIY. 

 

（5） Risks contained in DIY products price level (x44) does not significantly affect DIY 

From everyday experience, commodity prices paid by consumers are proportional to its 

perception of risk. Clearly risk perception difference is different when consumers are thinking 

of buying a "computer" and”toothpaste". Because the former amount involves is larger, 

consumers need to pay very high degree of attention on product performance, quality, style, 

etc, purchase decision-making process is more complex; For the latter's decision making 

process is relatively simple. 

In the hypothesis of this paper, considering the unpredictability of DIY building materials 

product, compared with the traditional trading way, DIY products trading has greater risk to 

consumers. Under normal circumstances, consumers are more likely to buy choose and 

building materials product with low prices and at low risk. But through the empirical finding, 

unknown risk behind the DIY product price have no significant impact on consumers’ DIY. 

The reasons for this result are as follows: according to the theory of product value, product 

value can be divided into two kinds:  functionality and symbolic. Functionality refers to the 

characteristics, the quality and convenience of the product itself, the consumer is more 

sensitive to the price of this product; Symbolic refers to the nonmaterial economic benefits of 

the content, such as social recognition, self-esteem, consumers' sensitivity to the price of the 

product is low. Currently our country city resident’s consumption has shifted from the 

material consumption to emotional consumption, consumers tend to pursue the commodity 

value identical to self value, emphasize more on the satisfaction of personality, the 

embodiment of the self, and reveal individual unique value orientation, cultural thinking and 

life style in the process of consumption. Under the background of the consumption, the 
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product of DIY represents a kind of personalized life to some extent, its functional value 

already is not the only focus on consumption, and people may pay more attention on symbolic 

significance behind their DIY. if a large number of "new, strange, special" DIY building 

materials product is sold On building materials supermarket , just satisfy consumers’ 

consumption motives to pursuit ego value by DIY, so this would explain, why risk and results 

of DIY products is unpredictable, the consumers might still be willing to buy DIY products. 

 

（6） Consumers' sex (x61), age (x62), income (x67) does not significantly affect DIY 

A large number of documents prove that in house decoration DIY, gender difference exists, in 

general, women's perception of risk in house decoration is higher, expect more to have 

decoration DIY experience, they like match with rich color and design by themselves, pay 

more attention to the integrity of the information and whether DIY products can lead to 

emotional connection, convenience of DIY when decorating. 

At the same time, according to China's current education situation, 12-18 teenagers’  DIY 

tendency are lower, and DIY tendency of 18 is relatively high, this may be closely related to 

the education direction and the degree of psychological development. Teenagers DIY 

development present a certain age difference, with the growth and development of different 

stages of life, its sense of DIY tendency may change, but is not a simple linear rise. 

For goods of the same category and the same price, compared with the low income consumers, 

a high-income consumer perceived the less risk of commodities trading, and therefore is 

willing to risk trying to buy. Even if be deceived by businesses, the economic loss is also 

affordable, if the first attempt is satisfied, trust may be produced. Bing-jia Shao, Xian-qiang 

Meng (2005) found that the proposed four hypotheses about consumers in the study, only 

"family income" is supportive, it prove that income is one of the factors that affect the risk 

resistance ability of the consumers. 

However, in data processing of this paper, we found that "sex", "age" and "income" have no 

significant effect on consumers’ house DIY decoration. The author thinks that it is associated 

with the research topic of this article. This paper studies the "consumer DIY mode" of house 

decoration, not for a particular category of goods, a specific price of goods, also does not 

specify a particular building materials market, so these three factors are not significant. The 

study in this paper also found that for integral ambry, male consumers tend to the technical 

ability of DIY, while women pay attention to the color material DIY; Consumers between 20 

to 30 years old buying integral ambry pay more attention to color and style, consumers 
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between 40-50 pay more attention to practical and after-sales service quality, at the same time, 

the older the consumer, the more attention they pay to the sales staff’s level and ability of 

interpretation; Different monthly income levels of consumers are significant differences on 

the perception of the quality of after-sales service, sales staff interpretative ability. the income 

in 5000-8000 yuan per month of consumers to the monthly income of 3000 yuan, when 

buying integral ambry, show the relatively more cognitive model of DIY. 

After excluding the non-significant variables, there are 11 significant variables left of the 

research model in this paper. In order to reveal the influence of these variables on the 

independent variable more intuitive, the author uses two tables from different views to show 

the influence of the change of the independent variable to the explained variable. 

 

Table 56: multiple impact influence of probability ratio of Independent variable’s marginal 

changes to explained variable

 
Variable Name b coefficient e^b P Value 

x11 一 0. 1775 0. 8374 0. 09* 

x22 0.2632 1.2376 0.92* 

x32 0. 2843 1.3288 0. 091* 

x34 一 0. 19937 0.8192 0. 078* 

x41 一 0. 36034 0.6974 0. 003*}* 

x43 一 0. 57207 0.5644 0. 000*** 

x45 一 0. 39744 0.672 0. 007*** 

x51 一 0. 35161 0.7036 0. 000*** 

 x63 一 0. 19656 0.8216 0. 056* 

x64 

DIY 

contact 

period 

x642 一 0. 8005 0.4491 0. 021** 

x643 一 0. 85963 0.4233 0. O1*** 

x644 一 0: 55744 0.5727 0. 1280 

x65 一 0. 39639 0.6727 0. 000*** 
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Note: * indicates significant at 10% level; * indicates significant at 5%level; * * * 

indicates significant at 1% level 

 

The above table shows that under the condition of the other factors remain unchanged, for 

a unit change of the independent variable, it’s influence on probability ratio of positive 

attitude to negative attitude for people's house decoration DIY. As in table 56 , when e ^ b is 

greater than 1, each additional unit the independent variables, the ratio of the probability of 

positive attitude to negative attitude of house decoration DIY  will e ^ b times larger than 

that the independent variable changes before, that is people holds more and more negative 

attitude about house decoration DIY e ^ b times larger than the original; If e ^ b value is less 

than 1, then the probability ratio is smaller e ^ b times than that the independent variable 

changes before. Table 57 is in the form of percentage reflects the impact of independent 

variables for every unit changed. If presented in percentage terms, the results are shown in the 

following table: 

 

Table 57: Percentage influence of probability ratio of Independent variable’s marginal changes 

to the explained variable

 

Variable Name b coefficient P Value Percentage 

x11 一 0. 1775 0. 09* 一 16. 3 

x22 0. 2632 0. 92* 23.8 

x32 0. 2843 0. 091* 32.9 

x34 一 0. 19937 0. 078* -18.1 

x41 一 0. 36034 003*** -30.3 

x43 一 0. 57207 000*** -43.6 

x45 一 0. 39744 0. 007*** -32.8 

x51 一 0. 35161 0. 000*** -29.6 

x63 一 0. 19656 056* -17.8 
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x64 

DIYcontac

t years 

x642 一 0. 8005 0. 021** -55.1 

x643 一 0. 85963 0. O1*** -57.7 

x644 一 0: 55744 0. 128 -42.7 

x65 一 0. 39639 0. 000*** -32.7 

Note: * indicates significant at 10% level; , * indicates significant at 5%level; * * * 

indicates significant at 1% level 

 
From the above two tables, this paper get the following conclusion: 

（1）Consumers’ individual DIY inclination (x11) has a significant impact on DIY 

In this study, the relationship between consumers’ individual DIY inclination and DIY 

home improvement decoration manifest as following: in the case of other factors remain 

unchanged, a level improved of the basic DIY inclination of each individual consumers (such 

as from " regard people’s basic intention of DIY completely inconsistent" to "inconsistent", or 

from "regard people’s basic intention of DIY consistent" to "completely consistent"),the  

probability of holding more and more negative attitudes about house decoration DIY is 0.837 

times than the original, this can also be understood as compared to a lower class people of 

basic and individual DIY inclination, the possibility of DIY home improvement decoration 

denial of people holding a higher level of basic individual DIY inclination is 16.3% smaller 

(the  % values in table 57, the same below), with the improvement of individual consumers’ 

individual DIY inclination, namely the higher tendency of consumers’ basic individual DIY 

inclination, the more inclined to DIY mode on home improvement. 

Research results of domestic and foreign scholars about the impact of individual 

inclination on DIY are not consistent. Empirical results of Koufaris et. Al. (2004) show that 

the individual DIY tendency has no direct significant impact on DIY, most scholars’ empirical 

results consider that individual DIY inclinations have direct significant influenced on DIY. In 

this article, the consumers’ basic individual DIY inclination is to be defined as general 

expectations whether it is worth for DIY in the absence of specific information. People often 

need to make the following choice in the house decoration, whether DIY decorated by 

yourself? What extent for DIY home improvement? Behind the choice, it often reflects the 

different growing experience, personality traits, and cultural background of individual 
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consumer, which inevitably leads to show certain differences on the inner consciousness of 

DIY. This DIY inclination is not based on the individual experience or recognition of a 

particular object, but based on common experience and social cognition of the life in the past. 

When DIY lack of deep understanding for a particular category, this basic DIY inclination’ 

effect on its degree of DIY is particularly significant. For the reason that unknown uncertainty 

exist in the home improvement process, consumers may hold the natural risk perception on 

the result of the DIY. At this point, if the consumers’ basic individual DIY inclination is high, 

they may tend to choose DIY mode in home improvement, even without any information for 

their judgment and distinguish. 

 

（2）Marginal utility ratio of labor costs to consumers’ income has significant influences 

on DIY 

In Chinese traditional decoration market, people need decoration usually find a local 

Chinese decoration company, and the decoration company provide consumers decoration 

solution with products and manpower (such as the excellent products, perfect service, etc.), 

customers doesn’t need any DIY, he can hand its entire decoration to a decoration company 

completely. This conclusion reveal the source of economic foundation whether consumers 

DIY decorated or not in China, an economist Shixian Zhang (2013) found this in his teaching: 

the main factor that DIY can be successfully implemented in house decoration is whether the 

consumer income can cover the rising Labor costs. Shixian Zhang further pointed out that the 

consumer income and labor prices are both important factors for building materials and 

decoration commodity and the development of the labor market, and the marginal utility is 

formed by the interaction between two independent variables: when income is greater than the 

labor costs, ability that consumers pay for labor commodity is higher than Labor costs 

workers needed, under this social and economic background ,it is difficult to form a social and 

economic foundation for DIY; However, along with the social economy developing 

continuously, when rising Labor costs is higher than consumer income, the ability consumers 

pay for labor commodity weakened, a social and economic foundation for the formation of 

DIY is laid, because consumers are unable to pay the labor, The way to improve living 

environment can only be done by DIY. 

The author thinks that, the research on the income and expenditure of marginal utility, 

considering the specific market and legal environment in China, the result is reasonable in 

fact. Therefore, consumers’ income and labor expenditure produces the most fundamental and 
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significant effect on its DIY behavior in the home improvement. 

 

（3）  Stronger DIY convenience of building materials supermarket (x32) has a 

significant impact on DIY. 

From table 56 and table 57, we can clearly see: on the issue in building materials 

supermarket DIY convenience, in the case of other factors remain unchanged, each unit added 

to the independent variables, that is, from thinking that building materials supermarket’s 

convenience to choose DIY "has a great influence" (or "a bit") to "a bit" (or "no"), the 

probability of a positive attitude to negative attitude of consumer to house decoration DIY is 

1.33 times larger than the original. We can also interpret in this way: compared to consumers 

who choose that building materials supermarket DIY convenience have great impact on the 

choice of DIY, consumers choose the small impact are 32.9% more likely to increase negative 

attitude on house decoration. Namely the more a consumer thinks that building materials 

supermarket DIY convenience has little impact on the house decoration DIY, the lower degree 

of DIY for the house decoration. 

Ronathan Raynolds (2000) pointed out that to consumer cognition, DIY decoration has a 

very high risk, so only the high capability of risk avoidance consumers will choose DIY mode 

to decorate, studies have shown that there is very close relationship between degree of risk 

avoidance ability and house decoration DIY tendency. In the theory of perceived risk, the 

useful risk consumer perceived is an important component. The definition Skinner, Ellen A., 

(1996) given to the use of Risk (Useful Risk) is different from the past in a results level, refers 

to the DIY can ensure the result of convenient use for the consumer himself. His study found 

that the higher the usage risk, the less consumer to DIY decoration. Wicks, John H., James 

Reardon, and Denny E. McCorkle (2005), by investigating 216 consumers buying building 

materials products in building materials supermarket and DIY, found that four characteristics 

affect consumers DIY in accordance with the importance of intentions are as follows: safety, 

convenience, DIY design and DIY content. safety includes the safety in the process of DIY, 

multiple link connection service, DIY process safety control and safe use after DIY. 

In this paper, the research results show that the more consumers focus on building materials 

supermarket DIY convenience, the higher the degree of the house decoration DIY. This can be 

understood as: first of all, these consumers make careful comparison when choosing building 

materials supermarket to decorate, and finally shopping in some building materials 

supermarket with guaranteed services, and get relatively satisfactory DIY decoration result, 
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under such a virtuous circle, consumers gradually improve the level and ability DIY; Secondly, 

some building materials supermarkets with good integrity consciousness started to provide 

service eliminate consumer worries on sale and after-sale installation and usage, of such as 

some building materials supermarket provide  " construction assistant" services (i.e. in the 

process of DIY, consumers can send an request to building materials supermarket for a 

construction experts on-site guidance services), also launch a service of remote supervision to 

the construction site at the same time, it also to some extent reduce consumer perceived risk 

during the usage. On the contrary, the less influence that building materials supermarket 

convenience on DIY consumers thinks , the lower level of his DIY decoration through 

building materials supermarket. The author thinks that these  consumers may lack of safety 

consciousness of DIY decoration, and is indiscriminate buy and decorate in the absence of 

professional management experience of DIY building materials market, after suffering a DIY 

construction or usage risk of house decoration his trust degree of house DIY decoration 

decline. 

 

（4）Building material supermarket’s DIY feasibility evaluation (x34) has a significant 

impact on DIY 

This study found that on the premise of other factors unchanged, each a level of the 

importance consumers attached to the DIY performance evaluation of building materials 

supermarket, the lower the probability that he holds negative attitudes about house decoration 

DIY than the original, is only 0.819 times of the original. It can also be understood as the 

compared to low a class emphasis of DIY evaluation of building materials supermarket, 

people with one level high degree of attention to the possibility of house decoration DIY 

denial is 18.1% smaller. As a result, the conclusion of this paper is: the more attention to the 

building materials supermarket DIY evaluation of consumers, the higher level of house 

decoration DIY. 

When consumer is to make decision whether to DIY decoration, he has four channels to 

get information, respectively are personal experience, the experience of others (mainly 

relatives and friends), public channels and business channels (kotler, 2001). And consumers 

trust, of course, the most is personal experience, the second is others’ experience. Dabholkar, 

Pratibha (1996) in the study, points out that as consumers is unable to control self-assessment, 

so when there is a positive evaluation, can raise other external positive expectations of the 

individuals or groups, so the positive evaluation is very important and valuable, at the same 
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time the entity that enjoy the positive evaluation will continue to work hard, in order to 

prevent the evaluation. In the author's interviews, some consumers have mentioned that in 

order to confirm the evaluation, they contact directly through its information left in the 

website, talk with them directly, understand the authenticity of the evaluation, after that they 

order and purchase in the building materials supermarket. As a result, from the view of the 

consumer, the DIY evaluation of building materials supermarket has multiple functions such 

as "word of mouth", "recommended" for propaganda and guidance. 

This study found that on the premise of other factors unchanged, each level improved of the 

price ratio of building materials supermarket products to traditional building materials market 

(such as from "much expensive" to "expensive", or "cheaper" to "much cheaper"),the 

probability of holding more and more negative attitudes about house decoration DIY is lower 

than the original 0.697 times. Or, compared to the prices is higher of building materials 

supermarket than that of traditional building materials market, people who think that the price 

is lower, the possibility of house decoration DIY denial is 30.3% smaller. As a result, the 

conclusion of this paper is: the more he thought that the price of building materials 

supermarket is lower than traditional trade, the higher degree of DIY for the house decoration. 

This study also support an experienced judgment in daily life: consumer chose to buy 

decoration products in building materials supermarket, in addition to saving time, saving 

energy, saving money is also an important part of the purchase motivation. In general, 

traditional building materials market can greatly reduced in advertising, personnel, the 

warehousing and taxation, so the price is cheaper than that of building materials supermarket. 

If building materials supermarket sells cheaper product or give more other benefits, 

consumers will choose to buy decoration products for low price, low risk in the building 

materials supermarket. If the first shopping and DIY experience satisfy the consumers, it will 

happen with this consumer for the second time or many times to buy and DIY, if in such 

process, the building materials supermarket provides decoration products worthy DIY, and 

help consumers to realize DIY, consumers can produce or increase the belief and expectations 

in the building materials supermarket and DIY. If, instead, the price on the same commodity 

of some building materials supermarket is higher than traditional building materials market, 

the consumers will think firstly building materials supermarket mark the price high, malicious 

fraud, and thus give up the choice of purchase and DIY. 

 

（6）Quality comparison of DIY products to traditional building materials (x43) has a 
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significant impact on DIY 

This study found that on the premise of other factors unchanged, a level of recognition of 

the quality comparison of building materials supermarket products to the traditional building 

materials market achieved (such as from "strongly disagree" to "not agree", or "agree" to 

"strongly agree"), the probability consumer hold more and more negative attitudes about 

house decoration DIY is lower than the original -0.564 times. Or, compared to those think that 

there is large difference of quality between building materials supermarket product and the 

traditional market, the possibility of house decoration DIY denial is 43.6% smaller of the 

people who think the quality of both markets is close. Therefore, the conclusion of this paper 

is: the more who think the product quality is close of building materials supermarket and 

traditional trading market, the higher degree of DIY for the house decoration. 

Regardless of traditional trading or building materials supermarket, consumers 

eventually buy the goods that can meet their need. the quality of the goods itself directly 

decide whether it meet the need of consumers and at which level it meets. In the theory of risk 

perception (Hai-xia Gao, 2004), product quality is an important part of functional risk. In 

numerous studies, scholars have pointed out that the consumer can only purchase goods from 

list or picture provided by suppliers in building materials supermarket, at the same time, the 

supplier often can't really present its characteristics and quality in most of the physical 

commodity trading environment, so the consumers can't really identify the commodity quality, 

amplifying perceived risk of the consumer, and affecting consumers’ buying decision. 

Research in this paper further expand the theory on the quality of building materials 

supermarket goods impact on consumers DIY. The author found that not only the quality of 

goods itself sold in building materials supermarket can affect consumers DIY, and its quality 

differences with traditional building materials market will also impact on DIY. In the 

interview, there are quite a few respondents mentioned that they will learn in advance details 

about the quality of the goods (including the appearance and performance)in the building 

materials supermarket, and then search in a traditional building materials market, compare the 

differences of the two, make decision only after a sure confirmation. 

 

（7）DIY products delivery time (x45) has a significant impact on DIY 

This study found that on the premise of other factors unchanged, a drop (such as from 

"has a great influence" to "a bit", or "a little" to "no impact")in the grade of correlation 

between house decoration DIY product delivery time and DIY behavior, the probability the 
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consumer holds more and more negative attitudes about house decoration DIY is lower than 

the original 0.672 times. It can also be understood as compared to a class of people attaches 

great importance to delivery time of product the possibility of house decoration DIY denial is  

32.80% smaller of a degree lower of a class of people who attaches less importance to 

delivery time of product. Thus, the conclusion of this paper is: the more people think that 

product delivery time influence consumers buying DIY products, the lower the level of house 

decoration DIY. In China consumers who were used to spot trading of "get the cash on 

delivery", when facing relatively lagging logistics status and lead to prolong goods delivery 

time, tend to feel uncomfortable, even worried: whether he can safely receive the goods he 

wants in time? This anxiety may make some consumer stop before DIY building materials 

products, it also make some consumers form another question: whether the building materials 

supermarket has good management ability to deal with a lot of the goods ordered? on the 

other hand, consumers who think that long delivery time does not affect its DIY behavior may 

recognize that the building materials supermarket need a certain amount of time for order 

processing, the transit of goods will take a certain amount of time, and therefore take an 

attitude of tolerance and understanding. 

In the study of the patterns of logistics service quality (Pollakowski, Henry O., 1988), the 

scholars classify the product distribution into quality category on the building materials 

supermarket service, they point out that whether consumers can get logistics service at a 

predetermined period of time, that is, the delivery service of the goods can be finished on time, 

is an important factor to influence house decoration DIY. The results support the conclusion. 

 

（8）Labor force market’s grade evaluation factor (x51) has a significant impact on DIY 

In this study, the “grade evaluation of the labor market” is defined as “neutral, objective 

rating of the labor in the house decoration market ". Research results show that under the 

premise of other factors unchanged, a level of value of the grade evaluation of consumers in 

the Labor market (such as from the thought of "very unimportant" to "not important", or 

"important" to "very important") improved, that probability that he holds more and more 

negative attitudes about house decoration DIY is 0.704 times lower than the original. 

Compared to a low level people the grade evaluation emphasis to the Labor market, the 

possibility of house decoration DIY denial of people of high degree of attention is 29.6% 

smaller. Thus, the conclusion of this paper is: the more attention of consumers for the grade 

evaluation of the Labor market, the higher degree of DIY for the house decoration. 
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In fact labor grade evaluation has the function of a form of specific operation of "DIY 

transfer”. Doney & Cannon (1997) argue that we can use the building materials supermarket 

to establish relationship between labor sellers and labor buyers, transfer consumer 

expectations of their DIY to buy labor to implement. Stephen Raymond (1997) further pointed 

out that consumers are willing buy services such as labor in building materials supermarket, 

because building materials supermarket will provide consumers with the appropriate labor 

force, and then affect consumer behavior pattern of house decoration DIY. 

But, in the empirical the conclusions of scholars on the factors are not consistent. Such as 

Zhong-hua Yan (2008), Cheng (2001), these scholars’ research suggests that the factor has no 

significant impact on consumers' DIY home improvement. The conclusion in this paper is 

contrast to it. The author thinks that, although the Labor market grade evaluation in the 

Chinese market just gets started, but consumers have great expectations for the role of such 

institutions. In an environment lack of "good faith", when facing a not mature labor market, 

consumers certainly are more vulnerable. If there are a number of authoritative and objective 

organizations in the market to evaluate level of Labor market, and regularly publish the list of 

good faith, it has a great help to purify the labor force market environment, enhance consumer 

DIY home improvement. 

 

（9）Consumer’s education (x63) has a significant effect on DIY 

Under the condition of the other factors remain unchanged, each a level of education 

people gets improved (such as from "high school" to "college", or "college" to "the bachelor", 

etc.), the probability people hold more and more negative attitudes about house decoration 

DIY is 0.822 times lower than the original, or compared to the people with a degree lower of 

education, the possibility of house decoration DIY denial of a lever higher degree of 

education is 17.8% smaller. Namely: with a higher degree of education, the people is more 

inclined to choose DIY mode for house decoration. 

Looking from literature, almost all scholars agree that the record of formal schooling 

of consumers has an impact on its house decoration DIY. But they often only listed as a result; 

the analysis for the reasons behind is vague. Such as Feng-hua Xie (2005) found that 

consumers with high school culture level show more the emotion of DIY than the consumers 

with undergraduate culture level, consumers with bachelor culture level show more the 

emotion of DIY than the consumers with above-bachelor culture level, in general, the higher 

the cultural level, the less emotional element of DIY. But also this paper doesn’t further reveal 
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the reasons. Although academia has no unified definition and latitude of DIY, but despite 

these complicated arguments, we can find that DIY kernel are often consist of "tendency, 

cognition, capacity, love" as keywords. And these words happen to coincide with education 

aims. Education goals at home and abroad are to train students to have character of "cognitive, 

ability, love" and so on, to become a useful person to society. So the author thinks that, in 

general, with the gradual improvement of the level of education, the consumers themselves 

have more of the quality above; On the other hand, with the gradual improvement of the level 

of education, the ability of the consumers to identify whether the others have the quality also 

gradually increase, namely the higher degree of confidence and control of self DIY behavior, 

and thus more inclined to DIY house decoration. 

 

（10）Consumer DIY contact period (x64) has a significant impact on DIY. 

In this paper above, the author has pointed out that the influence of contact year of the 

house DIY decoration on consumers DIY is non-linear. People with DIY contact time between 

2 to 8 years have more DIY attitudes than those with the DIY time under 2 years. Specifically, 

the probability of consumers whose contact DIY years is 2-4 than that whose contact years are 

in 2 years holds more and more negative attitudes about house decoration DIY is lower than 

the original 0.449 times; the probability of consumers whose contact DIY years is 4-8 than 

that whose contact years are in 2-4 years holds more and more negative attitudes about house 

decoration DIY is lower than the original 0.423 times; compared to people with the contact 

time of under 2 years, the people with contact DIY time above eight years, their attitude of 

house decoration has no significant difference between the two. It presents a nonlinear form, 

attitude to DIY is on the rise firstly, a turning point appeared on the position of 8 years, 

namely contact DIY years are more than eight years, attitude to DIY compared with the 

contact DIY duration of 2 years, has no significance. Obviously this is different to many 

scholars’ research conclusions. In the past research, contact DIY fixed years is usually an 

important variable measured in "consumer decoration perceptual space" (such as Grandley, A., 

Cordeiro, B., & Yoon, 2002, etc.), Conclusion is also agreed that the contact time of DIY 

house decoration is significant positive correlation with consumer house DIY decoration. Part 

of this study support the conclusions of other researchers, namely when contact DIY time is 

less than eight years, consumers of DIY is positive related to its contact DIY time. Relevant 

statistics also verified this: by the end of the 2015, in Beijing chaoyang, haidian and fengtai, 

the ratio of consumers under 2 years to all the house decoration consumers were 2.8% ,3.5% 

and 3.5%, this can be understood as in the early exposure to DIY, because of not familiar with 
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DIY, consumers have the idea of giving up; But the longer duration of exposure to DIY, the 

more the consumer has the perceptual and the rational knowledge of house DIY decoration , 

so the degree of DIY gradually increase. The author is really interested why consumer 

behavior of DIY began to decline after 8 years. The authors speculated that this may be a 

microcosm of the current house decoration conditions. At present it is in the early stages of 

DIY our country, it presented a "good and evil people mixed up, mud and sand flow together" 

chaos, the more DIY years long ,the more deep consumers understanding lacking of DIY 

products, the more unpleasant experiences he had, and had a no longer DIY attitude on house 

decoration over time. As we can see, training true house DIY decoration consumers is not an 

easy thing. 

（11）DIY experience of consumers (x65) has a significant effect on DIY 

In this paper, the research found that in the case of other factors remain unchanged, each 

level people DIY experience improved (such as from "none" to "occasionally", or from the 

"more" to "many", etc.), the probability of people holds more and more negative attitudes 

about house decoration DIY is 0.673 times lower than the original, and it can also be 

understood as compared to people of a low level DIY experience, the possibility of people 

with a higher level of DIY experience of DIY denial is 32.7% smaller. Therefore, the 

conclusion of this paper is: with the improvement of consumers’ DIY experience, people are 

more inclined to house decoration DIY mode. DIY can be divided into initial DIY and 

experience DIY (Gelber, Steven M., 1997). Hornik, J., & Feldman, L. (2006) defined 

experience DIY (DIY experience -based) as the producing experience after DIY operation, 

namely the consumer determines the building materials supermarket DIY feasibility by 

interacting with the building materials supermarket for DIY operation. This paper also 

validate it again, the consumer accumulate DIY experience through the building materials 

supermarket, and improve the recognition of DIY, so on the degree of house DIY decoration 

will also be increased accordingly. 

 

5.5  The analysis of the DIY enthusiasts about DIY in home improvement 

At present, the DIY enthusiasts are China's largest DIY group. As of December 2015, as 

for China's largest DIY website: DIY woodworking web, the registration number reached 10 

million. Among them, college students and senior intellectuals were not in the minority, and 

become an important group of DIY consumer. DIY’s feature of showing off individual 

character, the feeling of happiness of self-realization and showing off feeling, meet extreme 
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demand of DIY enthusiasts as for self-fulfilling. Thus, this special group of DIY enthusiasts 

implement research on house decoration DIY, it has important realistic significance for social 

development. Compared with fifteen years ago when the DIY building materials supermarket 

entering China, modern enthusiasts’ DIY condition has had big improvement and change, they 

are more independent and more confident, more active, they have their own way of thinking 

for the current DIY decoration. Compared with other groups, they hold different attitudes on 

house decoration DIY, the factors influencing their house decoration DIY may vary with other 

groups, so we will study this group of DIY enthusiasts separately below. 

 

5.5.1 Regression analysis of DIY enthusiasts 

In the study of the subgroups DIY enthusiasts, there is one thing to note for its model set 

up, that we should not include in the regression age (x62) and education degree (x63), the two 

population variables. Because in our DIY enthusiasts samples (174), all have undergraduate 

education degree and its variance is zero; Aged between 19 to 29 years accounted for 95.5%, 

that is to say, in the 174 samples of DIY enthusiasts, only eight people are under 18 years old, 

the degree of variation is very small, so the two variables should not be included in the 

regression equation. The following table lists the regression results of the subgroups of DIY 

enthusiasts: 

 

Table 58: Regression Analysis Result of DIY enthusiasts 

Variable 

Name 

 Ologit Model Oprobit Model 

x11  一 0. 362(0. 167)** 一 0. 207(0. 094)** 

x21  0. 184(0. 229) 0. 070(0. 130) 

x22  一 0. 281(0. 252) 一 0. 156(0. 137) 

x31  0. 195(0. 378) 0. 109(0. 217) 

x32  一 0. 047(0. 292) 一 0. 021(0. 159) 

x33  0. 353(0. 382) 0. 236(0. 215) 

x34  一 0. 475(0. 221)** 一 0. 260(0. 127)** 

x41  0. 197(0. 238) 0. 126(0. 128) 

x42  一 0. 199(0. 196) 一 0. 121(0. 109) 
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x43  一 0. 550(0. 230)** 一 0. 339(0. 131)*** 

x44  一 0. 323(0. 114)*** 一 0. 178(0. 062)*** 

x45  一 0. 767(0. 301)** 一 0. 411(0. 168)** 

x51  一 0. 333(0. 187)* 一 0. 167(0. 107) 

x61  一 0. 216(0. 339) 一 0. 102(0. 192) 

x64 

DIY Contact 

period 

x642 一 1. 460(0. 730)** 一 0. 821(0. 397)** 

x643 一 1. 910(0. 706)*** 一 1. 119(0. 387)*** 

x644 一 1. 746(0. 817)** 一 0. 989(0. 442)** 

x65  一 0. 811(0. 213)*** 一 0. 469(0. 117)*** 

x66  一 0. 292(0. 212) 一 0. 143(0. 120) 

x67  0. 357(0. 283) 0. 177(0. 163) 

Sample Size  174 174 

Note: the value behind each value in parentheses is the standard deviation, * says 

significant at 10%level; * * says significant at S % level; * * * says significant at 1 % 

level 

 

Parallel regression assumes inspection was conducted on the result of samples regression 

of DIY enthusiasts, the Wald (Wald) x 'test value is 22. 87, the P value is 0. 1376, not 

significant at 10% level, it prove that it passed the Parallel regression assumes inspection, and 

the method that we adopt sequenced Logistic model is appropriate. 

 

5.5.2 Regression variance analysis of DIY enthusiasts group and other groups 

Below this paper focus on the difference between using DIY enthusiasts samples 

regression results and using a completely sample regression results, which is to compare the 

difference of factors influencing DIY enthusiasts for house decoration DIY and factors 

influencing ordinary people of house decoration DIY. 

If we set the significant level at more than 10%, the consumer's basic personal concept of 

DIY (x11), the grade evaluation of building materials supermarket DIY feasibility (x34), DIY 

product quality (x43),DIY product delivery time (x45), level evaluation of labor market (x51), 
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contact time of DIY (x64), DIY experience (x65), these seven factors don't have significant 

change on the significance of the two regression sample, that is, they are the important factors 

that affect people’s house decoration DIY concept. This shows that to a large extent, factors 

influencing the DIY enthusiasts for house decoration DIY and the factors influencing ordinary 

people for house decoration DIY is the same. But this article still found some different 

influence on both; they are listed in the following and discussed respectively. 

 

（1）Building materials supermarket DIY convenience 

In complete sample regression results, the building materials supermarket DIY 

convenience (x32) is significant at 10% level, but in the sample regression of DIY enthusiasts, 

it is not significant at 10% level, suggesting that DIY enthusiasts for house decoration DIY is 

not affected by building materials supermarket DIY convenience. The author believes that this 

may be closely related with social experience of DIY enthusiasts. Relative to the environment 

and the experience of DIY, DIY enthusiasts have experienced a lot of wind and waves, 

experience complex of DIY life deeply, leading to relatively abundant of their overall risk 

awareness, so the effect of building materials supermarket DIY convenience was not 

significant for this group. 

 

（2）The price ratio of DIY products to the traditional building materials product 

Similar to the above situation is price factor of product purchasing in building materials 

supermarket (x41). In the overall sample regression, this factor is significant at 1% level, it 

shows that for the ordinary person, the price factor of product purchasing in building 

materials supermarket is very important for house decoration DIY, its influence trend is the 

cheaper people think to buy DIY products through building materials supermarket, the more 

positive attitude people holds for house decoration DIY, this is correspond to our experience. 

But in DIY enthusiasts sample regression, this factor is not significant; this shows that it 

is not an important factor influencing the DIY enthusiast’s house decoration DIY view. This 

may be related to the differences of starting point of ordinary consumers’ DIY decoration: the 

ordinary consumer hoped to achieve self-realization and economy by DIY decorate, and DIY 

enthusiasts for DIY are more for the great interests and self-realization, they are not 

particularly sensitive to the product price. So, when people needed to achieve the purpose of 

save money and to satisfy the purpose of their hobby by DIY, apparently the degree of 
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sensitivity of the price is different. 

（3）price risks included in DIY products 

According to the result of the overall sample regression, the price risk (x44) of people 

buying the product through the building materials supermarket is not an important factor that 

affect people house decoration DIY concept, but in DIY enthusiasts sample regression, this 

factor is very significant, it is also consistent with the fact. DIY enthusiasts in general is a 

professional group of DIY, the  DIY product type they buy are generally the goods with unit 

low price, high value was achieved through DIY, so they will be very sensitive to each risk of 

DIY product, and this risk has significant impact on their house decoration DIY concept. 

 

5.6 DIY Tendency prediction 

In the previous chapters, we conducted the regression analysis of the sample data 

gained from the investigation, revealed the different role each variable of the research model 

to consumers’ house decoration of DIY. In theoretical research, we not only want to know 

what is now, but also need to explore what is the trend in the future through the model. 

Though there is not much of the study on this area, but this article tried to use probability 

prediction method to further analyze on previous probability research conclusion, explore the 

tendency of probability changes in house decoration DIY caused by each independent variable 

significantly change through the probability prediction model, At the same time, the trend 

prediction will also help the building materials supermarket DIY decoration companies to 

better understanding the consumers’ decoration behavior by DIY mode in home improvement. 

Below according to the result of regression, taking the significant explanatory variables 

in the regression as object, we focuses on people's education degree, DIY experience and the 

basic DIY consumption view, marginal utility ration of labor cost to consumers income, view 

of building materials supermarket DIY convenience, perceptions of DIY product price and 

quality, DIY product delivery time, labor force’s grade evaluation by labor rating agencies, 

and other factors affect DIY home improvement view of consumers. Here considering the 

DIY contact period is analyzed by using virtual variable, and the basic variables did not enter 

the equation, so here we do not forecast it. The following chart lists each single probability 

prediction of the factors respectively. 
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（ 1 ） Probability prediction of consumers’ individual DIY inclination affects 

consumers’ DIY mode in home improvement 

We can clearly see from the following table, when consumers think most people’s words 

and behavior is "very inconsistent", "inconsistent", "not necessarily", " basically consistent " 

and  "very consistent, (that is in the table 1-5), the probability of overall DIY house 

decoration (namely the sum of completely DIY with a bit of DIY, similarly hereinafter) are 

respectively 0.2215, 0.2537, 0.2887, 0.3264 and 0.3666, the probability of overall not DIY 

house decoration (namely the sum a little not DIY and completely not of DIY, hereinafter the 

same) are 0.2899, 0.2548, 0.2225, 0.1933 and 0.1672. Obviously, because of consumers’ basic 

individual DIY inclination, the degree of DIY home improvement also increase accordingly, 

at the same time, the extent of home improvement not DIY gradually decline, which also 

verified the previous section conclusion concluded by logistic regression model. The 

following figure is another kind of visual expression of the above probability prediction. It 

can be found from the figure, the two curves of "Completely DIY" and "a little DIY" is 

upward to its overall trend with the increase of basic DIY inclination, and this two curve of 

"completely not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" is downward trend. This shows that the rise of the 

consumers basic individual DIY inclination lead to overall DIY rise and not overall DIY 

decline in home improvement 

 

Table 59: probability prediction of individual basic DIY inclination affecting consumers’ DIY 

mode 

x11 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely  

not DIY 

1 0.0112 0.2103 0. 4886 0. 2633 0. 0266 

2 0.0134 0.2403 0. 4916 0. 2324 0. 0224 

3 0.0159 0.2728 0. 4888 0. 2037 0. 0188 

4 0.0189 0.3075 0. 4802 0. 1775 0. 0158 

5 0.0225 0.3441 0. 4662 0. 1539 0. 0133 
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Figure 7: the probability of a person’s basic DIY tendency to affect the residential renovation 

DIY 

 

（2）Probability prediction on marginal utility ratio of labor cost to consumers’ income 

affects DIY home improvement 

The following table shows that when the ratio of Labor costs to their incomes are 

considerably less than, less than, equal to, considerably greater than, its probability of overall 

DIY house decoration were 0.2008, 0.2720, 0.3572 and 0.4526 respectively ,for the 

probability of overall not DIY house decoration is 0.3161, 0.2372, 0.1729 and 0.1232. At the 

same time, in the following figure, we see as the ratio of consumer labor costs to income 

increasing, the overall trend of "completely DIY" and "a little DIY" rise, the probability curve 

of "completely not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" decline, Thus it can be seen that as labor costs 

rise, its degree of house decoration DIY also increase accordingly, at the same time, to the 

extent of the house decoration not DIY gradually decline. It also verified the conclusions in 

the previous chapter: the ration of labor cost to consumers’ income has closed correlation to 

the DIY mode in home improvement. 

 

Table 60: probability prediction on marginal utility ratio of labor cost to consumers’ income 

affects consumers’ DIY mode  
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X22 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely   

not DIY 

1 0.0113 0.2105 0. 4888 0. 2635 0. 0268 

2 0.0136 0.2405 0. 4918 0. 2326 0. 0226 

3 0.0161 0.2729 0. 4889 0. 2038 0. 0189 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The probability of the impact of the cost of labor and the marginal utility of 

consumer income on the residential renovation DIY 

 

（3）Probability prediction on DIY convenience of building material supermarket affects 

consumers' DIY mode in home improvement 

The following table shows that when consumers consider building materials supermarket 

DIY convenience influencing his DIY model as the extent of "big", "a bit" and "no" (that is in 

the table 1-3), the probability of its overall DIY house decoration were 0.3128, 0.2552 and 

0.2050, a trend of decline; And the probability of overall not DIY house decoration are 

respectively 0.2033, 0.2532 and 0.3106, is on the rise. This also proves the conclusion in the 

previous chapter, namely the more consumer think that building materials supermarket DIY 
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convenience influence his DIY mode, the higher level of house decoration DIY. At the same 

time, it can be found from the following figure, along with the decline of impact of 

convenience to consumers DIY choice, the two curves "completely DIY" and "a little DIY" 

decline gradually, and the probability curves of “completely not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" 

rise gradually, it shows that along with the rise of the effect of the factor to consumers DIY 

behavior, the level of consumer house decoration DIY gradually improve. 

 

Table 61: Probability prediction of building materials supermarket’s DIY convenience affects 

consumers’ DIY mode  

x32 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely not 

DIY 

1 0. 0178 0.295 0. 4839 0. 1865 0. 0168 

2 0. 0135 0.2417 0. 4916 0. 2 31 0. 0222 

3 0. 0102 0. 1948 0. 4844 0. 2813 0. 0293 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: building materials supermarket DIY convenience of residential renovation DIY 

impact probability prediction 
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（ 4 ） Probability prediction on DIY feasibility evaluation of building material 

supermarket can influence on consumers' DIY mode in home improvement 

From above table, it can be found that the influence degree of the building materials 

supermarket DIY evaluation to consumers DIY choice, in turn, is "very unimportant", "not 

important", "it doesn't matter" and "important" and "very important" (that is in the table 1-5), 

its probability corresponding to overall house DIY decoration is 0.1892, 0.2217, 0.2580, 

0.2979 and 0.3412; And the probability of overall not DIY house decoration is 0.3323, 0.2897, 

0.2505, 0.2149 and 0.1832.It shows that as consumers attaches great importance to the levels 

of the DIY evaluation grade for building materials supermarket, its degree of house decoration 

DIY also gradually rise, while the extent of no-DIY drops. At the same time, figure 6.4 shows, 

in the case gradually attaches great importance DIY to grade evaluation level, the curve of 

consumers "completely DIY" and "a little bit of DIY" is in an overall upward trend, while the 

probability curve "completely no DIY" and "a little no DIY" declined, which means that the 

level of house decoration DIY increase accompanied along with the increase of their 

importance attached to the DIY grade evaluation. 

 

Table 62: probability prediction on DIY feasibility evaluation affecting consumers' DIY mode 

x34 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely not 

DIY 

1 0. 0092 0.18 0. 4784 0. 3001 0. 0322 

2 0. 0112 0.2105 0. 4886 0.2631 0. 0266 

3 0. 0137 0.2443 0.4916 0.2286 0. 0219 

4 0.0166 0.2813 0. 4872 0.1969 0. 018 

5 0. 0202 0.321 0. 4756 0. 1684 0. 0148 
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Figure 10: building materials supermarket DIY evaluation of the impact of the probability of 

consumer housing renovation DIY 

 

（5）Probability prediction on the Ratio price between DIY products to traditional 

building material products impacts consumers’ DIY mode in home improvement 

From the following table, we can find that when consumers think the price of building 

materials supermarket products is "much more expensive", "expensive", "same" and 

"cheaper", "much cheaper " (1-5 in the table) than the price of traditional building materials 

market, its probability of overall house DIY decoration is 0.1224, 0.1667, 0.2229, 0.2914 and 

0.371, and the probability of its overall house not DIY decoration are respectively 0.4544, 

0.3674, 0.2883, 0.2203 and 0.1646. In the following figure, the two curves of "completely 

DIY" and "a little DIY" is in a trend of gradually rise, the curve of "Completely not DIY" and 

"a little bit DIY" is downward trend, it means that the cheaper the consumers think that 

building materials supermarket DIY products is than traditional building materials market 

product, the higher its level of house decoration DIY, the lower degree of no DIY. 

 

Table 63: probability prediction on the Ratio price between DIY products to traditional building 

material products impact consumers’ DIY mode  

x41 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely not 

DIY 
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1 0. 0055 0.1169 0. 4232 0. 4016 0. 0528 

2 0.0079 0.1588 0. 4659 0.33 0. 0374 

3 0. 0113 0.2116 0.4888 0. 2619 0. 0264 

4 0. 0161 0.2753 0.4883 0.2017 0.0186 

5 0.023 0.348 0.4645 0.1516 0.013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11： comparison of the impact of building materials supermarket products and 

traditional transaction on the probability of DIY impact of residential renovation 

 

（6）Probability prediction on the quality comparison between DIY products to 

traditional building material products impacts consumers’ DIY mode in home 

improvement 

The following table shows that consumer’s recognized degree of quality comparison of DIY 

products in building materials supermarkets to the traditional building materials product were 

followed by "strongly disagree" , "disagree", "neutral", "agree" and "strongly agree" (that is in 

the table 1-5), the corresponding probability of consumer overall house DIY decoration is 

0.1175, 0.1909, 0.2948, 0.4255, 0.5675; While the probability of overall house not DIY 
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decoration were 0.4660, 0.33, 0.2175, 0.1356 and 0. 0813. In the following figure, this two 

curve of the "Completely DIY" and "a little DIY" is in a gradually rising trend, and the curve 

of "completely not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" is downward trend, can be seen, the more 

consumers think that building materials supermarket DIY product quality do not agree with 

traditional building materials product, the more they are willing to house DIY decoration, 

which again verified the conclusion in the previous chapter. 

 

Table 64: Probability prediction on quality comparison between DIY products to traditional 

building material products affecting consumers’ DIY mode 

x43 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely not 

DIY 

1 0. 0053 0. 1122 0. 4165 0. 4108 0. 0552 

2 0. 0093 0. 1816 0. 4792 0. 2981 0. 0319 

3 0. 0164 0. 2784 0. 4877 0. 1992 0. 0183 

4 0. 0287 0. 3968 0. 4389 0. 1252 0. 0104 

5 0. 0497 0. 5178 0. 3511 0. 0754 0. 0059 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: the probability of DIY product quality and the impact of traditional transaction on 

residential renovation DIY 
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（7）Probability prediction on DIY products delivery time impacts consumers’ DIY 

mode in home improvement 

We can see through the following table, when consumers think degree of impact of the 

DIY product delivery time to the choice of buying in building materials supermarket is "big", 

"a bit" and "no" (that is in the table 1-3) respectively, the probability of its overall house DIY 

decoration, in turn, is 0.217, 0.2921 and 0.3804; the probability of overall not DIY house 

decoration were 0.2953, 0.2197 and 0.1591. At the same time, the following figure shows that, 

with the degree of impact of the delivery time DIY products on consumer weakened, the 

curve of "Completely DIY" and "a little DIY" rise gradually of the overall trend, the 

probability curve of "Completely Not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" gradually decline, thus we 

believe that the more consumers think DIY product delivery time has no effect on them, the 

higher level of home improvement. 

 

Table 65: Probability prediction of DIY products delivery time impacts consumers’ DIY mode 

x45 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely not 

DIY 

1 0. 0109 0. 2061 0. 4877 0.268 0.0273 

2 0.0162 0. 2759 0.4882 0.2012 0.0185 

3 0. 0239 0.3565 0. 4605 0.1466 0.0125 
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Figure 13: the probability of DIY product delivery time on the impact of residential 

renovation DIY 

 

（8）Probability prediction of labor market’s grade evaluation factor influence on 

consumers’ DIY mode in home improvement  

It can be seen in the following table, when consumers think function of the grade 

evaluation of the labor market, in turn, is "very unimportant", "not important", "whatever", 

"important" and "very important", its probability of overall house DIY decoration were 

0.1387, 0.1862, 0.2454, 0.3161 and 0.3736; And the probability of overall house not DIY 

decoration were 0.4192, 0.3368, 0.2631, 0.2008 and 0.1503 correspondingly. At the same time, 

the following figure shows that when the level of the labor market evaluation is more and 

more big to consumer, the curve of "Completely DIY" and "a little DIY" rise obviously, and 

the curve of "Completely not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" decline. This shows that the more 

consumers attach great importance to the role for the grade evaluation of the labor market, the 

higher level of home improvement. 

 

Table 66: Probability prediction of labor market grade evaluation factor impact on consumers’ 

DIY mode 

x51 Completely A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY Completely not 
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DIY DIY 

1 0. 0064 0.1323 0. 4422 0. 3731 0.0461 

2 0.009 0.1772 0. 4771 0.3039 0.0329 

3 0.0128 0.2326 0. 4914 0.2398 0.0233 

4 0.0181 0.298 0.483 0.1843 0.0165 

5 0.0255 0.371 0.4533 0.1386 0.0117 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: the probability of the labor market rating assessment factors for residential 

renovation DIY 

 

（9）Probability prediction of education impact on consumers’ DIY mode in home 

improvement 

We can clearly see from the following table, the probability for consumers overall house 

DIY decoration (i.e., the sum of a bit of DIY with completely DIY) with education of high 

school and the below, college, undergraduate, graduate and above were 0.2352, 0.2724, 
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0.3130 and 0.3668 respectively, the probability of the overall house not DIY decoration (i.e., 

the sum of a little DIY with completely no DIY) were 0.2742, 0.2368, 0.2032 and 0.1731. In 

the figure, we see that with the improvement of education level, The probability curve of 

"Completely DIY" and "a little DIY" showed a trend of rising, the probability curve of 

"Completely not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" declined gradually. Obviously, with the 

improvement of consumers' level of education, its degree of house DIY decoration also 

increase accordingly, at the same time, the degree  of the house not DIY decoration gradually 

decline. This also verified the conclusion drawn by Logistic regression model in the previous 

chapter. 

 

Table 67: Probability prediction of education impact on consumers’ DIY mode 

x63 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely not 

DIY 

High School and 

below 
0. 0121 0. 2231 0. 4906 0.2495 0. 0247 

Colleague 0. 0147 0.2577 0.4908 0.2165 0.0203 

Undergraduate 0.0178 0.2952 0.4838 0.1864 0.0168 

Graduate and 

above 
0.0216 0.3352 0.4701 0.1593 0.0138 
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Figure 15: the impact of education on residential renovation DIY probability forecast 

 

（10）Probability prediction of DIY experience impact on consumers’ DIY mode in home 

improvement 

The following table shows that when consumers DIY experience are none,  occasionally, 

many, much many, its probability of overall house DIY decoration were 0.2007, 0.2719, 

0.3569 and 0.4520, the probability of overall not DIY house decoration is 0.3162, 0.2373, 

0.1731 and 0.1234 respectively. At the same time, in the figure, we see when consumers DIY 

experience increase, the overall trend "Completely DIY" and "a little DIY" rise, the 

probability curve of " Completely not DIY" and "a little bit DIY" decline, Thus it can be seen 

that as consumers DIY experience improve, the level of house DIY decoration also increase, 

at the same time, the level of the house decoration not DIY gradually decline. It also verified 

the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter: consumer’s DIY experience has a close 

positive correlation with house decoration DIY. 

 

Table 68: probability prediction of DIY experience impact on consumers’ DIY mode 

 

x65 
Completely 

DIY 
A little DIY Neutral A little bit DIY 

Completely not 

DIY 
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None 0. 0099 0. 1908 0.483 0.2862 0.03 

Occasionally 0. 0147 0.2752 0.4908 0.2169 0.0204 

many 0.0216 0.3353 0.4838 0.1593 0.0138 

Much many 0.0318 0.4202 0.4701 0.1141 0.0093 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: DIY experience on the impact of consumer accounting for residential renovation 

DIY probability prediction 
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Chapter VI Conclusion of the research and suggestion 

As the conclusion part of the research, these chapters firstly summarizes the conclusion 

of the research then explore the guidance of the conclusion for the practice and finally 

examine the possible limit of the research and further possibility of further research. 

 

6.1 Basic conclusion and discussion 

6.1.1 The products DIY factor is an independent impact on consumers’ home 

improvement 

In a integral respect of Brogan, D & Cort, S. (: Consumer makes the choice of DIY his 

home decoration is basically to satisfy his own life value and take good usage of the 

decoration，this is the reason why when designing the mode of communication of interview 

the writer take the DIY factor as an independent factor indicating clearly which products are 

DIY-able and giving information as its price, quality, service, delivery etc  which is different 

than the ritual way in the Home Decoration market or service. Considering the target of the 

research is the DIY Mode of consumers’ Home Decoration, we strengthen the comparison 

between the DIY-able products and traditional products. 

The research shows us that among the five variable factors, there are 3 which are above 

1%, they are comparison of price, quality and delivery time between DIY-able products and 

traditional products. The impact of those factors on consumers shows that the consumers the 

more they expect lower price from DIY-able products comparing to traditional products the 

more they intend to DIY. And the more the consumers think the DIY-able products has equal 

quality as the traditional products the more they intend to DIY, and the when the more the 

consumer consider the delivery impacts the less they intend to DIY. And there are 2 other 

variable factors which impact hardly the consumers which are comparison of after sales 

service and the possible risk between DIY-able products and traditional products. According 

to the author，The former measure a relative value, the main reason that it is not significant is 

consumer tend to choose DIY products of low risk, low prices (standardized), consumer 

doesn’t need to worry about after-sales service for he DIY himself, even there is a problem, 

they find a way to repair it by themselves, rather than looking for time-consuming 

maintenance from manufacturer, and therefore they don't experience the after-sales service 

building materials supermarkets provide, and don’t have a chance comparing with the 
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after-sales service of traditional building materials. The reason that DIY product price risk is 

not significant is: one is building materials supermarket provide "new, strange, special" 

products, satisfy the consumers' motivation of fashion pursuit, thus  dilute the price 

sensitivity of consumers; the second reason is due to the characteristics of DIY product, such 

as standardization, convenient, and easy to understand, reduced consumers’ labor costs and 

other expenses related to installation, this makes some consumers think that saving time and 

energy is more important than the price of the goods itself. 

In the joint variables significance inspection, five sub-factors related to product factors 

passed the joint significance test, its test value of x ' is 46.31, P value is 0.0000.Thus, the 

conclusion of this paper is: in the study of the influence factors of consumers for DIY house 

decoration, we should put the product factor as an independent variable, which may include 

product price, product quality, product DIY simplicity and convenience, etc. 

 

6.1.2 Conclusion2: Of building materials supermarket factor, DIY convenience and DIY 

feasibly evaluation has significant effect on consumers’ DIY mode in home improvement, 

while products & services on one-stop system has no significant influence. 

When research on building materials supermarket DIY factors, this paper used the 

thinking of most scholars, it set four variables: reputation of building materials supermarkets, 

DIY convenience, product and service one-stop system and DIY grade evaluation. 

The research results show that the level of DIY convenience and DIY feasibility 

evaluation have significant influence on consumers for house DIY decoration. The 

influencing way is: the more attention to DIY convenience of consumers, the higher level of 

house DIY decoration; the more attention to DIY feasibility evaluation of the customer, the 

higher degree for the house DIY decoration. It is worth noting that the "DIY convenience" 

variable, in this study, only this variable’s multiple impact value of probability ratio of 

marginal changes to explained variable is greater than 1 (1) (see chapter V of this article, table 

5.36: multiples effect of the probability ratio of independent variable marginal changes to the 

explained variable. 

This means that its influence on the dependent variable (house decoration DIY) is just 

the opposite with other variables. The author believed that the reason that consumers who 

focus on the convenience of building materials supermarket has higher degree of house DIY 

decoration is that: firstly, these consumers conduct a careful investigation and comparison 

when choosing DIY mode in home improvement, finally buy and DIY installation in some 
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formal building materials supermarket with high integrity, and the results are more 

satisfactory of buying and DIY, so gradually improve the recognition trust of building 

materials super market. Secondly, some building materials supermarkets with good faith 

consciousness launch a series propaganda measures of products sales to make DIY installation 

simple and transparent, to help consumers reduce worries, to some extent, this also reduces 

the consumer perceived risk of DIY. 

Building materials supermarket reputation is widely considered to be an important factor 

that affects consumers’ DIY mode in their home improvement. In this paper, the variable is 

not significant, the reason may be that even the "good reputation building materials 

supermarket" in our country, in fact they still violate consumer rights and interests, and it 

makes consumers think that " Crows are black all over the world", in their mind even the 

good reputation building materials supermarket may have evil people, mud and sand flow 

together there. Therefore, the reputation of the building materials supermarket can not lead to 

the generation of the DIY. 

Products & services on one-stop system of building materials supermarket in this study 

is not significant to. The author believes that, series and the service system of building 

materials supermarket products is to provide more choices and convenience for consumers, let 

the consumer get more product information and services so as to promote the purchase, but 

this is not at the same level of enhancing consumer DIY technology and ability. Clearly, even 

the products and service is very good, the consumers feel rich in choice, and they may feel it 

is more convenient not to do DIY. So, the real reasonable consumers won't consider 

perfectness of products and service system the building materials supermarket as an important 

factor to measure whether it is worth doing DIY. 

The above conclusions also gives us an important inspiration in fact, research on 

consumer trust issues must be combined with the characteristics of the country, of the market, 

the factor that has significantly influence in some western countries is not necessarily 

universal in China. 

 

6.1.3 Conclusion three: The consumers’ DIY contact period has significant influence on 

the DIY home improvement, but this influence is non-linear 

This article takes the form of virtual variables to deal with contact DIY time variables in 

the study. The study revealed: people with contact DIY period between 2-8 years holds more 

support for house DIY decoration than people with contact DIY time less than 2 years, but 
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there is no obvious difference between people with more than 8 years contact DIY time and 

the people with contact DIY time under 2 years on their attitude to house decoration DIY, and 

which presents a nonlinear form, firstly attitude to DIY is on the rise, a turning point first 

appeared on the position of 8 years, namely contact DIY is more than eight years, attitude to 

DIY reduced. 

In the past research, contact DIY fixed years is usually an important variable measured in 

"consumer decoration perceptual space" (such as Schwartzlander Anne,1984 ; Gelber, Steven 

M.,1997; Maggie Davidso & Philip Leater,2000, etc.), Conclusion is also agreed that the 

contact time of DIY house decoration is significant positive correlation with consumer house 

DIY decoration. Part of this study support the conclusions of other researchers, namely when 

contact DIY time is less than eight years, consumers of DIY is positive related to its contact 

DIY time. This can be understood as in the early exposure to DIY, consumers are not familiar 

with house decoration, so they choose not DIY; But with the prolong of contact time, the 

perceptual and the rational understanding of house decoration of the consumer improve, so 

the degree of DIY proportion will gradually rise. 

The author is really interested why consumer behavior of DIY began to decline after 8 

years. The authors speculated that this may be a microcosm of the current house decoration 

conditions. At present it is in the early stages of DIY our country, it presented a "good and evil 

people mixed up, mud and sand flow together" chaos, the more DIY years long ,the more 

deep consumers understanding lacking of DIY products, the more unpleasant experiences he 

had, and had a no longer DIY attitude on house decoration over time. As we can see, training 

consumers on DIY in home improvement is not an easy thing. 

 

6.1.4 Conclusion 4: Among the personal character factors, except DIY contact period, 

education level and DIY experience impact remarkably in DIY mode in consumers’ 

home improvement, yet sex, age, DIY available time and income impact hardly. 

The conclusion of the research on individual factors vs mode of Home Decoration choices 

are: 

 

(1) The education level impact remarkably on the choice of mode of Home Decoration as this: 

the higher level of education the consumer has, the stronger the personal intention to 

choose DIY home decoration as an entertainment is. The core of DIY cannot do without 

knowledge, ability, and passion. And these are the same key words used in education 
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terms through the ages. The education at home and abroad aims at equipping the learners 

with “knowledge ability and passion” Thus，according to the author the more education 

the consumer acquire, the more qualified he is and the more he is able to discern the 

acquirement of these qualifications in others which conduct to a higher level of self 

confidence and self control, and these last profile help them to choose DIY mode in his 

Home Decoration. 

 

(2) Personal experience of consumer in DIY impact remarkably in the choice of DIY mode in 

the Home Improvement as this: the more experiences of DIY the consumer acquires，the more 

he is apt to choosing DIY。Obviously，with the accumulation of his experiences, he discerns 

better the DIY-able products in Hypermarkets and as a result his demand of choosing DIY 

mode increases. 

 

(3) DIY available time impacts hardly the choice of DIY mode of consumers’ Home 

Improvement. 

According to the author it is because the available time in DIY of a consumer does not 

represent necessarily his acquaintance or knowledge in DIY of Home Improvement, it may 

possibly relate to other domain as alimentary DIY or Garment DIY. 

 

(4) The research shows that the individual factors of Sex, Age, and income impact hardly. 

According to the author it is because the research focuses on the choice of DIY mode of 

consumers’ home improvement, which does not aim at a certain category of products, neither 

at a certain Home Decoration Market, this is why these 3 individual factors impact hardly the 

choice of DIY mode. 

 

6.1.5 Conclusion 5:  3 factors: convenience of DIY, DIY-able products and traditional 

products price comparison, price lever risk of DIY-able products, impact remarkably on 

the choice of DIY mode of consumers’ home improvement 

After comparing DIY fans sample and complete sample, the author found out that，the 

personal intention of DIY、the assessment of DIY-ability of Hypermarkets, quality of 

DIY-able products comparing to traditional products, the delivery time of DIY-able products, 

the assessment of labor by labor organization, time past in DIY, the experience of DIY,DIY 
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impact little in both samples even thought those listed 7 factors are among the most impacting 

factors on the choice of DIY mode of consumers’ home improvement. We can conclude that 

the factors impact the fans of DIY and those impacting normal consumer differentiate hardly. 

However the following 3 factors vary a lot: 

 

(1) Convenience of Hypermarkets 

In the return of complete sample，Convenience of Hypermarkets (X32)shows impact in 

the scale of 10% yet it shows nothing from the return of the samples of the DIY fans, this 

means the Convenience of Hypermarkets does not impact DIY Fans in their choice and this 

may relate closely with their social experiences. 

 

(2) DIY-able products and traditional products sales price comparison 

In the return of complete sample，this factor  shows impact in the scale of 1%this means 

for the normal consumer the price of DIY-able products in Hypermarkets impacts remarkably 

in the choice of DIY mode of consumer in the Home Decoration. Yet it shows nothing from 

the return of the samples of the DIY fans, according to the author this means the motivation of 

DIY for fans and the normal consumers is totally different. The former is to satisfy their 

hobby and the latter is to save cost, this is the reason why the fans are not as sensitive as the 

normal consumers in price. 

 

(3) Price lever risk of DIY-able products 

In the return of complete sample，Price positioning of DIY-able products is not an 

important factor, yet in the return of the samples of the DIY fans this becomes a remarkable 

factor. The author analyses that the fans purchase DIY able products of lower price 

positioning, and their DIY increase the added much value of the products into high price 

positioning products, that’s way the fans are normally very sensitive to the risk of each 

DIY-able products which impact remarkably on their choice of DIY mode in the Home 

Improvement. 
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6.1.6 Conclusion6: Consumers’ Individual DIY inclination and the grade qualification 

evaluation of labor force in labor market impact remarkably on the choice of DIY mode 

of consumer in the Home Improvement 

 

(1) Consumers’ individual DIY inclination impacts remarkably on the choice of DIY 

mode in their Home Improvement 

With the increase of individual DIY inclination, more consumers choose the DIY mode. 

This conclusion proves the opinion of main part of researchers: even with the unknown risk 

the consumer may perceive, and even without enough information for his decision, if he has a 

strong intention of DIY, as a result he chooses DIY as mode of Home Decoration 

 

(2) The grade qualification evaluation of labor force impacts remarkably on the choice 

of DIY mode of consumer in the Home Improvement 

The consumers, more they take heed of the grade qualification assessment of labor force, 

more they are apt to choose DIY as mode in Home Improvement. Thus the author thinks if in 

the market there are authorities who can be objective in the assessment and qualification of 

manual labor and publish regularly a credible list, this may enhance tremendously the choice 

of DIY mode and improve the Home Decoration industry. 

 

6.1.7. Conclusion7：Labor force’s commercial price factor impacts remarkably on the 

choice of DIY mode of consumer in the Home Improvement 

 

In the research module of this article, the factor of labor force includes the price of 

manual labor and the cost of labor force comparing to consumer income marginal utility 

law. The price of labor force itself when listed independently impacts nothing, but when 

compared with consumer income, it impacts remarkably. 

 

（1）The labor force commercial price impacts little on the choice of DIY mode in 

consumers’ home improvement, but it does impact on the cost of home improvement 

industry, when the labor cost increases it impacts directly the running cost of hypermarket as 

well as the manufacturer cost which does not act on consumer in their choice of DIY or the 
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customer does not perceive easily, and as a result  the labor price does not impact remarkably 

the consumers in the choice of DIY mode in the home improvement. 

（2）Labor cost compared with consumer income marginal law impacts remarkably on 

the choice of DIY mode in home improvement. 

The first conclusion of the research reveals the economic source of Chinese consumers in 

their choice of DIY in the Home imporvement. The economist Zhang shixian (张世

贤)indicated in 2013 that，the 2 independent factors :labor cost and consumer income are 

interact each other become marginal utility, when the consumer income is higher than the 

labor cost, means the consumer is afford to pay the worker labor cost which does not enhance 

the DIY. But with the economic development when the labor cost increase  more than 

consumer income, the ability of consumers to pay the labor become diminishing the economic 

dynamic of DIY start to generate，and when the payment of manual labor is under pressure, 

the choice of DIY mode of consumer to improve the living environment becomes a social 

trend. 

 

6. 2 Practice and development of DIY mode in Home Improvement in China 

In this net era where we are, how to enhance and develop consumers interest, ability and 

value identification about DIY become core factor in the quality of DIY which become curtail 

for hypermarkets of Home Decoration for their issues. Based on the conclusion of researches, 

and DIY-able products marketing, customer relationship marketing and consumer DIY 

behavior, the author gives the following suggestions on the issues: 

 

6.2.1 Building Material Supermarket should build up “relationship marketing” based on 

customer DIY needs and oriented on selling of DIY-able products 

The DIY-able product sold in hypermarkets are supposed to be convenient, standard and 

time-saving, still their disadvantage is evident: comparing to traditional product, they are not 

effective in Home Decoration difficult to be judged and chosen by customer due to the 

shortage of knowledge of the latter and they are few in choices and difficult to be found. That 

phenomenon increases the risk in product perception of customer and as a result impacts 

negatively the choice of DIY mode of customer. According to the author to decrease or 

minimize the risk, the virtual reality mode of sales is a indispensible choice. 
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Berry mentioned for the first time in 1983 :the relationship marketing” which is considered 

as “a revolution in western marketing theories”( kotler，2001 )。It is based on systematic 

relationship theory it thinks marketing is a proactive process of competitor, government and 

social organization to find a right issue for these relationship with organizations as well as 

individuals is the core in marketing. The relationship marketing is evidently customer service 

oriented, coordinating different relationship factor to create a sound and beneficial marketing 

environment to enhance the market share of the company. 

Guided by the theory of relationship marketing，the customer relation is considered as 

strategic resources for company, a crucial element to win the market share. The building bu 

and retain of customer relationship is surely based on the value creation for customer, without 

the expected value from customer; any company loses easily its edge and foundation of 

existence. 

If the hypermarkets priories’ customer relationship concept, the creation of the customer 

value and long-term of customer relationship rather than the traditional way of maximizing 

the profit, the acceptance and choice of DIY mode of customers become consequential. If 

most of the Hypermarkets of Home Decoration maintain their priority of customer 

relationship, the whole home decoration market will be sounder which surely will impact 

positively consumers in their perspective and interest in DIY mode of Home Decoration. 

 

6.2.2 Building material supermarket should provide different channel to customers to 

acquire systematically knowledge and interest about DIY value chain. 

To enhance the value chain of DIY for customers id an integral engineering，it needs a lot 

of coordination and detail working of each factor. From the seller’s perspective, the following 

suggestions are given by the author: 

 

(1) The building material supermarket should deliver as prompt as possible any 

information about the quality of products, basing on their strict management of 

product quality. 

Product quality is a core factor impacting on the choice of customer. The research of the 

author proves that the more the customer identifies with the product quality and value the 

more he is apt to choosing DIY mode. So for the hypermarkets believing in creating 

customer value，explore and develop more and more DIY-able products suitable for Chinese 
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consumers will become fundamental for their development. But it is still far insufficient. 

Nowadays the demonstration of products in hypermarkets are limited to photograph 

explanation with impacts little on or even restrict the mind of consumers to understand more 

about product DIY mode and value，and as a result the consumer can not judge or make 

decision on it. What’s more the quality the color or the description expression may even 

confuse the customer mind. Second，the dealing and purchasing process is different between 

the DIY-able product and traditional products, the customer who is with no experience of 

DIY cannot imagine by himself how he proceed which may stress the customer more. A lot 

of report and investigation show that the main part of dispute between customer and seller 

come from the difference of products advertisement and products acquired by customer. To 

avoid this possible disaster, the seller can improve in: 

First，The sellers affording to virtual reality system may change completely their way of 

display to 3 dimension, multi-perspective which impact greatly on the acquirement and 

identification of knowledge of DIY for customers. 

Second，establish and improve the communication system with customers. It is an 

obligation for sellers to answer their customers，make the professional sellers available on 

the internet communication with customers who may acquire as much information as they 

can get from traditional way or even more information by asking and be answered to 

understand the usage of products as well as its DIY value which end up often by a wise 

purchase and possible choice of DIY. Through the proactive communication with customers, 

they acquire step by step the interest, knowledge and ability of DIY and as a positive result 

the value of DIY. 

 

(2) For the common DIY-able products in Hypermarkets and in traditional markets, 

sellers should define reasonable price for customers. 

In marketing theories，price is considered a crucial information and indicator for 

products( Kotler，2001 )，through price customer acquire real purchasing value. In normal 

situation, higher price means higher investment in production raw material, higher cost of 

fabrication witch conduct to a higher quality. During the interviews with consumers, the 

author found that most of them compare repeatedly price among hypermarket, traditional 

market and internet，this proves that price is very important for consumers and they can 

acquire information about products price. Meanwhile，在 the motivation of consumer to 

compare repeatedly the prices of products is money saving, it is become a common 
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knowledge that as the internet sellers do not pay renting, store decoration, or any 

advertisement the cost for selling products is much more lower comparing to off line sellers, 

and the internet is a crucial tool for customers to acquire information comparing prices 

between different mode of sellers. Thus it becomes particularly important for the 

hypermarkets to clarify and well define the price of the DIY-able products. 

The conclusion of the research proves that the more the customer thinks the price of 

hypermarket lower than traditional products the more he chooses the DIY mode of Home 

Decoration. Thus, the sellers of products has to make the products price the same competitive 

as internet sellers，or make the price relatively competitive in relating to traditional products 

usage to acquire the identification of customers. 

 

(3) In the CRM system, BMS invest on the customer remarks system building the 

communication networking among customers. 

In consumers mind ，the only reliable assessment of products usage come from the 

experienced DIY customers, their remarks announced on the products, on the services，that is 

the “word of mouth”, “recommendation”. Sellers of products should promote the tool to 

enhance the customer’s interest, knowledge and ability on DIY mode. In practice the 

following steps can be taken: 

First，set up the collection of consumer feedback system，establish a communication 

platform，which helps not only in the problem solving and solution finding of consumers who 

made purchases but also in advices and consulting for further possible purchase of other 

customers，and as a result it encourages and enhances the choice of DIY mode; Second，the 

seller of products takes heed in negative remarks from consumers and answers promptly and 

publish on the platform of communication. Thirdly, the seller of products organize groups of 

consumers chatting on their experience of purchasing or choice of DIY mode to attract more 

customers and to enhance the knowledge of DIY among customers. 

This is what we say kill a bird with three stones: enhance the trust of consumers, enhance 

the communication between customers, make the sellers of products better understand their 

customers’ needs which impact directly their further sales result and as a whole, the 

consumers are more proactive and participant in their choice of DIY, and hypermarkets attract 

more DIY customers which surely is built up on their confidence in the DIY-able products 

they define and the service the supply. 
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(4) The building material supermarket should devote in exploring more and more new 

DIY-able product and setup a value chain for DIY customers. 

The shortage of knowledge about DIY impacts is very negatively the customer in the 

choice of DIY mode which restricts also the development of DIY-able product market. The 

shortage of knowledge about DIY is in different aspects: for example，for a certain customer, 

How can he well DIY? How can he enjoy the value when he chooses to DIY? 

As a conclusion the following steps have to be taken to enhance the knowledge of DIY by 

the hypermarkets: 

First，invest in virtual reality which equips the customers with DIY knowledge in a real 

and reliable background even before the make the purchasing choice 的。 

Second，explore more and more DIY-able products, categorize the products and 

regularize its installation, which makes a complicate products simpler and easier to install 

and customers can easily learn to DIY. 

Third，decrease the price of DIY-able product by integrating in the volume-production 

which decreases greatly the cost and make the product competitive in low price and good 

quality. 

Forth，Educate the consumers on DIY knowledge, create DIY class room in the 

hypermarkets, teach regularly in forums of DIY，develop customers in the DIY ability and 

interest，create added value for DIY. 

Fifth，reinsure the stock, delivery of DIY-able products to increase the efficiency 

 

 

6.2.3 The government should organize the supervision and assessment on DIY to 

improve the building material market. 

To enhance the DIY of home decoration & improvement for consumer, the supplier of 

products or the provider of the services are not the only motor. The government, and other 

organization have to involve referencing the developed country where the Home Decoration 

Market are surrounded by banks, accounting firms and organizations of government to assess 

and supervise among which are BBB Online、Trusted he BeriSign .com in USA and Japan 

Information Processing Corporation and JEF（Japan Engineers Federation）in Japan. Although 
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those organization has its own emphasis, but they all follow the quality of the DIY behavior 

and supervise the manual labor market. For example a certain DIY-able product, when its 

function meets the requirement of regulation of a certain professional organization, the 

application of assessment can be made and as a result the product can be certificated as safe in 

DIY. The same if the assessment of manual labor organization declares regularly or no 

regularly, follows and supervises the regulations and requirement of technique about different 

type of manual labors a result provides a reliable product list or the names of the credible 

manual workers. Obviously the existence of a third part organization enhances the choice of 

DIY mode of consumers in the Home Decoration regularizes the whole Home Decoration 

Market. 

As in China today the market of Home Decoration mixes good and bad, and the 

consumers can not discern the real DIY-able products, the successful experience of aboard is 

to be followed and limited. Even Hypermarkets tried hard to promote the DIY mode to 

consumer they find themselves helpless. According to the author, the government is 

responsible for building a sound environment in the Home Decoration Market，and to 

introduce the promote the third part assessment organization to enhance the professionalism 

is a necessity. 

 

6.3 Research limit and the further possibility 

6.3.1 Limits of the research 

(1) Choice of sample 

Limited by timing, geographical and social restricts, although we proceeded the interview 

in different groups of ages, sex  and income, the sample is only exercised in Beijing which is 

not as much representative when considering the large geographical territory of China, variety 

of cultures and economic. So the universality and the applicability of the conclusion of the 

research are still to be approved. 

 

(2) Limit in data collection 

Firstly represents in random sampling of the author and in interviewee subjective answer: 

which might not be reliable; secondly the questionnaire does not provide the rhetorical 

question to reassure the answers to be more reliable and effective. 
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(3) The limits of microscopic analysis 

As Professor Jean - Pierre SEGAL of Paris-Dauphine University pointed out that the 

defects and deficiencies on the microeconomic perspective in this paper on the theme of 

house decoration DIY based on Chinese consumers, the following supplement is added in this 

paper to the suggestions made by the professor SEGAL: 

A. The interpretation of the Chinese traditional building materials market: 

Chinese local building materials market, already exists before building materials 

supermarket entering China, including two categories, "building materials market" and 

"decoration market"; Traditional building materials market sell building materials products as 

it’s priority, all kinds of building materials products using brand store model gathering in the 

building materials city(building materials market) to sell, generally are non-DIY customized 

products for logistics installation; Traditional decoration market sell overall home outfit as its’ 

priority, including decoration design, the full range of products, logistics, construction 

installation, one-stop  service system. In 2016, Beijing had traditional a total of 75 large and 

small building materials market (* data from Beijing decoration association),Beijing had a 

total of 1000 large and small traditional decoration company(data from Beijing decoration 

association ). 

B. Consumers’ home decoration & improvement needs analysis 

Decoration needs generally fall into three categories: whole decoration, part decoration 

and single pack decoration. Whole decorate means decoration the whole house, including new 

and old house, customers typically need four parts as design, product, logistics and 

installation; Part decoration is partly renovation, including the kitchen, bathroom, balcony, 

sitting room wall renovation; Single pack decoration is installation and daily maintenance for 

a single product, mainly for single maintenance requirements, including toilet, bibcock, lamps 

and lanterns, locks, pipe and so on. The customers’ demand is different. and the service and  

price is different too. 

C. Data acquisition is added: 

Due to the limitation of time, cost etc, this study limited the sampling range in downtown 

Beijing, namely sampling matrix are all consumers in Beijing, sampling location: the French 

firm Leroy Merlin building materials supermarket Ke Xing shop (address: No.1,LingFeng 

Road, Fengtai District, Beijing), adopt the way of questionnaire field distribution, field 

bagging collection. 
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Consumer involves each social industry (including enterprise workers, company employee, 

institution staff, students and building materials supermarkets’ high and mid-level managers, 

etc.). 

The author distributed 800 questionnaires from September 1, 2014  to October 31, 

2015(one year and two months)  to Beijing customer , recycling of 778, the recovery was 

97.3%.Effectively screened for the recycling questionnaire, and ultimately get effective 

questionnaire 561, effective questionnaire recovery rate was 70.1%.(attach the results of the 

test paper) 

D. The interview of  two DIY consumers on behalf 

 DIY Fans, Customer lady Liu, 45 years old, company executives, yearly salary of  

RMB 500000, housing address: beijing- tibet expressway French Bordeaux town, 

area: 200 m2, the villa, DIY project: wall painting, cabinets installation, lockers 

installation, etc, all decoration and installation, The degree of DIY is fined to 

ambry sealing of the sides of cabinet; 

 DIY reluctant: Customer Mr Li, 48 years old, ordinary workers, annual salary of 

100000 yuan, have a certain interest in DIY, labor cost increase too fast  in 

recent years, would like to purchase tools to DIY by himself, housing address: 

close to the Kexing shop, area: 80 m2, residential buildings, DIY project: floor, 

wall painting, ambry installation, etc 

 

6.3.2 Further researches 

(1)The results of the study in this paper explore new business model for the future 

In this article the factors impacting the choice of consumers on the Home Decoration are 

defined as the following 6 factors: Consumers’ personal basic DIY Tendency, Labor Force as 

a Commodity, Building Materials Supermarket DIY Factors, DIY Factors of the Products, 

Grade Evaluation of Labor Market, Personal characters Factors, and they are explored 

separately about its impact on consumer’s choice of DIY mode. But the paper didn't research 

whether there is mutual influence and interaction between these factors. It is well known that 

any factor will not appear isolated, independent. 

In fact, DIY industry in western countries can develop into such a powerful DIY home 

outfit strength, is the result of these six factors interact, mutual influence and common 

develop over the past few decades in the west home outfit industry; As decoration product 
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performance, decoration technology, decoration demand change and improve in China, DIY 

building materials supermarket will gradually transform and develop from "selling products" 

as the main business to "selling products + services (logistics+ installation)  solutions" as the 

main business. 

(2) Consumers’ DIY Mode in Home Improvement Dynamic Research 

The pace of development of mutual influence and interaction between the six major 

factors that affect consumer house decoration DIY is actually slow, the author cannot use this 

research to predict the advent of the era of China's future DIY, but in the process of 

researching the influence factor of DIY, she found that "service philosophy " is "extension" of 

consumers self-realization, as the fifth factor mention, Labor is a kind of invisible product, 

standardize and modularize labor, consumers can buy the Labor service as the product, and 

shift the "DIY" to labor services. 

We can establish labor service business platform between labor sellers (workers) and the 

buyer (consumer) in building materials supermarket, and transfer consumer’s expectations of 

their DIY to buying high-quality labor force to achieve it. 

In the past three years, Tsinghua - Paris-Dauphine University EDBA program help and 

open up the author of the research and thinking of her work in the service development, find 

and create a new type of commercial service mode: single and multiple door installation 

services system, and implant this kind of service system into the Leroy Merlin DIY building 

materials supermarket in the daily operations of sales, very efficiently meet the needs of 

customers in the purchase of building materials and installation, and promote the sales of 

building materials products; Installation services sales revenue and sales quantity grow in a 

rate of 50% a year.(attached a single installation propagandizing information) 

 

(3) Upgrading research of Chinese high-end services 

In the later study, we can consider high-end services upgrading research on more house 

decoration consumer groups, revealing the difference of the influence factors of house 

decoration DIY between different consumer groups, upgrade service system, create a high 

quality, high comfort, sustainable development of high-end residential service ecosystem for 

consumers .It is worthy of further study and explore. 
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Appendix 

Research questionnaire 

 

Dear Sir or Madame, 

First，we thank you for your precious time during your busy schedule for the answer of 

questions，the questionnaire is designed to understand the factors impacting on the choices of 

consumers of DIY in the  Home Decoration. We need genuinely your answer. 

Your answer of the questionnaire is only for usage of academic interest，Please feel free 

for the answer. 

 

Y、The DIY mode of consumers in Home Improvement 

y1 Generally speaking，what’s kind attitude for you to take DIY model in Home 

improvement? 

口 completely not DIY 口 a little bit DIY 口 neutral 口 a little DIY 口 completely DIY 

y2 I’m willing to buy building materials products in DIY building materials supermarket.   

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

y3 I believe that the products and services in building materials supermarket are credible.   

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

y4 I think that the products sold in building materials supermarket are reliable.            

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

 

X1、Consumers’ individual DIY inclination (please cross your opinion) 

X11 Do you think consumers have NEARLY the same knowledge about DIY? 

口 totally different  口 different   口 not sure   口 nearly the same   口 no difference 

X111 Do you think the consumer should be prudent to choose DIY mode in the Home 

Decoration. 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 
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X112 Do you think most of consumers love DIY? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

 

X113Do you take for granted the DIY mode in the Home Improvement? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

 

X2、Labor Force Factor 

X21 Is the manual work（Labor force）an important impacting factor for you to choose the 

DIY mode? 

口 not important at all   口 not important   口 it doesn’t matter   口 important   口 very 

important 

X211 In your Home Improvement，do you buy the labor force as labor commodity in DIY 

supermarket? 

口 not at all 口 No   口 Neutral   口 a little 口 thorough 

X212 In your Home Improvement，do you hire a worker during the whole improvement

（labor）to decorate? 

口 not at all 口 No   口 Neutral   口 a little 口 thorough 

X22 does the budget for the labor force impact your choice of DIY mode? 

口 totally   口 not important   口 doesn’t matter 口 important   口 very important 

X221 Do you take into consideration your income when choosing DIY mode for the home 

improvement? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X222 When the labor cost is beyond your income, do you take the option of DIY or partially 

DIY? 

口 Not at all  口 a little part  口 neutral 口 big part  口 thoroughly 

 

X3、Building Material Supermarket DIY factor  
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X31 does the reputation of building material supermarket impact on your choice of DIY mode 

in home improvement 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X311 do you purchase the building material products in BMS which has a good reputation for 

your home improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X312 does the high reputation of BMS impact your choice of DIY mode in your home 

improvement 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X313 Does the customer oriented BMS impacts on your choice of DIY mode in the home 

improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X32 does the DIY convenience of BMS impact your choice of DIY mode in your home 

improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X321 does the prompt information of BMS impact your choice on DIY mode in your Home 

improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X322 does the demonstration and visual explanation of BMS impact your choice of DIY 

mode in your home improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X323 does the fast and easy searching for the products of BMS impact your choice of DIY 

mode in your home improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X33 does the one station provision of products & services on one-stop system in BMS impact 

your choice of DIY mode in your home improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X331 does the convenience of one station provision of products & services on one-stop 

system of BMS impact your choice of DIY mode in your home improvement? 
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口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X332 does it impact on your choice of DIY mode in the Home Improvement when the one 

station provision of products & services on one-stop system of BMS is only customer 

oriented? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X333 does the respect for the customer’s privacy of BMS impact on your choice of DIY mode 

in the Home improvement? 

口 verily   口 a little   口 no impact 

X34 if there is an assessment of DIY-ability for the BMS, does it impact your choice of DIY 

mode in the Home Improvement? 

口 totally   口 not important   口 doesn’t matter 口 important   口 very important 

X341 do you reference the customer opinion or remarks in the building material supermarket? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X342 Do you think it valuable other customers opinion or remarks? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

 

X4、Products DIY factor 

X41 how do you think about the price of products in BMS comparing to traditional market? 

口 much more expensive   口 a little bit more expensive   口 the same    口 cheaper    

口 much cheaper 

X411 do you think you can save money in purchasing in BMS for Home Improvement? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X412 do you think you can accesses to good price for good products and easily 

understandable DIY products? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X42 concerning the after sales service, comparing to traditional products the DIY-able 

products are: 

口 much different    口 a little bit different   口 the same    口 better    口 much better 
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X421 concerning the convenience of return or exchange of products, comparing to traditional 

products the DIY-able products are: 

口 much different    口 a little bit different   口 the same    口 better    口 much better 

X422 concerning the product fixing and the quality，comparing to traditional products the 

DIY-able products are: 

口 much different    口 a little bit different   口 the same    口 better    口 much better 

X43Do you think them of the same quality the products of BMS and the product of traditional 

building material market? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X431 do you think the information of description of the product given by BMS is the same as 

the product the customer purchase? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X432 Do you avoid to purchase in Hypermarket only because you cannot bargain? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X44 Among the following price scale，which is the favorite one you are apt to purchasing in 

supermarket (choose 1)? 

口 under 200yuans  口 no matter   口 200-500yuans  口 500-1000yuans   口 1000yuans 

X45 as the delivery time of the DIY-able products in hypermarket is relatively longer, does it 

impact on your choice of DIY mode in the Home Improvement? 

口 Yes, a lot   口 yes a little bit   口 No impact 

X451 if the supermarket delivers your products according to the timing promised，does it 

impact on your choice of DIY mode in the Home improvement? 

口 Yes, a lot   口 yes a little bit   口 No impact 

X452 If the delivery of the products purchased in BMS if faster than you think，does it impact 

on your choice of DIY mode in the Home Improvement? 

口 Yes, a lot   口 yes a little bit   口 No impact 

 

X5、 Labor Force Market’s Grade Evaluation Factor 
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X51 if there exist a neutral objective third part institution assessing and qualifying the labor 

market; does it impact on your choice of DIY mode in the Home Improvement? 

口 totally   口 not important   口 doesn’t matter 口 important   口 very important 

X511 Do you think the qualification of labor force system will decrease the dishonesty of the 

market? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X512 When you shop in BMS, do you take heed the information about grade evaluation of 

labor force in the labor market? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

X513 if a certain building material supermarkets are certificated and qualified by a labor force 

institution, do you think it more reliable? 

口 No   口 perhaps   口 neutral   口 agree   口 favorite 

 

X6、Interviewee personal datum: 

X 61. Sex: 

口 M               口 F 

X62. Age: 

口 under 18 years   口 19-29 years    口 30-39 years    口 40-49years    口 above 

50years 

X63. Education degree: 

口 High school   口 college   口 undergraduate   口 master or above 

X64.  DIY contact period: 

口 less than 2 years   口 2-4 years  口 4-8 years   口 more than 8 years 

X65. How many times did you have for your experience to do DIY in your home 

improvement? 

口 none   口 occasionally    口 often   口 frequently 

X66. How much time is available for you to DIY during a whole year? 

口 less than 1 week  口 1- 3 week 口 3-7 weeks    口 more than 7weeks 
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X67. Your monthly total income: 

口 under 3000yuans   口 3000-6000yuans   口 6000-10000yuans   口 above 10000yuans 

End of the Questionnaire, thank you for your cooperation! 
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